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PRACTICAL TELEVISION

PREMIER RADIO COMPANY
OPEN TILL

6 P.M. SATURDAYS

(Regd.) B. H. MORRIS & CO. (RADIO) LTD.

(Dept. P.T.) 207, EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2

May, 1955

Telephone :
AMBASSADOR 4033
PADDINGTON 3271

MULTI -CHANNEL TUNER
AVAILABLE SHORTLY

WATCH FOR ANNOUNCEMENT

The NEW PREMIER TELEVISOR
SUITABLE FOR USE WITH THE ENGLISH ELECTRIC CATHODE

RAY TUBE 1901 OR ANY POPULAR WIDE ANGLE TUBE

20 valves (plus tube) Superhet Receiver, tunable from 40-68 Mc/s without coil or core
changing. Wide angle scanning Flyback EHT giving 14 kV. Duomag Focaliser, permanent
magnet focussing with simple picture centring adjustments, suitable for -any wide angle
Tube, may also be used with a 12 in. Tube with very minor modifications.
VISION CIRCUIT. Common RF Amplifier, single valve frequency changer, two IF

stages, Video Detector and Noise Limiter followed by special type of Video Output

Valve. ALL COILS PRE -TUNED ASSURING ACCURATE ALIGNMENT AND EX-

CELLENT BANDWIDTH.
SOUND CIRCUIT. Coupling from anode of frequency changer, two IF stages,
Double Diode Triode. detector and first LF Amplifier, Diode Noise Limiter and Beam
type Output Valve, feeding a 10in. Speaker. ALL COILS PRE -TUNED.

TIME BASES. 2 valve sync. Separator, giving very firm lock and excellent interlace.

LINE TIME BASE. Blocking Oscillator using a pentode driving a high efficiency
output stage comprising Ferroxcube Cored Output Transformer with Booster Diode.

FRAME TIME BASE. Blocking Oscillator driving a Beam Output Valve coupled
through a Transformer to the high efficiency. FERROXCUBE Cored Scanning Coils.

POWER PACK, Double wound Mains Transformer supplying all L.T. and H.T. using

two full -wave Rectifiers.
The Televisor may be constructed in 5 easy stages : (I) Vision, (2) Time Base,
(3) Sound, (4) Power Pack, (5) Final Assembly. Each stage is fully covered in the
Instruction Book, which includes layout, circuit diagrams and point-to-point wiring

instructions. The Instruction Book also includes full details for converting existing
Premier Magnetic Televisors for use with modern wide angle tubes. All components

are individually priced. All preset controls can be adjusted from the front,
making setting up very simple.
Instruction book 3/6, Post Free. Send Stamp For Latest Catalogue

Console Cabinets in figured walnut can be supplied for the above receiver of a cost
of £13/10(-, plus 21/- pkg. et carr. H.P. Terms for cabinet on request.

BUILDING
Thotisands of enthusiasts are building the

Simplex "Televisor. now being featured
In " Practical Televi sion." WHY NOT
you / CONSTRUC TOR'S ENVELOPE
conta in i ng full constru ctional details and
Blue Print, additional notes and sugges-
tions. and Query Sery ice form, sent for
ONLY 5;-. All compo nerits available ex
stock as follows :

NIU711 CHASSIS. - 18 s.w.g.
- DRILLE D. for VCR97 version with screens

and tube holder bracket. 22/6.
`TRANSFORMER. -3.50-0-350 v. 150 ma.
6.3 v. 5 a., 5 v. 3 a. tapped at 4 v., ONLY

 37. 6. (Postage 24,-.) -
CHOKE, -10 h. 120 ma., 10/6. (Post 1/-.)
IRECTIFIERS.:-R113 51- ea.. K3/40 61- ea.
VALVES.-EF50 6/6. S.P61 4/-, 6SN7 9!-,
6,15 516. EB34 3/6. EA50 3/6.
NALVEHOLDERS.-99G/(EF50) 10d..
T.O. and M.O. 6d., Diode (EA50) 641.,

VCR97 2(6.VCR97 TUBE. -Tested full screen, 4216.
CONDENSERS.-EIeetrolyties 25 mfd.
25 v. 1 10, 16 x 8 mfd. 450 v. 5/6. 32 x32 mid.
450 v. V-. Mica, silver mica, and tubulars,
350 v. 6d. each.
PoTEN CLO NIETERS.-All values, pre-
set 1/9 each, long spindle 3/-, with switch,

gists roits.'watt 4,1., 3 watt 5d.,
1 watt 6(1., 1.5 k. 5 watt, 1/6.COIL FORM ERS.-an. Thl On. 10d.
SPEAKER. -8 in-. P.M. less trans. 1616
(postage 21-).
0/P. TRANSFORMER, 5/-.
Alt Components Brand New and Un-
used. lull Price List available on

request.
Open until 1 p.m. Saturdays. are 2 ii'ns. from nigh iloiliorn Chancery Lane Station), 5 non, by has from King's Cron..

Caslt with order, please, an.t PC.
, eo,riln. Is lit,b2 postage as specifiet and on Component Ciders under £2.

1G6
17
1LEH4
1LN5
1L4
2B7
3A4

SAGS

664 AK7

6118
6C8
606
6116
611.6

6L7
6N7
6116
6U5
6V6
6V6GT
6SA7
6S07
6SH7
6SJ7
6SKI
6SL7
6SS7

THE
6/6
6/6
8/-
8/-
7/6
8/6
9/-
8/6
7/6
9/
7(6
7/6
8/-
6/6
5/-
9/-
716
7/6
8/6
8(6
816
7/6
8/6
7/6
7/6
8/6
7/6
9/-
7/6

" SIMPLEX "
VALVES

7A7
-7C5

7F7
7W7
12H6
MI5
12AH7
12SG7
12SK7 8/8
12511.7 7/6
28D7 7/8
32 7/6
36 7/8
50Y6 8/6
58 8/6
1622 11/-
1626 4/-
1299A 7/6
VR150/.30 8/6
VR137 5/9
KT44 8/6
KT2 51-
VP23 6/6
HL23DD 616
TP25 8/-
1S3 8/-

8/-
1R3 81-

8/6
816
8/6
8/6
8/6
6/-

12/6
716

5Z4 10/-
5U4 10/-
6AC7 6/6
6K7GT 516
807 7/6
EC1433 12/6
EA50 3/6
211033 8/6
EB31 3/6
EF33 6/6
EF33 6/6
EF50 6/6 Red
Sylvania 8/6
EF91 12/6
EY51 15/-
EK32 6/6
EL'32
SP61
M014
RL37
VS7I
954
955
9033
0071
931A

7/6
41-

10/6
61-
7/6
6/-
61-
6/-
6/-

50/-

R.F. UNITS TYPE 26 and 27. For
use with the. R.1:355 or any receiver with
a -6.3 v. ;supply. - These are the variable
tuning units which use 2 valves EF54
and 1 of 2032. Type 26 covers 65-50 Me/s
(5-6 metresi. and Type 27 covers 85-65
Me/s (3.5-5.0 metres). Complete with
valves, and BRAND NEW IN MAKER'S
CARTONS. ONLY 29/6 each.
CHASSIS OF INDICATOR 233. -Con-
tains VCR97 C.R.T. holder. 11 valve -
Solders, resistors, condensers, etc. etc.
BRAND NEW. ONLY 10/- (carr.. etc., 51-1.

E.II.T. 'TRANSFORMER. -Normal
230 v. Primary, with Secondary of
2,000 v. r.m.s. (approx. 2.800 v. D.C.).
A special offer of interest to all using
the VCR97 or similar tube. Size
20n. W. x 21in. D. x 3M. 11.
for tag, panel. AN UN it ErEATABLE
SNIP, and well worth buying as an
insurance against failure of existing
E. H.T. supplies. UNI Y.15V-i Postage.
etc.. 2/-).

U.E.I. CORPN.

TRANSFORMERS. -Manufactured tc
our specifications and fully, guaranteed.
Normal Primaries. 4254,425 v. 200' ma.
6.3 v. 4 a., 6.3 v. 4 a.. ,5 3 a.. ONLY
85/- ; 350 v.-0-350 V. f6/1"ina.. 6.3 V. 5 a.,
6.3v. 3 a., 5 v. 3 a., ONLY 47/6: 250 v.-0-
250 v. 100' ma., 6.3 v. 6 a.; 5.v. 3 a.. ONIA
37/6. 350 v.-0-350 v., 150 Ma.. 6.3 v. 5 a.
5 v. 3 a., ONLY 3716. 250-0-250 v. 60 ma.,
8.3 v. 3 a.. 5 v. 2 a.. ONLY 21/-. 'rhe above
ate fully shrouded, upright -mounting. 5.5

PYE 45 ow s I.F. STRIPS. -The strip kV. E.H.T. with 2 windings. of 2 v. 1 a.,
that is ready made for the London Vision ONLY 79/6 7 kV. E.H.T. with 4 v. 1 a..
Channel. Complete with 6 valves EF53 ONLY' 89/6. PLEASE ADD 2/- POSTAGE

and 1 of EA50. BRAND NEW. ONLY59/6. FOR- EACH TRANSFORMER.

THE RADIO CORNER, 133, GRAY'S INN ROAD,- LONDON, W.C.I.
(Phone TERminus 7937.)
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" R.F. 26" F.M.
CONVERTER UNIT

88/100 Me/s
-We can now offer this self-
contained Unit comprising
6 valves : 2-6BA6, EB91,
VR137, EF54, EF54. Two

. LP, stages and separate
local oscillator, also Muir -
head Graduated Vernier
Drive ensuring easy tuning.
Components Offered to

Complete F.M. Unit
New RF "26" Unit

(RADIO LTD.)
SPECIAL OFFER '38' WALKIE TALKIE SETS
We have purchased large box and collapsible aerial.quantity of the above "38" Freq. range 7.4 to 9 mcls.Sets. and can now offer same Range approx. 5 miles. Incomplete with 5 valves : 4-absolutely new condition and
VP23 and ATP4. Throat micro-Guaranteed Air Tested at 59/6,
phone, headphones, junction Carriage 5/-.

We have over 20.000 American and B.V.A. valves in Stock.
ALL VALVES NEW AND GUARANTEED.

.

with 3 valves,
VR137, EF54,
SF54. Chassis
stamped out for
easy conversion 81.15.0

Complete set of all

ID8GT
1A7GT
1H5GT
1N5GT
1L4
1Q5GT

101-
12/61-
101-

6
17/0/-

6A M6
42
43
75

08
6L6G

8/6-

8/6
6

108//-

12SA7GT 816
12SQ7GT 8/6
12SJ7GT 8/6
12SK7GT 8/6
12SR7 7/6
1D6

EF36 6/6
EF39 6/6
EIC32 6/6
EL32 7/6
EF50 (Red

10/-6

SP41 4/
D4I 5/-
VP23 6/6
E1L23DD

6/6

'1025components for IA5GT 10/- 6Q7GT 8/6 6C6 S'/8 HEV.) (?/16-conversion includ- 185 7/6 6SQ7GT 8/6 6 A7G 8/6 LP2 41- QP25 6/6ing 2-613A6 and 1St 7/6 6SG7GT 6/6 6A80 8/6 KT2 5/- QP21 8i-EB9I, tuning con- 1T4 7/6 6SJ7GT 8/6 TZ40 35/- VP2 8/6 TP22 86denser. I.F.T's 1R5 7/6 6SK7GT 816 OZ4 7/- SP2 8/6 ATP4 4,-and Osc. coils, re- 381 7/6 6SN7GT 9/- 25Z5G 8/6 TDD2A 8/8 MSIPENBsistors and fixed 3V4 7/6 GSL7GT 9/- 2526G 8/6 VP2B 8/6 7/6condensers. plugs,
wire and tag

11,N3
1LD3

8/-
8/-

6SC7
6V60

10/-
7/6

3534GT 8/6
35Z5GT 8/6

215SG 41-
866A 15.'-

MS/PEN 7/6
PX25 12/6strips ... 84.12.6 5U4G 8/8 6V6GT 7/6 35L6GT 8/6 354V 5/- 6A6 10/-Instruction Book

with technical
circuit and com-
plete lay -out dia-
grams 2.0

Special offer of all
above items and
RF26, including
circuit, postage

5340 8/6
5Z3G 8/6
MU14 816
6B8 7/6
61(80 9/-
6K7G 6/6
6J7G 6/6
N7GT 7/6
L7 7/6

6F6G 7/6 50L6GT 8/6
6AC7 8/6 25A6G 8/6
6AG7 12/6 KT33C 10/-
6C5GT 5/-KT66 12/6
6J5GT 5/-EBC33 8/6
12A6 7/6 EF54 6!-
12K7GT 8/6 EB34 316
12KBGT 8/6 EA50 2/-
12Q7GT 8/6 DI 2/-

4D1 4/-
0D2 4/-
8D2 4/-
PEN46 7/6
AC6PEN 6/6
VP41 7/6
T11233 106,
41MP 7/8
SP61 4/-

46 10/-
AC/PEN 10/-
FC13C 10/-
FCI3s/e 10/-
42SPT 6/-
PEND04020

12/6
VT501 7/6
U19 10/-

Charge for align-
ment when com-
pleted 7,6

Assembled, aligned
and ready for use 88.10.0
Al! Items sold separately:

2E -page Catalogue, 3d. Open Mons -Sat. 9-6. Thurs. 1 p m

EY51
EE41

12/-
11/-

UL4I
UY41

11/-
111-

EF80 Dye
EABC8010/-

PL81 leis
PL82 101-

12AT6
12AT7

8/-
9'-EL4I 11/- UF41 11/- ECC85 10/- PY81 101- I2AU6 9/.-EZ40 10/- DIC40 101- EZ80 9/- PY82 10/- 12BA6 9/-EM34 101-. 50B5 10/- EM80 10/- PC084 12/6 1213E6 10/-35W4 8/-15005 10/- ECL80 1216 PCF82 1216 6X4 8/6

, HARROW ROAD, PADDINGTON,

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111141111111111 H E N RY'S CRYSTAL MICROPHONE
INSERTS

8/6
POST
FREE

816
POST
FREE

Ideal for tape recording and
amplifiers. No matching trans-
former required.

SPECIAL REDUCTION
1A7GT, 1N5GT,

1H5GT. JA5GT
(1C5GT or IQ5GT/ 40/- Set

10 EF50 (Ex -Brand
New Units) 51-

ch
6Kea8G, 6K7G. 6Q7G,

5Z4G. 6V6G -37/6
IRS, 163, 1T4, 1S4

or (364 or 3V4) -27/5 ..
TP25, HL23/ DD

VP23. PEN25 (or

6K8G, 6K7G, 607G.
25A6G, 2535 (or

12K8GT
2536G

, 1..2.K7GT
_37/6

,

12Q7GT. 35Z4GT.
35L6GT (or
50L6GT) ...37/6

12SA7GT, 12SK7GT,
12SQ7GT, 35340T,
35L6GT (or

- 50L6GT) ...37/6

PACKARD BELL
AMPLIFIER

. Brand new complete with '
28D7 and tSL7GT and
instruction book 12/6.

P. & P.2,-.

TEL.: PADDINGTON

Specially useful ,for Television Work .

The

SIGNAL GENERATOR

A Signal Generator of wide range and accuracy of performance.
designed to_cope with modern radio and television work. Turret coil
switching provides six frequency ranges covering 50 Kc/s-80 Mc/s.

50 Kc/s-150 Kc/s
150 Kc/s-500 Kc/s
500 Kc/s-1.5 Mc/s

Stray field less than 1/AV per metre at a
distance of 1 metre from instrument.
General level of R.F. harmonic content
of order of 1:%.
Direct calibration upon fundamental
frequencies throughout range, accuracy
being better than 1% of scale reading.
45 inches of directly calibrated frequency
scales with unique illuminated band
selection, giving particularly good dis-
crimination when tuning television
"staggered " circuit 3.
Of pleasing external appearance with
robust internal mechanical construction

Fully descriptive Pamphlet

1.5 Mc/s-5.5 Mc/s
5.5 Mc/s-20 Mc/s
20 Mc/s-80 Mc/s

using cast aluminium screening, careful
attention having been devoted to layout
of components with subsidiary screening
to reduce the minimum signal to
negligible level even at 80 Mc/s.
Four continuously attenuated ranges
using well -designed double attenuator
system.
Force output 0.5 volts.
Internal modulation at 400 c/s, modula-
tion depth 30% with variable L.F.
signal available for external use.
Mains input, 100-130 V. and 200-260 V.
50-60 c/s- A.C.

available on application to the Sole Proprietprs

MAINS MODEL, as specified, or
BATTERY MODEL, covering 53
KO to 70 Mc/s, powered by
easily obtainable
batteries £30

and Manufacturers

ghe AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER ``& ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT CO.,LTD
WINDER HOUSE DOUGLAS STREET - LONDON  S.W.1 Telephone: VICTORIA 34-
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SPEED0Ryour SOLDERING

TYPE 21

TYPE 22

TYPE 41

TYPE 31

TYPE 71
csoER ithN.6

+4, TYPE 81

TYPE 32

TYPE 42

TRIGGER FEED
SOLDERGUN

Type No. 51 is designed
specially for all assembly
operations. Solder is fed
automatically with trigger -
action and two reels are
supplied=one- 15 It; acid -
cored and one 15 ft. resin -
cored.

SOL
DER8WIS

SOLDER
U IRONS

Unbeatable from every point of view, well able to with-

stand hard workshop treatment and ideal for continuous use. Features

include rapid constant localised heat-solid sturdy construction-low
current consumption-perfect balance-absolute dependability. A

type and bit for every purpose from fine instrument to heavy indus-

trial work. Each tool includes 5 feet tough rubber 3 -core cable.

Obtainable from all leading tool merchants and factors. Fully descriptive Brochure on request

WOLF ELECTRIC TOOLS LTD  PIONEER WORKS HANGER LANE  LONDON  W.5

Tel PERIVALE 5631-4 Branches BIRMINGHAM MANF,ESTEP LEEDS BRISTOL  NEWCASTLE GLASGOW

S70ace-saii#190 swgfesq`Xosi

CHASSIS MOUNTING
DRY ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS

The saving of space resulting from the use of these condensers
is one of the chief reasons for their popularity. Type 928 is of
particular 'interest 'to designers of rectifier units as a small and
efficient substitute for a large 80o v. paper condenser.

Except where indicated, these condensers use plain foil electrodes.

The can is negative, but when this connection is not required via

the chassis, insulating washers and terminal tags are available

upon request.
Capacity tolerance; -20% to +50%. Voltage range; 250 v. to

800 v. Peak Working.

Capa-
city

in N.F.

Peak
Work'g

Volts

Surge
Volts

Dimensions in Inches T.C.C.
Type
No.

List
Price
Each

H. D. Screwed
Boss

*32 350 400 2/ 1 4., 312 9/-

4
8

16
32

500
500
500
500

600
600
600
600

2}
4#
4#
4I

4,

1

I
I
I

I

f
I
*i

512
512
512
512

71-
8/-

1116
17/6

*8 800 900 I 928 18/ -

*Etched Foil.

THE TELEGRAPH CONDENSER CO. LTD
RADIO DIVISION: NORTH ACTON LONDON W.3 Telephone : ACOrn



INTERFERENCE STATISTICS
THE Post Office Engineering Department has

recently published an interesting analysis
of interference complaints which it has

received and investigated. These figures may not,
however, show the magnitude of the interference
problem, because the number of viewers or
listeners whose reception is affected by inter-
ference is usually much greater than the number
of complaints received, and also more than one
source of a given kind may be concerned in some
complaints, and more than one complaint may
be made about a common source. The statistics
are presented in the form of 'two tables, the first
dealing with the number of complaints attributed
to specific sources, and the second with the num-
ber arising from defective receiving conditions.

Thus, in the first table there were 578 com-
plaints about bedwarmers interfering with sound
broadcasting, and 1,183 with television ; 342
complaints concerning calculating machines with
Sound broadcasting and 818 with television.
Comparable figures for other sources of inter-
ference are : drills, 1,177, 2,792 ; external cross -
modulation, 1,177, 2,492 ; faulty electrical
wiring of premises, 2,194, 494 ; hairdriers, 598,
6,954 ; ignition systems of petrol engines, 49,
1,313 ; industrial and medical R.F. equipment
(valve), 91, 736 ; industrial and medical R.F.
equipinent (spark), 105, 151 ; lighting, filament
type lamps, 66, 2,569 ; lighting, fluorescent
tubes, 1,676, 233 ; 'street lighting, all types, 712,
113 ; neon signs, 416, 1,444 ; power lines, over-
head, less than 650 volts, 260, 230 ; 650 volts to
11 kV, 200, 2,052 ; more than 11 kV., 222, 1,447 ;
underground, faulty, 132, 60 ; radiation from
TV timebase circuits, 6,805, 3 ; superhet, local
oscillators, 62, 1,604 ; radio transmitters,
amateurs, 125, 303 ; others sited in U.K., 142,
476, foreign, 533, 146 ; refrigerators (compressor,
fan, or thermostat), 1,228, 1,587 ; sewing
machines, 1,577, 8,956 ; smoothing irons, 399,
198 ; vacuum -cleaners,- 1,043, 3,269 ; unknown,
12,206, 21,877. All other identified sources
amount to 6,376, 12,104 respectively.

These figures are illuminating. They show that

11

1 0

& TELEVISION TIMES

r
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- Editor : F. J. CAMM
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Televiews
with the exception of external cross -modulation,
faulty electrical wiring, fluorescent tubes, street -
lighting, and power lines, radiation from timebase
circuits, smoothing irons, the majority of inter-
ference relates to television.

The number of complaints arising from
defective conditions at the receiving site amounted
to 10,335 (sound) and 2,456 (television) respec-
tively under the heading of inefficient aerial or
earth installations : 5,290 (sound) and 5,375
(television) due to faulty receivers, 227 (sound)
and 666 (television) due to maladjustment of
receivers, and 3,168 (sound) and 2,998 (television)
due to other conditions.

These figures show the enormity and the com-
plexity of the interference problem, which was
recently discussed in Parliament, when the.
Assistant Postmaster -General was asked what
steps he is taking to ensure that television sets
are adequately suppressed or screened to prevent
their causing interference with sound radio
reception.

The reply was that where a television set causes
interference with sound receivers, which are
themselves in proper order and condition, the
owner of the television set is liable to have his
licence withdrawn.

TV AND EDUCATION

MORE than 30 educational television stations
with a covering of 40 million Americans

will be operating this year in the United States
of America. Commercial stations are co-
operating with local schools, and indeed at
present 800 Philadelphia schools receive TV
instruction from three commercial stations. In
New York crippled children are able to complete
their high-school education by TV, and results of
TV education are promising. One university
reported a 30 per cent. higher performance by
students taught by TV than by those who received
standard class -room instruction. Educational
television in the U.S.A. is about to expand con-
siderably, and is far ahead of any similar effort
in this country.-F. J. C.
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FES?' UNIT
A SIMPLE INSTRUMENT FOR TESTING CONDENSERS,

INCLUDING ELECTROLYTICS, MEASURING E.H.T. AND

SUPPLYING AN AUDIO OUTPUT

By F. W. Austin

THIS simple piece of test gear was designed to
make as much use as possible of a small neon

- tube having a minimum of switching arrange-
ments. The results have been, for the small outlay
involved, pleasing enough to merit further investi-
gation.

Functions
The apparatus will measure E.H.T. voltage, give

a reasonable indication of leakage in paper con-
densers,- give indication of capacity of electrolytic
smoothing condensers and supply a signal for
injection into both the audio and video detector
stages.

Power Requirements
The only power required is obtained by making

use of the high tension supply of the receiver under
test. When measuring E.H.T. a switched potentiometer
isolates the normal H.T. lead and prevents shock to
the user from this source, as can be seen from the
circuit diagram.

Basic Unit
The basic unit consists of a 1 megohm potentio-

meter having a 150 -volt neon (surplus CV71) shunted
between the slider and earthy " end. This is shown
in the circuit as a chassis connection.

E.H.T. Voltage
This is developed across a chain of 32 megohms

consisting of 14 resistors (2.2 M12-1 watt each) and
1 resistor (200 k-1 watt) with the remainder across

PARTS LIST
RESISTORS CONDENSERS

14x2.2 M (1 watt) 1 ' .05 /:F paper (350 v.w.)
I x 200 k sz (1 watt) 1  .021,F paper (350 v.w. )
1 x 47 k 1.2 (1 watt)
I x 1 M sz potentio- SUNDRIES

meter (less switch). 1 neon (surplus CV7I)
I x MO potentio- 2 Insulated terminals
meter (s/p. switch) I neon holder

4 wander plugs
4 crocodile clips
Box, panels, etc.

the 1 megohm potentiometer. This limits the current
at 16 kV. to 500 microamps., and gives 500 volts
across the potentiometer at that reading.

Calibration
As few readers are likely to have a 500 volts D.C.

supply readily available other means must be found
for marking' the scale. We can, therefore, connect
the top end of potentiometer to a 250 volts source
and mark the position at which the neon " strikes."
This will then be the position for 8 kV. reading.

The resistance of the potentiometer arm across the
neon should then be measured. Assuming it is
500 id? a mark can then be made against 250 kfl
on the scale. This becomes the 16 kV. reading. All
other scale markings can be made by multiplication
or division, thus :

16 kV. x 250 kS2=4,000, also 8 kV. x 500 k9=4,000
.-. 10 kV.=4,000±10 =400 k,f2, also 6 kV.=

4,000+6=666 k52, etc.
These figures are arbitrary, depending on the

Wooden strip terming mount
for Neon holder

Fig. 1.-Details of case,
method of assembly and
part of the-E.H.T. bleeder

panel.

Recess to
feeds

Resistor chain erranqement
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neon. In my own case the neon struck at 150 volts
and the following resistances applied for the various
settings :

5 kV. -960 1:12 6 kV. =800 k2 7 kV.=686 k2
8 kV.=600 k2 9 kV.=533 k2 10 kV.=480 k2

12 kV. =400 k.Q. 14 kV. =343 k2 16 kV.=300 kf2

22M11 EHT

oHTd-

47K12K

Signal

500
POT

with S/P

/////
Fig. 2.-Theoretical circuit of the unit.

Construction
A study of the circuit diagram and layout of com-

ponents should give a good idea of- the methods to
adopt. The only critical arrangement is the setting
out of the resistor chain, which was made up on two
thin paxolin panels and mounted on the left-hand
side and along the bottom of the layout diagram.
All other components should be kept well clear.
These resistors were of the type having wires coming
directly out of the body and their use is strongly
advised. My own unit, as may be seen from the
illustration, was enclosed in a plastic box complete
with lid, bought cheaply as surplus, but as they are
not generally available a wooden box will suffice.
The panel holding the controls should be rather
shorter than the box to give space at the back for
packing away leads when not in use. A strip of wood
is fixed at right-ahgles at the rear of the panel, and
besides forming the recess for leads it also

Another view of the finished instrument.

supports a bracket on which the neon holder is
mounted. See Fig. 1.

E.H.T. Operation
When measuring E.H.T., the signal control

should be turned off (switched off). With the
negative lead connected to the chassis the
striking point of the neon then indicates
potential.

Signal Operation
With H.T. leads connected between H.T.4-

Leakage and chassis the signal amplitude control is
turned to maximum, and the kV pointer
reduced slowly from maximum kV setting
towards minimum (it will be noted that this
control is connected in " reverse sense "
to give maximum kV reading in a clockwise
direction). The signal will not be variable
and can be set as desired.

Kfl
Paper Condensers

Switch) These are tested by having the kV control
set to CAP and the signal control switched off.
The capacitor is then applied to leakage
terminals and quickly reversed. A short,
sharp flash should be the reward. A constant
glow shows either bad insulation or a short-
circuit.

Testing Electrolyties
For fairly full information about these a potential

of 250 volts is desirable, although similar results are
obtainable at 230 volts. This is, of course, limited by

E.H.T. H.T f ,

Negative Signal
Fig. 3.-Details of panel, controls and connections.

the striking voltage of the neon and the various high
resistances in the circuit. The kV control should be
set to CAP and the signal amp. control switched
off. The condenser is connected to plus and minus
leakage terminals, when the neon should glow for A
time before going out. The signal control is then
switched on and left at the CAP setting. After a
short period the neon will commence to flash at
regular intervals, the capacity being ascertained by
the interval between flashes. With 250 volts applied
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Ito the H.T. terminals, times should be roughly as
follows :

8,ILF= } second off ; 16/2F =1 second off ; 32,uF=
2 seconds off.

Larger condensers than these should not be
attempted, although they may be measurable with a
lower applied potential. In any case, their normal
leakage current grows greater and modification of
the unit to suit would result in spoiling the other
amenities of the apparatus.

If the leakage is excessive, the neon will remain

alight. If condenser is open -circuited, neon will
oscillate.

Important Note
The particular neon used (C,V71) has a tendency to

oscillate better one way round than the other: in
the holder. This position will be found by observing
when a glow surrounds the ring in the lamp and
extends right down the supporting wires.. Three
different neons of the same type have been tried.with
similar results.

BBC Television Transcription Service
WAR IN THE AIR, the series of BBC films recently

seen by millions of viewers- throughout
Britain, will soon be shown on Canadian television
screens. The Canadian Broadcasting Corporation
have taken the whole series of 15, which trace the
development of air power in our lifetime, and, by
using film from official sources, present a graphic
picture of the struggle for air mastery in the second
World War. The films have been described as one
of the achievements of BBC television.

Their sale in Canada also underlines one of the
achievements of the BBC's Television Transcription
Service, which is responsible for sending such films
and telerecordings to other countries. This three-
man unit (which, like the long-established tran-
scription service for sound radio, is part of the BBC
External Services) has just completed its second
year of operations, and in that time it has given
an international flavour to BBC Television. Films or
telerecordings have been sent from the BBC to appear
on television screens in Canada, the U.S.A., Holland,
France, Germany, Belgium, Switzerland, Italy,
Denmark and Japan.

Two Years Old
This two -year -old service grew out of the demand

from other countries for telerecordings of the
Coronation. It was clear that these countries were
interested in what the BBC was doing ; and none
more than Canada, who is to -day the Transcription
Unit's best customer. In 1953, nine films and 41
telerecordirgs were dispatched to Canada; and before
the end of 1954 six films and 41 telerecordings had
been sent.

What kind of BBC programmes have the Canadian
viewers been seeing this year ? They have seen
Emlyn Williams and Lord Beaverbrook in the
Speaking Personally series, and the archaeological
stories of the Buried Treasure programmes. They
have watched the animal and bird features by George
Cansdale and Peter Scott ; and have seen something
of Britain's stately homes. And the Canadians, like
viewers in other countries, have taken many tele-
recordings of outside events, among them the Queen's
return from her tour, Trooping the Colour, Sir
Winston Churchill's speech at the Lord Mayor's Telerecordings and films are sold to overseas
Banquet, and on his 80th birthday. The round of
British sport was covered in telerecordings of Rugby
Union at Twickenham, the Boat Race, the F.A. Cup
Final, racing at Ascot, Chataway's victory in the
5,000 metres, and the table tennis championships.

The U.S.A. took a number of telerecordings. Both
N.B.C. and C.B.S. networks showed the Mansion
House lunch while N.B.C. has given its viewers Sir

Anthony Eden's party political broadcast and. racing
at Ascot.

Europe has shown an interest not .only in films
specially made for BBC television, such -as that abOut
the artist Graham Sutherland, but in telerecordings
of national and sporting "events.- Germany, for
instance, showed viewers the Trooping the Colour,
a full version of Sir Winston Churchill's /Oh birthday
presentation, and the England v. Germany soccer
match. In Holland the Queen's return was among the
programmes seen during the year. Switzerland,
France, Holland, Belgium and Italy all took the
Trooping ceremony

'
and Belgium particularly asked

for library material about Christmas in England.
Anda telerecording of the table tennis championships,
in which some of their expert players' took part, was
requested by Japan.

Speed Essential
In sending telerecordings of outside events., to

overseas television stations speed is essential. Some
idea of the way the transcription unit works, can be
gauged from the fact that the telerecording of the
Prime Minister's birthday, presentation was received
in Hamburg shortly after noon the next day. An
edited version reached Canada within two days.

The European television networks are making
an increasing demand for telerecordings of inter-
national football matches, particularly where their
own national teams are concerned. In some studio
programmes the language is a barrier. But this
obstacle has been overcome with the Art Films made
by the documentary department of the Television
Service in association with the Educational Television
and Radio Centre of the United States and the Arts
Council of Great Britain. A separate music add
effects track is provided, but no English commentary.
The European television stations can then add their
own commentary in the native language. This com-
mentary is a translation of the English script.

Not only does the transcription unit send to
countries with television but to those without a service.
Films have gone to Malaya, Australia and Norway,
for non -theatrical distribution. They are issued to
film societies, Government film libraries and so on ;
but not to cinemas.

television networks at prices which make the tran-
scription unit fully self-supporting. In two years of
work the unit has laid the foundation of a service
which not only gives viewers in other countries a
picture of British life, but which enables millions of
people abroad to share with the viewer at home some
of the pleasures and excitements of BBC television
programmes.
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P., Lilt -4;4P

THESE n -'es may be used in conjunction with
many Ekco receivers which employed a basically
similar chassis. Models may be found with

or without radio, 9in. or 12in., table or console.
Some employed SP41 valves instead of the more
usual SP6I as used in the receiver about to be de-
scribed. As is well known, the service equivalent of
the SP6I is the VR65 and of the SP41 the VR65A.
The receiver is of the TRF type and the circuit
is quite' straightforward. The radio unit is of the
superhet type with four preset stations, and consists
of a three -valve unit which will be described in -detail
later. The audio circuit of this receiver is different in
many respects from other models in the series which
are not fitted with radio. A point to bear in mind is
that although a transformer is fitted and the receiver
therefore is for A.C. mains only the chassis is
connected to the mains, and caution is to be used
as in the case of an A.C./D.C. receiver.

The aerial input is by 75 ohm coaxial cable through
isolating condensers to the coils L3 and L4, a separate
feed being taken to the radio section from the outer
contact of the aerial socket via Ll which is the coil
mounted at the rear of the socket. From L3 -L4 the
signal is taken to the grid of the first R.F. amplifier
VI, which, with V2, is common to both sound and
vision. -The contrast control is fitted in the cathode
circuit of VI. 1/3 is the vision only R.F., the sound
signal being tapped off of the anode coil of V2. The
coil L19 is -the sound rejector, and is fitted in the grid
circuit of VIO, the first sound R.F. amplifier.

From the anode of V3 the signal is coupled by
L9, LIO to the video detector V4, which is a double
diode, the second section being used as the vision
interference limiter. The video signal is taken from
the cathode of the detector diode via a system of
peaking chokes and a resistor to the grid of the video
amplifier V5. The anode of V5 is D.C., coupled to
the C.R.T. cathode via a choke resistor combination.
The interference limiter is also fed from this point.
A lead is taken from here to the cathode of the V4B
diode. The anode of this section is connected to the
cathode through a resistor ; a second resistor is wired
across this, but can be disconnected by operation
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of the screw marked interference limiter at the rear
of the chassis. A .11(F condenser is taken from
the diode anode to chassis. Operation of the screw
changes the time constant of the circuit and thus
V4B conducts just before peak white. This increases
the effectiveness of the limiter, but affects the picture
content.

Sound Channel
The sound signal is amplified with the vision by VI

and V2 and then passed to the grid of VIO. A preset
gain control is fitted in the cathode circuit of this
valve to enable an approximate level to be obtained
between TV sound and radio as the volume control
is common to both. VII is used as the second R.F.
sound amplifier and also as the audio amplifier.

The TV sound signal is taken via a set of coils
from the anode of VIO to the grid of VII. The anode
of this valve is coupled through a further set of
band-pass coils to one section of V12 which is a
double diode. The rectified signal is then coupled
to the cathode of the second section which' is used
as a series noise limiter. From the anode of this diode
the signal is then taken back to the grid of VII for
A.F. amplification. The cathode of VII is decoupled
by two condensers, one, a .001/(F, is for R.F. and the
other, a 20//F 12 volt electrolytic, for A.F. bypass. -
The amplified A.F. signal is taken from the screen
of VII to one contact of the four -pin radio chassis
plug. It is then passed to the radio -TV selector switch.
and then to the volume control. Both the TV and
radio signals are then passed back to the main
chassis to the grid of the sound output valve, V13.
A negative feed -back circuit is fitted from the anodeof this valve through a .001/tF condenser and
resistor to the control grid. This point should be
borne in mind when severe distortion of sound is
experienced.

The video signal at the anode of the video ampli-
fier V5 is passed by a condenser and resistor to the
grid of V14. This acts as the usual grid current type
of sync separator. The sync pulses drive the valve
into grid current which produces a steady negative
bias across its grid leak resistor. Thus the negative
video signals are placed beyond cut off and are not
passed. The sync pulses alone are presentat the anode
of VI4, which has two resistors and a choke in its
anode 'circuit. The first resistor is decoupled to
chassis by- a 4/4F electrolytic. This is another point
to remember when unsteady synchronism is
experienced.

Line Time Base
The frame pulses are taken from the junction ofthe second resistor and the choke. The line pulses
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are taken from the junction of the choke and the
anode of V14, and are fed by a condenser to the
suppressor grid of the line oscillator V15. This valve
is used as a combined miller and transition oscillator
and no blocking oscillator transformer is therefore
used. The scan voltage is developed across the
cathode load resistor and is fed via a resistance -
capacitor network to the control grid of the line
output beam-tetrode V16. Line hold is by a variable
control feeding H.T. to the grid of V15 through a
2.2 MD resistor. Should the control be at the end
of its travel and still not locking this resistor should
be suspect. V18 is the efficiency diode and is connected
with its cathode to chassis. The anode is connected
through the secondary of the line output transformer
to the cathode and grid of the line output V16.
The E.H.T. rectifier V17 is fed from the overwind
on the line output transformer.

Frame Thnebase
The frame oscillator is a thyratron marked V7

in Fig. 1, and is a 6K25. A fault very often met
with is a " jittery " raster. That is, the picture
rapidly vibrates up and down although the syn-
chronism is still held. Almost invariably a replace-
ment 6K25 will provide a cure. The valve base is
sunk below chassis level and the valve is often difficult
to remove. It is often necessary to help matters by
pushing up the centre spigot of the valve from
beneath. The blunt end of a pencil is often a help as
a screwdriver may damage the surrounding com-
ponents. The Frame Hold control is in the cathode
circuit of V7 and operates purely by altering the
cathode bias. The charging components are a 100.0
resistor and a .5µF condenser from the anode to

Fig. I. ---Top view of chassis.

cathode. The load resistor is a 100. KS2 and the scan
waveform is taken from the junction of the 10012
resistor and the .5/4F. It is fed through a .1,uF
condenser to the top of the height control, the centre
slider of which feeds the grid of the frame output
valve V8.

The cathode resistor of V8 is not taken directly
to chassis. The secondary of the output transformer
and the frame scan coils both have one side directly
returned to chassis. The cathode resistor is connected
to junction of the other two sides. As secondary
winding has a low resistance of only 1D as opposed
to the scan coils' 140 the cathode may be thought of
as being in series with the secondary winding of the
frame output transformer.

H.T. Supplies
H.T. is supplied by two half -wave rectifiers, the

main television PZ30 and the UY41 in the radio
unit. On television both are used, but on radio the
PZ30 is switched out of the circuit and the UY41
carries the smaller load alone. Although both these
rectifiers have a common cathode output to the
smoothing circuit, they are supplied independently
from the primary of the mains transformer. The
surge limiting resistors to the anodes of the PZ30
often go open circuit, and their location and replace-
ment is very simple. They are wired to a tag strip
at the base of the mains transformer. They are
50D 5 -watt of the coated type, and lower wattage
should not be used. If one should go open circuit it
would leave one half of the PZ30 to take the increased
load, the current drain would be excessive and
one anode of the PZ30
be seen to be red hot. In addition, the remaining

resistor would be passing the excess cur-
rent, and this would very soon cause it
to become defective. This, of course,
leaves the UY41 totally inadequate
to cope with the situation. Under these

L3
L4

L19
L20

6F13

L21
L22

6F/3

L9 L23
L10 L24

'6,2x/2

vim/

10P13

circumstances the UY41 may flashover
and blow the fuses. If, therefore, the
fuses are found to be blown it is very
necessary to check the UY41 for internal
shorts, also the PZ30, which can well be
responsible for the whole trouble, and
ensure that the surge limiting  resistors
are in order.

Another common cause of trouble
from an H.T. and blown fuse point of
view is the power plug connecting the
radio and TV chassis. This may well be
found to have a leak between pins and
should be given priority attention should
trouble of this nature persist after the
PZ30 and UY41 have been checked,
Note that the video amplifier V5 has its
H.T. supply to its anode maintained
when the receiver is switched to radio.
This is to keep the C.R.T. cathode biased
so as to prevent the tube from being
burned by a spot when switching from
TV to radio. Therefore, the anode of V5
is supplied direct from the smoothing cir-
cuit and not via the connecting plug and
TV radio switch, as is the remainder of
the TV sectiob. Of coure, this also
applies..to the sound output valve V13,
which is cominon to both Ty and radio.
The heaters of the TV valves are fed from
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various secondary windings on the mains transformer,
again with the exception of V13, which is in series with
the A.C./D.C. chain of the radio valves. The fuses
should be rated at 1.5 amp.

Radio Section
The radio receiver consists of a triode-hexode

frequency changer, UCH42. The I.F. amplifier is a
UAF42 with its diode section used for detection.
The output valve is, as stated, common to TV and
radio and is a 10P13. The outer screening of the
coaxial TV aerial cable is used as the radio aerial,
as stated earlier. The 1.F. is 455 kc/s and A.V.C. is
fed from the detector circuit to the grids of the
UCH42 and the UAF42. The station indicator lamps
are switched by the selector switch, and the bulb in
use is put in series with the heater chain and is
shunted by a 1005 2 -watt resistor wired from the
radio selector switch to chassis.

Picture Troubles
Faults likely to be encountered are fading, weak

reception, unsteady picture, weak or no synchronisa-
tion, partly collapsed raster, weak and poorly
defined picture coupled with poor or no sync, and no
raster at all.

Fading of vision only is often due to a poor contact
on the valve bases of the vision valves. A varying
emission video amplifier may be responsible, and it
may be changed with another SP61, the sync -
separator, for instance, to prove the point.

Weak reception may be caused by a large number
of factors. Assuming the sound to be unaffected,
however, the valves should be changed with reference
to the diagram indicating their positions and
purpose. If no improVement is effected a voltage
check on the valve bases should be made, and the
decoupling capacitors bridged in turn by a known
good component. The decoupling condensers are
of the .001pF tubular ceramic type, and can quite
easily go open circuited with consequent loss of
gain. V4 (the vision double diode) should be checked,
and if no vision signals are being received do not
forget to ensure that both sections are lighting up.
A glow from inside the valve does not indicate that
the detector section is being heated, and both heaters
should be observed.

Open -circuited anode and screen decoupling
resistors are a common cause of " no signals."
These are of the 4.7 Kr/ 1 -watt type, and a voltage
check on the valve bases will soon locate the faulty
component.

Weak synchronism, assuming the contrast to be
welt up, usually points to the SP61 sync separator,
V14, being low on emission. If this valve is changed
with V5, that is, the video amplifier, and it is in fact
low, the picture will now be darker, necessitating
increased brilliance and contrast adjustment,, depend-
ing upon just how low the emission has fallen.
If the valve is not at fault attention should be directed
to the 4pF 275 -volt anode and screen decoupling
condenser. This is one section of a double unit can,
located under the chassis near the vision limiter
plug. The other half of the unit is the 8pF anode
and screen decoupler of VII (sound R.F. and A.F.
amplifier).

If the poor sync is accompanied by a smeared
picture, poorly defined and inclined to tear, a cathode
to heater leak in the C.R.T. should be suspected.
If this is the case a heater isolating transformer may
be fitted and should be of the 2 -volt secondary type.
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If one of these transformers is fitted the cathode
should be joined to one of the heater leads so as to
prevent variations if the defect is of an intermittent
nature.

As described previously, a jittery raster is nearly
always due to a defective 6K25 (V7 frame oscillator).
Also a partly collapsed raster can often be caused
by this valve. Usually, if this is the case, the bottom
half of the raster will be almost normal, but the top

L9 L/O

Limiter
Screw
Switch

U4

IMl

3.9
KO

HT+
681,11

and
Sync.

Fig. 2.-Vision limiter, detector and video circuit.
Anode and screen separate the supply source.

half will be compressed to the middle, leaving
a large blank area at the top of the tube.

The frame output valve (V8, SP6I) may also be the
cause of a small or reduced frame scan and can easily
be checked by substitution.

If no raster can be resolved and the line time base
whistle is absent the line oscillator (V15, SP6I)
should be suspected and changed as described pre-
viously. If a change of valve does not start the time
base working normally the series resistor associated
with the line hold control should be investigated.
It is a 2.2 h4Q 1 -watt (red, red, green) and can go
open circuited or high. This resistor should be
suspected also when the picture cannot be locked
in a horizontal direction and the control is fully over.
The line output valve (V16, 6P28) could, of course,
also be responsible for the non -operation of line
transformer, E.H.T., etc. This is not so often the
case, however, and the SP61 should be suspected
first. If the time base is working, but there is no
E.H.T., the U24 (VI 7) rectifier will often be found to
be glowing blue inside. This indicates that it is soft
and should be replaced. On later Ekco models, such
as the 162 series, such a blue glow often indicates
a defective line output transformer; the valve in this
case is a wire -ended U25. However, in the receiver
being dealt with, the line transformer is rarely the
cause of the trouble and another U24 is usually all
that is required.

By way of explanation, a blue glow in a valve
indicates excess current ; this does not apply to the
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line output valve, which normally operates in this
way. An excess current may be caused by a heavy
load, as in the case of a leak in the line output trans-
former, or by the presence of gas (air) in the valve as
in the set being described.

Sound Defects
Weak volume which is not distorted can usually

be traced to a low emission VIO or VII, or these
valves may be improperly seated. The electrolytic
decoupling condensers used to by-pass the cathodes
of V11 and V13 may be open circuited. These are
separate condenSers mounted near the respective
valve bases and are -rated at 20,uF 12 -volt for Vii
and 50 ,uF 12 -volt for V13. These condensers,
hasVeyer, even if one is completely open circuited,
do not cause a drastic drop in volume. Low volume
on TV sound with marked distortion is often the
result of the load resistor of the sound noise limiter
going high or open circuited. This is rated at 2.2 MD
on this model, but may be found to be 4.7 MD on
some models which are " near relatives."

It will be found near the valve base of V12. It
is hoped that the voltage table given will enable
fault location to be speeded up and doubts as to
whether this or that voltage is correct to be overcome.

A few final notes which may be of help :
The dial lamps are rated at 6 volts, .06 amp.

The E.H.T. should be approx. 7 kV. The tube in
this particular model is a Mazda CRM92 or CRM121
for the I2in. model. The cathode voltage should

read 185 volts. The sound output valve used on
models without radio is a 6P25 in the same position
as the 10P13.

,- --- TV VOLTAGE

1

Valve Anode Screen Cathode
I -6F13 195 195 1.9
2-6F13 195 195 1.9
3-6F13 195 195 1.9
4-6D2 -
5-SP61 185 242 2.4
6-Tube 7 kV 185

7-6K25 Pulsating
8-SP61 235 242 3.0
9-PZ30 225 -

10-6F13 195 195 1.8
11-6F13 185 185 1.8

12-6D2 - -
13-10P13 225 : 242 13

14-SP61 . .Pulsating
15-SP61 190 142 30
16-6P28 - 210 .27
I7-U24 7 kV - 7 kV
18-PY31

RADIO VOLTAGE CHART :..
Valve Anode Screen Cathode

UCH42 223 87
OSC 123 - -

UAF42 150 . . 87 -
1 UY41 .

- - 226
I V1310P13 210 . 223 11.5

Fig. 3. -Television sound amplifier. C36 feeds back A.F. to the grid of V11 from the noise limiter anode. The resistor
marked * is the limiter anode load and is rated at 2.2 MS2 in this model.
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The Radio Components Show
DETAILS OF SOME OF THE EXHIBITS AT THE R.E.C.M.F. EXHIBITION IN LONDON

ONCE. again the component manufacturers have
been able to show, under one roof, the vast
collection, of special items which they have

produced for radio and television, and this year's
exhibition, held as usual at Grosvenor House on
April 19th to 21st, was even more interesting than
previous shows. Naturally, with the advent of trans-
missions on Band III by the ITA there was a very
wide selection of tuners and adaptors, but these
were almost entirely of types designed for com-
mercial receivers. They all appeared to consist of an
R.F. stage, utilising a double -triode connected as an
earthed -grid cascode amplifier followed by a triode -
pentode as frequency changer. The output was
generally at 34 Mc/s and intended for connection to
the I.F. stages, and -some had a special heater con-
nection to provide the necessary 15 or 17 volts,
whilst others were complete with power unit. Details
of these will be given in a later issue. A general
impression of the remaining exhibits would be that
there, is otherwise very little actually new, most of
the items being improved versions of existing com-
ponents, but one outstanding new development is
.the printed circuit technique which is being produced
by the T.C.C. and other firms. One interesting com-
ponent incorporating this principle is illustrated
below and is a Belling -Lee circuit connector. These
are designed for easy installation, and can be mounted
side -by -side in multiples of four connector strips to
produce a practically unlimited number of contacts.
They can be ",stacked," with spacers between for
component mounting. They can be mounted direct
to plates, printed or otherwise, and are suitable for
mounting on ceramic and laminated plastic printed
circuits.

T.C.C. Printed Circuits
On the T.C.C. stand was a vast range of samples

of the types of apparatus which are available in this
new technique. These included :

Several high quality amplifiers.
Radio receivers of the A.C./D.C.

and battery types.
Portables with contained battery.
TV tuners'for Band I and Band III.
Aerial filters for TV receivers.
Cross -over networks.
I.F. transformers for TV.
I.F. transformers and amplifiers

for TV.
Transistor computor panels.
Telephone distribution panels.
Flexible circuits, etc., etc.
In addition, various types of

electrolytic and paper condensers
were shown which were particularly
suitable for assembly in printed
circuit panels. There were, of
course, also the many electrolytic,
ceramic and plastic film condensers
already well-known under such
names as " Metalmite," ." Micro -
pack," etc.

Potted Chokes
Another type of component which is coming into

increasing use is the " C " core potted transformer
and choke. Illustrative of these is the W/B com-
ponent shown on page 540. This has a " C " core
moulded in Aroldite, and is fitted with waterproof
plugs and sockets. Other W/B exhibits inducted
the complete range of Stentorian high fidelity loud-
speakers, now incorporating the patented Cambric
cone from 24in. to 18in. in diameter, including 8in.,
9in. and 10in. models fitted with universal impedance
speech coils, providing instant matching at 3, 7.5 and
15 ohms.

The television comppnents series shown included
numerous items suitable for wide angle C.R.T.

The radio sonde transmitter as supplied to the
British Meteorological Office and several foreign
governments will also be seen at this company's
stand.

Ion Traps
As one of the largest manufacturers to the trade,

the Plessey exhibit was particularly interesting. Many
set makers use ready-made Plessey parts and among
the new television items which Plessey had on view
was a new ion -trap magnet specially designed to
reduce astigmatism in picture tubes. This ion trap
gives an approximately linear field distribution and a
small decrease in field strength along the axis. This
is achieVed by means of new style pole pieces in which
the usual half -circle pole pieces have been replaced
by soft -iron strips bent twice along their lengths.

Standard focus units on display consisted of two
Ferrite magnet rings exactly aligned, the rear magnet
being capable of axial positional adjustment with
respect to the front magnet, which is fixed to the
main assembly. Varying sizes of magnet are made,
with or without a shift ring clamp.

A Beiiing-Lee printed circuit component.
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A combined focus and scan unit was shown,
consisting of a mounting which has a scanning coil
in a .screening cover on the front portion, and a
double -ring focus unit on the rear part. Adequate
mechanical shift is provided by a steel ring fitted in
front of the forward magnet ; its position is such that
it introduces the minimum of spot distortion. The
screening coil can be moved axially over tin. total
within its screen. An important feaure of this unit is

A potted " C " core transformer by Whitely Electrical.

that the picture tube is supported by resilient means
within the neck of the assembly. A number of
different handles for the focus unit are available
and the shift ring is provided with a clamp at the top
of the unit. The leads from the scanning coils are
brought out from a slot provided at the front end of
the cylinder.

Aerials
Several firms had television aerials on show and

ahhough generally these are unchanged (that is, they
still consist of single, " H " and " X " units) some
of the models shown had the new Band III units
added. These Band III aerials were seen in various
types, from single to folde4 units, and with and
without directors and reflectors. The illustration on
the right shows a folded dipole and director adaptor,
intended for assembly on a standard Band I dipole,
in which case it offers a substantially correct impe-
dance match to the feeder, and the Band I dipole
acts as a partial reflector on Band III, giving, an
overall gain of about 4 db. This kit is intended to
sell at £1 16s. The " Addex " is an antiference Band
III aerial, also arranged to assemble on a standard
Band I " X " type aerial. This may be added in
different ways to provide the equivalent of a Band

H," aerial and give equal reception from
stations in opposite directions-a most important
point, as some receiving sites may be in a position
mid -way between two transmitters.

Valves and Tubes
Several new picture tubes were to be seen, amongst

them being a -new Mullard 21in. tube for 90 degree
scanning, the MW53-80. This is of particular interest
in that it is about 3M. shorter than 70 degree tubes

with the same screen diagonal. This enables the
front -to -back cabinet measurement of a television
receiver to be kept reasonably small (21in.), a factor of
special importance in table models.

A new range of Mullard cores has been developed
for line output transformers and scanning coils for
u`se with the 90 degree tubes.

For line output transformers, the new cores give
closer coupling between coils and core, leading to
higher inductance for a given number of turns and
lower leakage inductance. The resulting circuits have
less tendency to "ring."

The cores for scanning coils have been produced in
the form of 16 -slot castellated yokes, specidlly shaped
to allow them to be fitted close to the flare of a tube,
thus avoiding corner cutting. An advantage of the
use of 16 slots is a more uniform magnetic field,
and therefore a reasonably undistorted raster.

Solders
The well-known Ersin Multicore Solder, containing

five cores of extra fast non -corrosive type 362 flux
specially formulated for extreme soldering speed, was
an important feature of the Multicore 'stand. A new
type of Ersin Multicore Solder which was shown, also
containing five cores of the extra fast non -corrosive

A Band III aerial mounttd on a standard Band I dipole.
This is a Belling -Lee kit assembly.
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type 362 flux, is known as Savbit alloy and contains
approximately 2 per cent. copper and is claimed to
increase the useful life of a soldering bit by 10 times.
This special alloy which is made under sole British
Licence of Patent No. 721,881 is already in production
and can be supplied in nominal tin content alloys of
50 per cent., 50 per cent, and 40 per cent. There is no

One of the new dual controls with concentric spindles, by
Egen Electric.

appreciable difference, in melting points between
Savbit alloys and conventional tin/lead alloys.

Steps are being taken to obtain A.I.D. approval for
Savbit alloy and for any new edition of B.S.S. 219
to be amended for such copper -loaded alloys.

Among the other special solder products exhibited
was solder tape, solder rings and washers, preforms
and a complete soldering and fluxing process for
printed circuits. (The attention of component
manufacturers is drawn to Multicore Activated
Surface Preservative, P.C.10. This material, which is
already being used by manufacturers of printed
circuits, ensures that wires and tags will not become
oxidised during storage.)

Among the many other items seen were a wide
range of components displayed by Egen Electric, Ltd.

Designed for application in the television and
electronic engineering fields, the new range of Egen
dual potentiometers with concentric operating
spindles (Types 136, 137 and 138) incorporate all
the features which have contributed to the success
of the Egen potentiometers, including multiple
contact rotors, smooth, easy movement and freedom
from wear and noise. The component is designed
to ensure thorough screening between sections, and
spindles can be machined to customers' particular
requirements.

Type 138 has a double -pole, single -throw mains
switch ; Type 137 is of similar design but incorporates

a single -pole, single -throw switch ; and Type 136
is exactly simiiar but has no mains switch.

The new Egen concentric switch potentiometer
range (Types 154 and 155) offers the outstanding
advantage of an independently operated switch, and
this component when applied to a typical modern
television receiver reduces day-to-day' operation to
simply switching on and off, while the potentiometer
can remain pre-set in its optimum position.

Type 154 is fitted with a single -pole, single -throw
mains switch, while Type 155 is an identical com-
ponent, but with a double -pole, single -throw switch.

On both types the switch is operated by the inner
spindle and the potentiometer by the outer spindle.

The Egen Types 126 and 127 pre-set potentiometers
are widely specified by television and electronic
equipment manufacturers. Type 126 incorporates
an efficient wire -wound element, while Type 127,
of identical external appearance and dimensions,
has a carbon element.

Also shown were the Types 105 and 115 miniature
carbon potentiometers, co -axial plug and socket,
Type 104 special wire -wound pre-set resistor,
Types 123 and 125 sub -miniature carbon pre-set
resistors, a number of interesting special inductance
mechanism assemblies, a sub-nuniature volume
control, and several components designed for
incorporation into printed circuits.

Messrs. James Neil & Co. (Sheffield) showed a
wide range of, magnets for loudspeakers and for
ion traps, focusing and picture shifting in television.

At the 1954 Radio Components Show this company
exhibited prototypes of the remarkable new Radial
Focalizer, then emerging from experimental stages.
The Radial Focalizer is now in bulk production.
It is highly efficient magnetically, it is non -astigmatic,'
and it has no significant external field.

Rectifiers
A comprehensive display of Westalite rectifier

units included a number of new, miniature assemblies
in various types of sealed housings. All of the new
miniature rectifiers contain either double or quadruple
voltage elements capable of withstanding peak inverse
voltages of 42 and 85 volts respectively. Although
many of these midget rectifiers were developed
primarily for Service and Ministry requirements,
they have also found a ready
commercial market.

Westalite rectifiers for radio
and television anode supplies
include both the usual spindle
types and the newly devel-
oped contact cooled rectifiers
for chassis mounting. The
latter rectifiers dissipate their
losses through the chassis and
therefore effect a considerable
saving in space, and increased
efficiency.

Left : A 5 -channel pre -
selector, by Plessey. Right :
a new Mazda Beam Tet-
rode D.C. control valve,
type 13E1, suitable for
use in stabilised power

supplies.
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THE CAUSES AND CURE OF A COMMON

By W. J. Delaney

AVERY common defect in many home -
constructed and serviced commercial receivers
often causes difficulty due to its similarity to

other faults. We refer to that trouble known as
" corona discharge." It is a form of arcing which
occurs in the E.H.T. circuits and which, in an extreme
case, is apparent on visual inspection of the chassis
and also by the peculiar smell which arises shortly
after the discharge commences. Before going into
this fault further it would be as well to try and
explain how the trouble arises. To put it non -
technically it may be stated that E.H.T. may be
considered, as travelling at high speed (pressure), and
is, thus comparable with a car or train travelling at
high speed. Any change in direction of the latter
must be carried out over a curve, the higher -the
speed (pressure) the more gradual the curve. If a
railway track has a curve designed for' slow speeds,
and is accordingly fairly sharp, a train arriving at the
`Bend at high speed will shoot off the rails in the
direction it was already travelling, and the E.H.T.
current does exactly the same thing. If there is, for
instance, a terminal on the E.H.T. transformer and
a lead has to go from this to the anode cap on the
C.R.T. . the lead from the terminal should come
away in- a gradual curve to the anode cap, and if it is
soldered and taken at right angles a corona discharge
is almost certain to take place at the angle. Similarly,
the solder surrounding the point should also be put
on in such a manner that it has no points.

Corona Points
One of the main effects of a corona discharge is

to generate ozone, a smell peculiar to the seaside,
and which can readily be identified when once it has
been noticed. Therefore,, if corona is suspected it
would be quite a good way of confirming it to switch
off, and then smell inside the set. The smell will hang
about for some while before dispersing. Similarly,
if the chassis is inspected in a darkened room, the
source of the discharge will be located as a faint blue
-either halo or thin pencil beam. The extent of the
corona depends upon the value of the E.H.T., the
sharpness of the bend, or the acuteness of the point
from which it takes place. The sharper the point, or
the higher the E.H.T., the greater the corona.
Accordingly, by flattening the point the discharge
will be reduced, and if the point is finally removed or
rounded off the discharge will cease. Similarly, if
the E.H.T. is reduced so will the discharge, until at
a certain value it will cease.

It might be thought that the trouble will not
matter, but the reason for this article is that many
occasions have been investigated where a constructor
or viewer thought he was suffering from some other
trouble when the real trouble was simply corona
discharge. The most obvious effect of the arcing
which takes place under this condition is the produc-
tion of white spots on the raster. These are very
similar to those experienced in fringe areas from
zadiated interference, but can be identified in that
they usually cover the entire raster evenly. Car
interference or interference from other types of
electric motor usually take the form of lines of dots,
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generally dividing the screen into three equal parts,
and sometimes these lines travel up and down the
screen. Local interference from, say, a hair dryer or
vacuum cleaner, will again be in more or less band
form, although if very close to the receiver these may
cover the entire raster. It will be found, however,
that there is a distinct regularity in the formation of
the spots. Atmospheric disturbances in fringe areas,
or noise from over -driven valves on "the R.F. side,
will be of haphazard formation and cover the screen,
but the spots will generally be more -widely spaced
and more erratic than ,those produced by corona.
Service men who are not familiar with the trouble can
easily create it by drawing off some solder to a
point on the E.H.T. feed and making this very
prominent so that corona takes place and 'then
noting the effect on the screen. Unfortunately the
point at which the discharge takes place may be
under the chassis or otherwise obscured, so that it is
not readily visible. It may be of such a character that
it produces no spots on the screen, and the viewer may
thus be unaware of the fact that it is taking place,
other than that the E.H.T. will be reduced. If the
receiver has a separate volume control this may 'be
turned right off, and if the set is reasonably quiet it
should then be possible to hear the discharge in the
form of a sizzling or frying noise, fairly high in pitch,
and regular, as distinct from that produced by noisy,
resistors, etc. Again, if the point is below Aie chassis
the noise may be masked. Removing the aerial lead
is not a definite test, as noise caused in the early
stages may give rise to a trouble which may not
readily be distinguished from corona by the inex-
perienced, and it may not be possible to remove
Valves as a check if the heaters are wired in series..

If the frying noise can be heard, and it is doubtful
whether it is corona or a noisy component, one test
is to reduce brilliancy, or otherwise adjust the tube
controls so as to vary the beam current and thereby
modify the E.H.T. flow. Alternatively, in the case of
flyback E.H.T. the drive may be reduced to lower
the E.H.T., and if the noise ceases with lowered
E.H.T. then it is fairly certain that it is corona.

Soldered Connections
It is a good plan, to make sure that corona will not

occur in a home-made receiver, to solder all connec-
tions which are in any way connected with the E.H.T.
supply with round beads of solder and to run all
leads in curves rather than direct from point to
point. For instance, in the case of a flyback E.H.T.
arrangement, similar to that used in the Super -
Visor, from the anode of the line output stage every
lead should be regarded as critical. This includes the
leads to the recovery diode, the E.H.T. transformer,
the heater leads for the E.H.T rectifier and the
smoothing capacitor. In addition, the actual connec-
tions to the anode of the tube must also be kept free
from points and sharp angles. It will be remembered,
for instance, that in the Super -Visor the E.H.T.
connections were made by means of metal clips
mounted on the tops of smoothing condensers, arid
the front edge of the metal tube rests in gib clips.

(Continued on page 571.)
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THE cathode follower is often found in the home -
constructed televisor where it is nearly
always used as an impedance matching

device for feedirig into a capacitive load such as a
picture tube.

Basically, the' cathode follower is a negative -
feedback type of valve circuit with the output taken
from across an unby-passed cathode load ; or, as it
is sometimes looked on, an amplifier circuit in which
the load is common to both anode and grid circuits.

It is characterised by a very high input impedance
and a low output impedance, so that a direct output
coupling can be taken into a low -impedance cable
or highly capacitive load. Since the output of an
ordinary amplifier with the load in the anode circuit
is high impedance, such a system cannot be used for
direct coupling in this way unless some impedance
matching device such as the transformer is interposed.
This is all right at audio and low frequencies, but at'
television video frequencies extending to some
4 Mc/s or so a transformer is not a practicable
solution. The cathode follower, on the other hand,
can readily be adapted as such a device for its high
input impedance permits feeding from the output
of a preceding amplifier of
normal design, and the fre-
quency response is not limited
over the range mentioned
above.

Basic Circuit
A basic cathode follower is

shown in Fig. 1, where the
cathode load is Rk, and the
input signal is applied be-
tween grid and earth. The
presence of a signal causes an
A.C. component of voltage
to, be developed between
cathode and earth, and so
Rk may be considered as an
A.C. generator as far as its
feedback function is con-
cerned. A change in the

/nput
High Zo
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THE CATHODE FOLLOWER CIRCUIT

potential at the cathode will cause changes in the*
anode voltage Va and the grid voltage Vg equal to
the change in voltage across Rk, say, Vk. Va is
diminished and the grid is effectively more negative
than it was before with respect to the cathode.

It is not very difficult to see that the gain will
always be less than unity because any change in the
input voltage must appear, in part, as a change in
bias, in order to produce a change in the valve
current. Only the balance of the input voltage
appears as output. It is simple to show that the gain
of the circuit is given by

- Rk
Ra Rk( + ,u)

where Ra is the valve impedance and p the amplifi-
cation factor. For the gain to be as near to unity as
possible, it must be much greater than 1, and Rk
must be much greater than Ra. There is no difficulty
about the first of these conditions, but the second
is often impracticable.

Unlike the anode loaded amplifier, a positive
input to the cathode follower produces a positive
output, and a negative input produces a negative
output, that is, there is no reversal of phase.

In the true cathode follower there is no anode
load, but in practical circuits one is often included.
The circuit is then basically a phase-splitter, but the
theory of the cathode -follower still stands. The out-
puts are both less than unity in gain, and the output
at the anode is of reversed polarity to the input.

Input and Output Impedances
It can be shown that the input impedance of a

cathode follower is very high due to its very low
input capacity ; in fact for a triode the input capacity
is given by

CM=Cag+Cgc/it
where Cag and Cgc are the anode -grid and grid-
cathode capacities respectively.

Output
Low Zo

Fig. 1 (left).-A basic cathode follower circuit. Fig. 2 (centre).-Modified circuit
Fig. 3 (right). - Cathode input stage.
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The valve works with its grid always negative
with reSpect to cathode, and a high amplitude
positive input is, therefore, permissible without the
danger of grid current flow. This is due to the
degenerative effect of the cathode load, the high
impedance being maintained essentially constant
throughout the input cycle.

The cathode impedance of the stage can be shown
to be equal to Ra/(y+ 1) ; as it is always very large
compared with 1, this reduces to Ra/ti which is, of
course, effectively 1/gm. The output impedande of
the cathode follower is, therefore, this cathode im-
pedance in parallel with Rk, which is Rk/(l Rk.gm).
The output impedance is consequently very low and
can be matched quite easily into 70 ohms type cable
by the use of a high slope valve and the proper value
of Rk.

It should be noted that whereas the output im-
pedance of an anode loaded amplifier is constant,
the output impedance of a cathode follower may not
remain so. The mutual conductance gm varies with
anode current and is subject to variation with changes
in the instantaneous input voltage amplitude. For
example, if the input swing is sufficiently negative
to cut the valve off, gm becomes zero and the output
impedance is then simply Rk.

The output from a cathode follower is distortionless
if it is operated within its normal range, but it will
distort in the same way as any other type of amplifier

if the input swing is excessive. When very large
negative inputs have to be handled, the circuit may
be modified as shown in Fig. 2. Rk is now split into
two parts and the grid is returned to the centre point
of them. The valve bias is consequently reduced to
the voltage present across RI, and a greater negative
swing can be handled as input.

The Cathode Input Stage
A modification of the basic follower circuit is

shown in Fig. 3, where the input is applied to the
cathode and the output is taken from the anode, the
grid being earthed. The input impedance- of this
arrangement is low, but the output polarity is in
phase with that of the input as it is in the cathode
follower. The gain this time is not less than unity,
but is, in fact, rather greater than the gain of an
ordinary anode -loaded amplifier using similar
components.

The application of such a system as this is restricted
because of the low input impedance, but it can be
used to match a low impedance line into a high
impedance circuit. It is, in fact, the opposite number
of the cathode follower in that it represents a step-up
transformer as compared to the step-down effect
of the latter system.

Its main application in modern television is found
in the R.F. side of the set as the earthed grid input
amplifier for V.H.F. working.

New Mullard Cathode Ray Tube Tester
A T Mullard Valve Service Depot, Glasgow, a
Pt new equipment designed to test television picture
tubes to laboratory standards has been brought into
operation.

The equipment is capable of testing to the laboratory
test specification all direct- viewing tubes whether
fitted with straight or ion trap guns and the design
is based on tube testing equipment used in the
Mullard tube factories. The design of the tester
makes for ease of handling by the operator. For
example, the tube can be turned from the vertical
to the horizontal position for screen inspection by
means of a low geared motor on pressing a button.
Faults can be quickly located, however obscure, and
an accurate technical assessment of the trouble can
be easily obtained which is invaluable to the central
service organisation for statistical records and
quality control.

The test procedure begins with a check on the
insulation between electrodes, including a measure-
ment of heater -cathode insulation, the voltages
applied being in excess of those which occur under
normal operating conditions in a television set.
Next, operating voltages are applied, and a' raster is
put on the screen. Adjustments are made to focus
controls and, if necessary, to the ion trap magnet,
and under normal brightness conditions the tube
face is examined for screen,uniformity and bright-
ness under focused and de -focused conditions.

Characteristics of the tube, including emission,
cut-off, stray emissiOn, and gas current are now
measured, and the tube is subjected to overload
conditions to investigate arcing, brushing and insular
tion breakdown. Readings are taken on 16 voltage '

current meters of the wide scale type.
Elaborate safety precautions include the fitting

of armour plate glass to the front of the tube screen, The new television picture tube tester at the Mullard

and automatic disconnection and short circuiting Valve Service Depot, Glasgow.

of the E.H.T. voltage when the tube is in a position
to be handled by the operator. Safety switches
automatically disconnect the mains when the rear
doors of the tester are opened for servicing.
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Televising the Olympic Games
SIR GEORGE BARNES, director

of television to the BBC, told
the Radio Industries Club of the
Midlands recently that it may be
possible for the. Olympic Games to
be televised to Europe from
Melbourne, Australia, next year.

This could be done, he said, by
passing the TV link on from country
to country just as programmes are
sent to this country from Europe.
He added that there was no teshni-
cal reason why this could not be
done.

I.T.A.'s Croydon Station
WORK on the I.T.A.'s temporary

transmitter is now well in
progress.

The contract for the station,
complete with 200ft. tower and a
special high gain aerial, has been
awarded to Marconi's Wireless
Telegraph Co. Ltd., who are also
supplying the vision and sound
transmitters.

The Cup Final

IT
-is almost certain that the Cup
Final on May 7th will be

televised to large screens in several
cinemas throughout the Country.

TV Network by July
THE Austrian postal authorities

have been told to have ready
by July 24th a complete television
network with stations at Linz,
Salzburg, Vienna and Graz.

This order comes from Herr
Waldbrunner, Austrian Minister of
Communications.

Wrong Ratio
THE extra width of films made

in CinemaScope makes it
almost impossible for them to be
shown to best advantage on the
narrower television screen. This
is one form of spectacle that can
be seen only in the cinema.

Television Licences
THE following statement shows

the approximate number of
television licences issued during
the year ended February, 1955.
The grand total of sound and
television licences was 13,916,246.

Region Number
London Postal - ... 1,108,493
Home Counties ... 475,796
Midland ... ... 811,781
North Eastern ... 636,365
North Western ... 638,867
South Western ... 236,505
Wales and Border

Counties ... ... 239,379

Total England and
Wales ... ... 4,147,186

Scotland ... ... 237,512
Northern Ireland ... 22,695

Grand total ... 4,407,393

Commercial Appointment
IT is announced that Mr. R. H.

Hammans has left the BBC to
take up duties as chief engineer
with Granada Television. He will
supervise the building of Granada's
TV centre in Manchester.

Staff Shortage
SIR IAN JACOB, BBC Director -

General, has stated that the
shortage of qualified television
engineers in this country will soon
become acute.

" The new era of competition
means a problem of staff to be
faced," he forecasts. " Top -
grade TV producers are at a
premium and it will be a pretty
good fight as to who gets them."

Scottish Stations

T E Independent Television
Authority hope that one or

possibly two commercial television
stations will commence operation
in Scotland next year.
Suppressors for Fire Brigade

VIEWERS in Worcestershire will
not be bothered by television

interference when fire engines rush
past their houses on alarm calls.

All fire brigade vehicles in that
county have now been fitted with
suppressors.

Left

,

o right : Beryl Reid, Jeremy Hawke and Benny Hill in a recent
edition of the popular " Benny Hill Show."
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The camera spotlights Roy Paul, Manchester City captain, as he rehearses
schoolboy footballers for a Children's Television broadcast at Maine Road,

Manchester.

No H Aerials at Tower
FOLLOWING a Ministry of

Works decision that they
were not in keeping with the
character and dignity of the
building, the individual TV aerials
on the living quarters of the
Tower of London have been
removed and replaced by one
central aerial.

The new installation is invisible
from the ground and has been
carried out by E.M.I. Sales and
Service, Ltd.

Cameras For Tests
BRITISH aeroplane manufac-

turers are using special tele-
vision cameras for testing new
aircraft engines.

The cameras give the designers
close-ups of the power units in
operation and any fault in per-
formance or behaviour is instantly
noticed.

Play Telerecording
WTHEN a telerecording of the

VV play For bear Life "
was shown to viewers on April 7th
it was the first to be seen under
the recent_ agreement between the
BBC and Equity.

Light Entertainment
THE pattern of light entertain-

ment during the coming
months is now taking shape. On
Sundays the panel show " Guess
My Story " will be augmented with
a fortnightly half-hour show tele-
vised from Blackpool, starting in
May or June. Mondays will carry
Henry Hall's " Face the Music,"
" Café Continental " and " Show
Case " with Dave King.

" Find the Link," Top Town "
and Garrison Theatre " shows
will be placed on Tuesdays, and
Wednesdays will bring two new
shows to the screen-" Off the
Record," a disc programme start-
ing on May 1-ith and " The Lyon
Family " on June 15th.

Where Honesty Pays
AiRENO, Nevada, club manager

has installed a television
camera above his gambling tables,
with a cable connection to a
receiving screen in his office.

The camera is constantly trained
on the players trying their luck ;
any signs of cheating are easily
observed from the manager's office
and the appropriate steps taken.

Ocean Cable
A HIGH power telephone cable

will be laid across the
Atlantic next year.

3-D TV
TELEVISION in three dimen-

sions is being employed by
the United States Argonne National
Laboratory of the Atomic Energy
Commission to control at a dis-
tance the operation of radio -active
materials.

A twin lens is used on the camera
and a normal set has been modified
to receive pictures in 3-D.

Miss Jean Metcalfe
vi I SS JEAN METCALFE,
-11- who is now a member of the
Outside Broadcasts Department
(Sound), Entertainment Division,
will take part in "Special inquiry
Into Cosmetics" on television on
May 16th.

Norwich Transmitting Station
THE BBC has placed a contract

with J. L. Eve Construction
Co. Ltd., 17, Hillside, London,
S.W.19, for the design, supply and
and erection of the 560 ft. stayed
mast for the Norwich television
station.

Design work has started and it
is hoped that the mast, with its
aerials, will be completed so that
the station can be ready for service
about the middle of 1956.

£1,500,000 a year
1OR the use of the three commer-

cial TV stations which will
operate from London, Birming-
ham and Manchester the 1TA is
charging its four programme con-
tractors £1,500,000 a year.

The Treasury loan to the ITA of
£2 million has to be repaid within
ten years.

The Long Wait
1t4R. P. H. SPAGNOLETTI, of
J -V1 Kolster-Brandes, has fore-
cast that colour TV will not be
seen in Scotland until about
1959-60. He told this recently to
members of the Radio Industries
Club, of Scotland at a meeting in
Edinburgh.

The Editor will be pleased to consider articles of a practical
nature suitable for publication in " Practical Television."
Such articles should be written on one side of the paper only,
and should contain the name and address of the sender. Whilst
the Editor does not hOld -himself rerponsible for numuscripts;
every effort will be made to return them if a stamped and
addressed envelope is enclosed. All correspondence intended
for the Editor should be addressed to : The Editor, " Practical
Television," George Newnes, Ltd., Tower Honse, Southampton
Street, Strand, W.C.2.

Owing to the rapid progress in the design of radio apparatus
and to our efforts to keep our readers in touch with the latest
developments, we give no warranty that apparatus described
in our columns is not the subject of letters patent.

Copyright in all drawings, photographs and articles published
in "Practical Television" is specifically reserved throughout
the countries signatory to the Herne Convention and the. U.S.A.
Reproductions or imitations of any of these are therelbre
expressly forbidden.
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:ALPHA FOR VALVES

GUARANTEED
NEW AND BOXED

AC/P 69
AC6/PEN 5/8
ATP4 6/6
13,6 15f-
DDL4 4/-
3)517301 10/-

E A50 1/-
E1334 2/-
E1141 11/-
EBC33 7/6
EBC41 114-
EBF80 11/6
EC52 6/3
EC91 91-
ECH33 13/-
ECH42 10/6
ECL80 14/8
EF8 6/8
LF36 6/-
EF39 8/6
EF41, 10/-
EF508y1 81-
EF35 6/-
EP130 11/6
EK35 8/ -
ELI 12(6
EL33 13/-
E141 11/9
E14,2 13/6
1:1,0; Mg
Ella 9/-
E V51 14/6
E040 10/-
E041 11/-
E1148
H30 51-
1163
H11320 5/6
H113 DO 7/6
HP21 IC 7/6
15Th 5/-
ET31. 101-
ET33C 11/8
KT66 11/6
ET74 8/-
KTW61 7/9
ET W63 _ 7/9
151041 8/9
L11210 6/9
LP220 619
'318/PEN 5/-
561 3/0
PA20 141-
P0084 12/6
PC1,80 12/6
PCF82 12/8
PEN23 8/ -
PE N44 12/6
PEN46 8/6
PL81 14/6
P1,81 11/6
PL83 131-
P511211 10/-
PA2B 5/6
PM22/3 5/8

PV:30 8/-
PY80 11/-

504G
6A7

10/6

/6
6W5
6X4

15/-

7/9PY81 11/6 6A8G 10/6 6X5GT
PX25 15/- 6AC7 6/6 7136 - 96
8130 8/6 6AG5 7/6 717 8/6
01'220 6/9 GAJ5 9/- 706 8/6
SP61 39 6AK5 9/- 7117 8/-
SP41 3/6 6AL5 7/ - 707 8/-
TE26 9/- GAMS 7/6 7R7 8/6
U1(1 9 6AM6 76 787 . 8/6
3516 12/8 13AQ5 8//8 7Y4 8/6
U22 8/- GAT6 8/- 75 10/-
U15 14/6 6134 6/- 77 8/-
1135 I5/ - 6138G 4/- 80 8/6
U281 10/6 6BA6 84 8/6
35404 10/- GBEG 8/- 607 7/8
UAF42 12/- 6BR7 9/6 6D5 2/9
UB41 9/- 62W6 8/6 9001 5/6
UBC41 11/- 613X6 14/6 9002 5/6
IICH42 13/6 6C4 8/- 9003 8/8
UF41 11/- 6C5GT 7/6 9004 5/6
UL41 WO 606 6/6 9006 13/=

ITY41 10/6 600 8/- .934 2/-
VP,' 8/ 6CD6G 18/6 955 4/9
VI1105/30 5/6 6D3 7/6 956 38
VR116 4/- 606 7/3 1002 13//6
VII150/300 9/. 6F6G 7/6 10E1 10/-
VT32 (EL32) 656M 8/8 1059 13/-

-
VT75 (K1448/)

6F8(1
6E13

7/-
13/6

101011
10P13 11/6

7/6 6E11 12/6 10P14 11/6
VT -501 (TT11) 0E15 11/6 12A6 6/9

61360 6/6 12A118 11/6
VU39 (MUI162/ 6116 3/6 12AT7 9/.

6,100 5/- E2AU7 9/-
V17111 3/6 63601 5/8 12AX7 10/-
VU120 A 3/- 63551 6/8 1208
W61 9/- 636 8/- 12116 5/-
W77 8/6 637G 6/6 1235 6/-
W81 10/- 6K60T 6/6 12.17GT 9/6
004 6/- 6K70 6/-
1A3 9- 61170T 6/6 12K8GT 9/-
1A5GT 6//6 6K701 69 12Q7GT 9/-

_

1A7 11/6 6K8G 8//- 125137 9/6
1C5GT

7/8/-1164 6
6E8GT
611

9/6
11/6

120117
15837

5/6
8/6

ILL/3 8/9 6119 12/6 126E7 6/6
1R5 7/6 6L6(0 1281.7 9/-
184 7/6 6L791 79-/16 128Q7 8/6
185 7/6 6N7 7/6 120R7 7/6
1T4 7/6 6Q7G 9/. 2001 10/8
1115 GQ7GT 2052 12/6
220VSG 6/9 61170 8/- 20161 10/-
0A3 6/9 GSA7G T 8- 20E1 19/-
2X2 51. 6807 7//6 20E3 11/-
3A4 8/- 68H7 6/- 20P4 11/-
3116 5/- 6637GT 25/.90 9/-
3Q4 9/- 68E7 6/3 L6C4T 8/6
3Q5

18/6
681.7 8/- 25114GT 12/-

384 (18N7GT 9/- 25040 9/-
3V4 6607 9/- 35L601 8/9
401 3/- 6867 8/- 35W4 A01-
4_ /- 66T7 7/6 3504GT 8/6
5114 (U52) 8/6 6050 8/8 50L0GT 8/6
5Y3GT 8/6 6V6G. 7/6 117Z6GT 81-
503 8/6 6V6GT 7/6 215SG. 7/ -

CHASSIS
Aluminium Undrilled with Reinforced
Corners. Available in the following

sizes.
bin. x 4in. 0 22in 4/6 ea.

6/3 ea.
7/3 ea.
8/8 ea.

Ain. 'pi 6 in, x 2)m
loin, x 7in. x 21 -in
11in. 0 Rin. x Vim
14m. x Sin. x 22 in 9/6 ea.
16in. x 9in. x 21in 12/- ea.
All axe four sided -ideal for radio
receivers - amplifiers - powerpacks,
etc.

SENTERCEL RECTIFIERS
RM1, 3/9 ea. ; RM2, 4/2 ea , RM3
5/- ea.,; It1114, 16/. ea.

WHEN ORDERING PLEASE QUOTE " DEPT. P.T."

METAL RECTIFIERS
11 v. I amp., 1/6 ea. ; 12 v. 1 amp.
4/8 ea. ; 2 v. 1 amp.. 3/- ea. ; 250 v.
45 mA., 6/3 en. ; 250 v. 75 inA., 7/6
ea. ; 300 v. 60 mA., 7/8 ea.
GOLDRING PICK-UP HEADS. Pick-
up head type No. 112 (1,000 ohms),
complete with lead. Price 17/8 each

ti ALPHA RADIOSUPPLY CO,,, i 1

.../ /6 VINCES CHAMBERS, VICTORIA SQUARE, LEEDS 1.

NYLON DRIVE CORD
25 yard reel nylon drive cord on
wooden reel, 2/9 ea.

BI CONDENSERS
Waxed cartons, with flying leads.
4 mfd., 500 v., 1/6 ea. ; 4 x 4 mfd.,
500 v., 3/4 ea.

MAINS TRANSFORMERS
3 -WAY MOUNTING TYPE
MT1
Primary 200-220-240 v.
"Secondaries 275-0-273 v..

80 mA. 0-6.3 V.4000(1.11.3 v.
2 ititip. Roth tapped at 4 v. 17/6 ea.

MT2
Primary : 200-220-240 v.
Secondmies : 330-0.350 v.,

80 mA. 0.6.3 v. 4 amp. 0-Zi v.
1 amp. Both lapped at 4 v. 17'6 ea.

LOUDSPEAKER UNITS
Rola Sin. Speaker with trans-

former I6/-. ea.
Plessey 6!, in. lightweight unit 16/6 ea.
Rola u!,, in. standard type 17/6 ea.
Lectrona 61in. with trans-

former 18/- ea.
Travox 0/10, wafer type 20/ -'ea,
Plessey 81m lightweight unit1.74 ea.
Maine energised 8in. unit. -

1,0000 '21/- ea.
Mains energised 011n. unit, .

600 0 17/6 ca.

CRYSTAL DIODES
Piastic case, w ire ends, 2 for 2/1.
BAKELITE CASED BI CONDENSERS
0 mfd., 1,000 v. ; .01 mid., 4
.001 mfd., 41V. ; .03 laid., 500 r.
All 1/6 ea.

DIMMER NITROGOL CONDENSER
12 mfd., 350 v., 5/6 ea.

OSMOR COIL PACKS
Type. H.O., 48/- rn. Type L31,, 45/- u.
Type T.D., 20/- en. Type TRE, 40/ -
ea.

SPRAGUE CONDENSERS
.05 mfd., 500 v. ; .01 mfd., 1,000 v. ;

.1 add.' 330 v.; .02 mfd., 750 V.
All 9/- doz.
TCC VISCONOL CATHODRAY

CONDENSERS
Type CP57X0, .002 mfd., 18 kV.,
7/6 ea. Type 0P33Q0, .001 mid,
6 kV.,5)- ea. Type CP,55TO,
500 3F., 10 kV., 5j- ea.

VIBRATORS, ETC.
Vibrator unit for 6 v. operation,
14/6 ea. Post 1/6. 6 v. and 11 v.
Vibrators,- 4 -pin UX types, 6/6 ea.

DOUBLE TRIMMERS
250/250 ph'; 160/100 ; 100/50.
All 6d. each.

YAKUT SWITCHES
3 pole, 3 way, 1 bank, 1/6 ea.

-3 pole, 3 way, 3 bank, 1/6 ea.
Octal Plug and. Socket (screened),
1/- ea.

I5OLDTONE BAKELITZ CASED
BUZZERS 2/8 ea.

TRANSFORMERS FOR
BATTERY CHARGERS

230 v. Input Tapped 6-
12 v. 1 amp 13/8 ea.

230 v. Input Tapped 6-
11 v. 3 amp 18/- ea.

Both with tap on Primary for
2.5 v. Pilot light.

HEATER TRANSFORMERS
230 v. Input 2 volt .5 amp. 4/8
230 v. Input 2 volt 3.0 amp. 7/9
230 v. Input 4 volt 1.5 amp. 5/-
230 v. Input 4 volt 3.0 amp. 10/-
230 v. Input 5 volt 2.0 amp. 10/-
230 v. Input 6.3 volt .5 amp. 5/-
230 v. 'Input 6.3 volt 1.5 amp. 6/
230 v. Input 6.3 volt 3.0 amp. ,.9/-
230 v. Input 12 volt .75 crap. 5/ -

PRE -SET CONTROLS (CARBONI
50 kIl, Meg ft , 1 illeg, O, 2 Meg Cl.
1/9 ea.

RESISTORS 2 WATT
0. 4100, 7.5 00, 220

13051, 11S2, :390 150 00
/ meg. ft. 39 1.7 meg., 56 k 62 
All 4d. ea.

* * * * * *
EX GOVERNMENT AND
SURPLUS CONTROLS

This popular range ib suitable for ali
Television constructors, etc. Keep
your costs down when building the
'' Arai. " or " simplex " receivers.
Available:5000, `6000, 1,50062
double type, 1. 002, 5 k0, 10 lily,
20 k6.,-50, 011, 200
100 E 0101.0, 1 meg.0.
1 rues. 0, 2 meg. 0,. 50 k0 double
type. All 1/2 each.

COLVERN PRE SET CONTROLS
Type CL It 1100/05,1,060 1/9 ea.
Type CLR 1116/78 250 1/9 ea.

* * * * * *
RESISTORS

The following range of Resistors Is
a va liable in watt and 1 watt.
Price, ti watt 3d. ea. 1 watt 6d. ea.
100 12012 1.5 kit 18 k ft
120 1500 1.0 k 0 221:0
150 1600 0.100 27 k0
100 1200 2.7012 33 k
210 2700 3.2k113900
170 53011 3.9 k0 47 k
:130 301111 4.7 k0 56k0
390 47011 5.6 ka 680
4712 56042 0.8 kit 82 k0
500 6800 8.2 k0 100 00
6612 8100 111 k0 120 k 11
8212 100 1200 15000

1000 1.2 k0 3.3 k0 18000

SOLDERING IRONS
Solon type 96-1 fitted

oval bit 19/11 ea.
Solon type 068 fitted

pencil bit 10/11 ea.
Both types are complete with
aPProX. Oft, of Henley 8 core
cable and are suitable for
130;150 v.

SOLDERING PASTE
Large tin soldering paste by.
Tyne Chemical Co., approx.
1 lb. 1/9 per tin

CONDENSERS
The following is a selection of on
stock, of manufacturers' surplus
condensers all by well-known maker
-9013111.8.11, 13.1., BEC
WAN), SPRAGUE, etc.

Aluminium Can Types Clip Fixing
STILL A FEW LEFT

"THE COMPACT" TV
AERIAL TYPE CD4 BY

ANTI FER ENCE, LTD.
Eull instructions with each one.
Listed 50/.. Our price, 14/6, plus
1/6 packing and post.

ENAMELLED COPPER WIRE -All
4 0, Reels.
8. W.G. Price S.W.G. Price
16 1/11 30 3/1
18 2/1 32 3/3
20 2/3 34 3/5

2/5 36 3/7
24 2/7 58 3/11
26 2/9 40 4/2
18 2/11

TERMS : Cash with order or C.O.D. Postage and
Packing charges extra, as follows : Orders value 10/.
add 9d. ; 20/- add I/. ; 40/- add 1/6 ; 45 add 2/- unless
otherwise stated. Minimum C.O.D. fee and postage 2/3.

MAIL ORDER ONLY
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VCR97 TESTED FULL PICTURE, 82 I

NEW ALL
BOXED VALVES GUARANTEED
1E5 8/- OKE 9/-'6A07 8/6 EF91 9/-
115 8/- ECC431 10/6 609 12/8 EY51 "12/6
1T4 81- 6Q7 9/6 35L6 10/6 PY82 10/6
104 8/- 601,7 9/- 80 9/- U22 9/6
304 9/- 68N7 11/- EA50 2/- ECL80 12/6
3V4 8)- 605(Y63)8/- EB91 7/6 EF80 10/6
504 10/6 6V6 8/- PL82 10/6 12AX7 10/6
5Z4 9/- 6213 9/- Ent) ECH42 12/6
6AM6 9/- EMI 10/6 Equip 5/6 M1114 9/6
635 7/111.125 12/6 SyLIted 10/6 EF53 12/0
Huge Stock R.V.A. Valves at 1911 low tax prices.
C.R.T. LOW LEAKAGE ISOLATION TRANS. Ratio
1 : 1.25, 25% boost, 2 v., 1016 ; 4 v., 10/6 ; 6.3 v.,
10/6 ; 10.8 v., 10/6 ; 13.3 v., 10/6.
MAINS TYPE Multi Output. -2; 29, II, 25, 3 v.
2 amp., 17/8.
MAINS TYPE Multi Output. 2, 4, 6.3 v., 7.3 V.,
10 v., 13 v., two taps boost output 25% or 30%, 21/-.
CONDENSERS. -New stook. .001 mid. 6 kV.
T.C.C., 5/6. Ditto, 12.5 kV., 9/6 ; 2 pf. to 500 pf.
Micas, 8d. ; .001, .01, .02, 500 v..1 rad. 350 v., 9d. ;
Hunts Moldseal 300 v. .005, .01, 9d. ; .05 mid.
and .1 mfd., 1/- ; .25 mkt., 1/6 ; .5 odd., 300 v., 1/9.
SILVER MICA CONDENSERS. -10%, 5 pf. to 500
Pt, 1/- ; 600 pf., to 3,000 pf., 1/8. DITTO 1% ex
Stock 1.5 pf. to 300 pf., 1/9 ; 515 pf. to 1,000 pf., 2/-.

Tubular Electrol Hies Can Type, Clips, 3d. ea.
4/500 v. Hunts 2/- 16/450 v. T.C.C. 8/6
8/430 v. B.E.C. 2/3 60/330 v. T.C.C. - 618
8/500 v. Dubilier 2/9 8+18/450 v. B.E.C. 5/-
16/500 v. Dubilier 4/- 16+16/450 v. B.E.C. 5/6
8+8/500 v. Dubilier 4/6 16+16/500 v. T.C.C. 6/-
16+16/500 v. Dub. 6/- 32+32/450 v. B.E.C. 8/6
82/500 v. Dubilier 5/- 32/330 v. Dubilier 4/-
25/25 v. Hunts. 1/9 60+100/350 v. 11/6
550/50 v. Plessey 2/- 100+500/275 v. 12/8

SPECIALS. -500 nahl. 12 v., 3/-, 1300 mfd. 6 v., 4/8,
1000+1000101d. 6 v., 6/6, .1 mid. 1.3 kV., 3/6.
SENTERCEL RF,CTEFIERS.-EHT Type. Fly-
back Voltage. -K3/55 S kV., 4/3 ; 1C3/40 3.2 kV., 8/- ;
K3/43, 3.6 kV., 6/6 ; K3/50 4 kV., 7/3 ; K3/100 8 kV.,
12/6; K3/160 14 kV., 18/-. MAINS TYPE.-RMI,
125 v 60 ma., 4/- ; RIM 100 ma., 4/9 ; 11113,

120ma., 5/9 ; RM4, 250 v., 273 ma., 16/-.
LOUDSPEAKERS P.M., S OHM. -lie., 16/6 ; Olin.,
17/6 ; Sin, 19/6 ; 10in..251-; Pith. with trace)., 19/6.
T.V. AERIALS, e8 channels. Indoor Inv. T., 18/6.
CHARGER TRANSF. for 2, 6, or 12 v.11 amp., 13/6 ;
4 amp. 21/-.

ALL WAVE RADIOGRAM CHASSIS
THREE WAVEBANDS FIVE VALVES
S.W. 18 m.-50 m. LATEST MULLARD
M.W. 200 m.-550 m. E01142, 11E41, E13041.
L. W. 800 m.-2,000 m. EL41, EZ40.

Brand New and Guaranteed, with ].Gin. P.M.
Speaker, A.C. 500/250 v. Four position Switch.
Short-Medium-Long-Gmu, A.V.C. and Negative
feedback. Output 4.2 watts. Chaasis 130 x x
21in. Glass Dial-10in. x 4/in., horizontal or vertical
type available. 2 Pilot Lamps. Colour Black
Station names, L.W. Green, M.W. Red, S.W. White.
Four Knobs. Walnut or Ivory, aligned and cali-
brated. Oha.ssis isolated from mains. PRICE 110/15/0.
Carriage and Insurance, 9/6. (Without 10in. Speaker,
29/15/0. Cuss. & Ins., 4/60

RECOMMENDED FOR ABOVE CHASSIS
Brand new Plessey 3 -speed Autochanger Mixer Unit
for 7, 10 and 12in. Records. Twin Hi-Fi Xtal Head
with Deopoint sapphire stylus. Plays 4,000 records.
Sprung mounting. Baseboard required, Ifitin. a
121in. Height 51in. Depth tin. Superb Quality.
Bargain Price, 91 gas.. post free.

SIMILAR MODEL -3 speed Single Record unit
with Aeos 37 Turnover Head, each Sapphire Stylus
plays 2,000 records. Starting Switch Automatically
places Pick-up on records, 7in., 10in. or 12in. Auto
Stop. Somplate 12in. x 81in. Height 21in. Depth
Ilia. Price 17/15/6, post tree.

No connection with any other firm. Please address
all correspondence correctly as below.

Radio Component Specialists
307, Whitehorse Road, West Croydon.

TH011685
Post 62. 11 orders posl free. C.O.D.1(6. LIste s.a.e.

Volume Controls
Long spindles. Guaran-
teed 1 year. All values
10,000 ohms to 3 Meg -
ohms.
No Ow. S.P.Sw.

3/- 4/- 4/9

1955

80 CA hgrZE
Send -air spaced Poly-
thene in
Stranded Core.
Losses cut 50%. 9d.
STANDARD DJ
Sin. Coax GU. Yd.

COAX PLUGS ... 1/2 LINE CONNECTOR 1/2
SOCKETS ... 1/- OUTLET BOXES ... 4/6
BALANCED TWIN FEEDER per yd. 64. 1 80
TWIN SCREENED FEEDER per yd. 1/- J obmo
50 OHM COAX CABLE, 13d. per yd.
TRIMMERS. Ceramic, 30, 70 pf., 9d. ; 100 pf.
150 pf., 1/3 ; 250 pf., 1/6 ; 600 pf., 1/9.
RESISTORS. -All values : I w., 4d. ; 1 w., 8d. ;
1 w., 8d. ; 2 w., 1/- ; 1 w., 1%, Si:.
WERE,WOUND RESISTORS. -5 w., 15 ohms to
4--K., 1/9 ; 10 w., 20 ohms to 6 K., 2/3 ;
30 ohms to 10 K., 2/9.
WIRE -WOUND POTS. 3 WATT. FAMOUS MAKES
Pre -Set Min. TV. Type. Standard Size Pots, 2/in.
All values 35 ohms to 30 Spindle. 100 ohms to
K., 3/- ea. 50 K., 4/- 50 K., 5/6 ; 100 K., 6/6.
Ditto Carbon Track 50K. W/W EXT. SPEAKER
to 2 Meg.. 3/-. CONTROL 100, 3,-.
L.F. CHOKES. -15 H 60 ma, 5/, 2011 120 ma, 11/
13 H, 150 nta, 12/6. H.F. Choke, 14 m.H.. 2/6.
HEATER TRANS. -Tapped prim., 200/250 v. 6.3 v
10 amp., 7/8, tapped sec. 2, 4, 6.3 v., 1/ mop., 8/6.
MAINS TRANS. 355-0-350, 80 ma., 6.3 v. 4 .a., 5 v.
2 a., ditto 250-0-250, 21/-. 3 -way mounting.
TYANA.-Midget Soldering Iron. 200/120 v. or
530(250 v., 14/11. Triple Three mod. with detach-
able bench stand, 19/8. So:on Midget iron, 19/6.
RECORDING .TAPE. Exclusive Bargain. 1,200 ft.
reels High Coercitivity. Brand new, 17/6.
XTAL DIODE. -Sensitive G.E.C. type, 8/6. H.R.
Phones (0. G. Drown) or. Hi-grode Amer., 15/6 pair.

raorimits. -Pan : 10, 4e1. ; EF50, -FASO, 6d. ;
1312A. CRT, 1/3. Moulded-: I0, 6d. - B7G, 9d.;
with screening can, 1/6 ; BSA, 1381.1',..130,4, 11-;
Ceramic : EF50, B7G, 1/-. All English, 5, 7, 8 pin and
U.S.A. ITXtypes, 1/-. VCR97 moulded holders, 2/6.
ALADDIN FORMERS and care, Sin., 8d.; tic. 10d.
KNOBS, GOLD ENGRAVED. -Walnut or Ivory,
111n. diam., 1/6 each. Not engraved, II-, each.

TV. PRE -AMP. -Channel 1, easily modified to
other channels or converter use: Midget chassis
Sin. x lice. x 11 in. Complete with coax. lead,
plug and EF42 valve. Brand new (boxed).
Listed 13/13/, Special clearance, 21/-. . ,

liast-SdeariAlways specify
ERSIN MULTICORE to be precise
Wherever precision soldering is essential, manufac-
turers, engineers and handymen rely on MULTICORE.

There's a MULTICORE SOLDER just made for the job
you hacve in hand. Here are some of them.

SIZE 1 CARTON
4 specifications for
radio enthusiasts.

5,-
' HANDYMAN'S

CARTON
Sufficient for
200 average

joints. 6d.

TAPE SOLDER
MELTS WITH
A MATCH!

Real tin' lead sol-
der containing
cores of Ersin
Flux. Needs no
soldering iron
or extra flux.

1f -
PER CARD

BIB WIRE STRIPPER
MW CUTTER

The 3 in 1 tool. For stripping
insulation

without nicking
wire, cutting

without leaving

rough edges and splitting 516 EACH
extruded flex.

MANUFACTURERS ARE INVITED TO

WRITE FOR DETAILS OF BULK PACKS AT BULK PRICES

MULTICORE SOLDERS LTD.
MULTICORE WORKS, HEMEL HEMPSTEAD, HERTS (BOXMOOR 1516)

Every day the demand for- the expert ,in 'electronics
grows. Radio, television, radar and the whole field of
industrial electronics are rapidly expanding, and the
trained specialist in these fields is assured of a well paid
career in this quickly developing profession. Here is
your opportunity to acquire specialist knowledge. Write
for our free Brochure giving details of the following
courses :

THREE-YEAR COURSE
in Telecommunication Engineering (includingopportunity for
nine months' practical attachment in Laboratories and
Workshops). Next course commences on 14th September, 1955.

FOUR-YEAR COURSE
in Electronic Engineering. intended for outstanding Science
sixth -formers who are capable of training into future team
leaders in scientific applications. Final qualifications are B.Sc.
and City and Guilds Full Technological Certificate in Tele-
communication Engineering. Next course commences on 4th
October, 1955.

E.M.I. INSTITUTES
Dept. I38K, 10, Pembridge Square, London, W.2.

Telephone : Bayswater 5131/2.

The College associated with a world-wide electronics industry

including "His Master's Voice," Marconiphone, Columbia, etc.

1A3'2
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More About the
549

F26 Unit
SOME FURTHER DETAILS OF THIS USEFUL R.F. UNIT

By B. L. Morley

ALOT of interest has been aroused on this class
of unit since my article in the February issue
of PRACTICAL TELEVISION and in response to

requests it is hoped that some further details may be
of interest to constructors.

The circuit of the unit was given in the March issue
Of PRACTICAL TELEVISION. It comprises an R.F.
amplifier using an EF54, a mixer also using an EF54
and an oscillator using an EC52. The service equiva-
lents are VR136 for the EF54 and VR137 for the
EC52.

The unit is in a self-contained chassis which is
silver-plated, and is an excellent buy at the modest
price of 35s. A power supply of 6.3 v. at 1 amp and
250 v. at 30 mA is needed additional to the unit
itself.

Tuning is effected by a dial on the front of the
chassis and the range covered is 65-50 Mc/s. The
unit will tune Kirk o' Shotts and Sutton Coldfield
(Channels 3 and 4) direct ; Holme Moss and London
(Channels 1 and 2) by the insertion of iron -dust cores
in the tuning coils ; Wenvoe (Channel 5) by the
insertion of brass cores in the coils.

The output is delivered at about 7.5 Mc/s.
It was intended originally to feed into an I.F. strip

-the well-known R1355, which has I.f.s tuned to
7.5 Mc/s, but it is possible to use it with other I.F.
strips provided that the oscillator frequency is
altered.

Another feature is its possible use on Band III, and
the writer will be giving data for this when it is
available, should it prove practicable.

Tuning -in the Vision Signal
One important point with this unit which some

constructors seem to miss is that when tuning the
unit for single sideband reception (i.e., all transmitters
except London) special precautions must be taken.

When used with an I.F. strip the following pro-
cedure should be adopted to ensure accurate tuning.

'First tune the dial for maximum vision, adjusting
the trimmers above the chassis, fitted across the
tuning condensers, for absolute maximum. The
trimmer on the front panel should be adjusted for
maximum response.

Now adjust the small oscillator trimmer so that the
" volume " of the vision signal is reduced by half.
This is a small postage stamp trimmer fitted under
the chassis, directly undemeatlythe oscillator section.
It will be found to be very sensitive and requires
careful adjustment.

The adjustment should be made by turning the
trimmer towards the sound channel. If it is not clear
in which direction this lies so far as the trimmer is
concerned, then note the dial reading giving maximum
vision and then turn the dial to reduce the vision a
little by increasing the capacity. For example,
supposing the vision comes in at dial reading 100,
then turn the dial to 110.

At this point you may get the sound coming in.
Note the position of the marker on the oscillator

trimmer and adjust it so that sound is at maximum.
This will show the direction in which the oscillator
must be trimmed for optimum vision.

Now restore the trimming as it was originally for
maximum vision and carry out the process given
above.

The " volume " of the vision signal will be reduced
by half and must be compensated for by operation of
the contrast control. It will be noted that the picture
quality is greatly improved.

When cores are being used in the coils for obtaining
the requisite channel, then the cores should be set
level with the tops of the coil forms and the separate
ganging trimmers adjusted as given.

If brass cores are difficult to obtain then one turn
can be taken from each tuning coil so as to get
Channel 5.

It is also possible to avoid the use of cores for
Channels 1 and 2 by adding one turn to each tuning
coil.

The final adjustment for picture quality should be
to adjust- the small trimmer on the front panel.

Fitting a Wavetrap
One snag with the unit is that it is liable to let

signals through at intermediate frequency. As the
7.5 Mc/s band is well occupied with high-powered
transmitters, it is possible to get severe interference
from this source.

To avoid break -through a simple wavetrap can be
fitted directly in the aerial system.

Using a tin. diameter coil former wind on 26 turns
of about 34 s.w.g. enamelled wire, close -wound,
Connect a 10 pF condenser across the ends and insert
an iron -dust core. Break the wire from the aerial
socket to the first coil and insert the rejector coil.
The coil former can be mounted on the inside of the
front panel. (Fig. 1.)

To trimit, connect an ordinary aerial to the aerial
socket and adjust the coil for minimum sound. If
this is done at night-time there are plenty of signals
in the band which will break through.

It is possible to get sharper tuning if the 10 pF con-
denser is replaced by one at 0-30 pF.

Using a Pre -amplifier
The unit is extremely stable and a one-, two- or

even three -valve pre -amplifier can be fitted. It has
been the writer's experience that little is gained
beyond a two -valve pre -amplifier.

When a pre -amplifier is fitted it will be found that
there is no need for a wavetrap at intermediate
frequency.

lOpe

Centre conductor
Pyi eerie/

socket.

To first coil
PFunit.

Fig. 1.-A rejector coil for 7.5 Mc/s.
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Range of Unit.
When used with the R1355 unit the RF26, with the

aid of a two -valve pre -amplifier, can bring in the
signals at what may be considered impossible ranges.
I have received signals at over 180 miles which would 
provide a reasonable picture, and if the path of the
signal is over water there is no reason why the range
cannot be extended.

Of course, local conditions come into operation at
these extreme distances and reception could not be
guaranteed.

Here is a thought for those who live near the south
coast. Why not try the transmissions from Paris
using a really good directional aerial of high gain?
If any reader has tried this the results would be
interesting to hear.

Altering the I.F.
The intermediate frequency given by the unit

can be altered by modifying the oscillator section.
Before we deal with the

actual method, however, it
would be as well to review
the underlying principles as
otherwise the phenomenon
produced may be confus-
ing to the novice, especially
when trying to use the unit
for producing sound and

r

R F

R 26 .

Mixer

vision simultaneously.
The intermediate frequency is pro-

duced by _beating a locally generated
frequency against t h e incoming f r e-
quency. The. R.F. valve picks up and
amplifies the incoming signal at its trans-
mitted frequency. The local oscillator
geneiates a separate frequency and the
two are introduced to the mixer valve,
which by a process of detection (it is
known as the first detector) produces the
signal at a frequency which is the differ-
ence between the two.

The setting of the oscillator frequency

r
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So far so good. The snag arises when we are tuning
an oscillator if we are not quite certain of its actual
frequency and. we wish to produce sound and vision.

In order to study the problem let us use some
simple arithmetic.

Channel 1 transmits vision on 45 Mc/s and sound
on 41.5 Mc/s. Supposing we are receiving these
signals and have arranged for the vision intermediate
frequency to be 13 Mc/s ; then we could 'use a
frequency of 45-13=32 Mc/s for our oscillator as
45 - 32 = 13.

Now, if the oscillator is working at 32 Mc/s,
then the sound signal coming in at 41.5 Mc/s will be
converted to a frequency of 41.5-32=9.5 Mc/s.

Again so far so good. Our vision is at 13 Mc/s
and sound 9.5 Me/s which is quite common in
commercial practice. Supposing we are dealing, with
an oscillator whose exact frequency is not known and
that it will oscillate not only at 32 Mc/s but also at
58 Mc/s and all points in between. One setting of the

oscillator will produce 13 Mc/s when the
oscillator is working at 32 Mc/s, and the
same signal will be produced at another
setting of the oscillator when it is work-
ing at 58 Mc/s. We shall thus receive the
vision signal at two settings '(of the
oscillator.

It does not matter which setting is -used
4 for the vision, but if we are receiving

0 S C.

/st 2nd IF

.pemmeamoroom.o 1st I.F.

If: Detector

V I 0

2nd IF Detector

Video

0 U N 0

Audio

can provide two intermediate frequen-
cies. Further, two separate oscillator
frequencies can produce a single interme-
diate freqUency.

Let, us choose some easy figures for the purpose of
comparison.

Supposing the signal is coming in at 50 Mc/s and
our oscillator, is working at 40 .1%/1c/s ; then we shall
have two intermediate frequencies from 'which to
choose. The first 'is the'cikillator frequency plus the
signal frequency (40+50=90 Mc/s) and the second.
is the difference between the oscillator frequency and
the signal frequency (50-40=10 Mc/s). Thus we
have two possible frequencies available at the output
of the mixer, and we choose which one we desire
simply by arranging a tuned circuit 'at the output of
the oscillator to resonate to the desired frequency.

Supposing that we' decide to have an 1.F. of
10 Mc/s, then we can see that our oscillator can be
tuned to 40 MO as 50-40=10. But note that the
signal frequency is 50 Mc/s and we could use an
oscillator at 60 1Vic/s as 60-50 also =10.

Generally, it is desirable to have the oscillator,
frequency above the signal frequency, but the produc-
tion of harmonics and possible interference decides
the final arrangement.

R /355

Fig. 2.-Block schematic of the R1355.

sound as well at 9.5 MO we shall not receive sound at
the second setting of the oscillator. This is because the
-oscillator working at 58 Mc/s will produce the sound
signal .at ;58-41.5=16.5 Mc/s, which. is a long way
from our intermediate frequency of 9.5 Mc/s. ,

,The principle holds good for the sound, and it is

possible for the corresponding conditions to arise.
(a) First position of oscillator sound but no vision;
(b) Second position of oscillator sound and vision;
(c) Third position of oscillator vision no sound.
All this without touching the I.F. coils !

The golden rule when altering the oscillator
frequency and endeavouring to receive sound and
vision is to tune in the vision  first and adjust the
oscillator to see if the sound is nearby. If this is not
the case find the second position of the oscillator
arid try again.

Sound and Vision on R1355
' The I.F. strip of the R1355 contains five stages. It
is an easy matter to divide these stages, using two
for sound and three for vision in areas of average
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MUCH has been written in the past on the
conversion of the R.F. units of the 1355
receiver, and the subject was clearly sum-

marised by. B. L. Morley in the February issue.
Almost all conversion instructions presuppose that
the R.F. units will be used as a superheterodyne either
with a 1355 or other I.F. unit working at 7 Mc/s.

The R.F.24 and R.F.25 units can, however, be quite
simply converted into straight sound units in far
less time than/ it would take to make up a receiver
from a design. There have been a number of straight
television receivers described in the past and these
usually employ an R.F. stage common to both sound
and vision. The sound is taken off by a pick-up loop
on the anode coil of the first valve and the sound
section consists of two R.F. stages followed by
detector and output stages. The R.F.24 may be
converted into such a complete sound section with
comparatively little alteration. The shallow chassis
and the -neat and accessible wiring of these units make
the conversion particularly easy.

The following instructions relate to the R.F.24, but
readers will have little difficulty in applying them to
the R.F.25, which differs only in minor details.

Fig. 1 shows the original circuit using three SP61
(VR65) valves. The first is a radio -frequency amplifier,
the second a frequency changer, and the third is the
local oscillator. It is convenient for the conversion
that the three valves are the same type. Fig. 2 shows
the final circuit in which VI remains an R.F. stage
with only minor alterations. V2 is converted into a
second R.F. stage again with few circuit changes.
The oscillator stage, however, is completely scrapped
and in its place is wired a germanium detector and
the output valve V3.

The output stage V3 uses the original SP61 valve,
and some readers may be surprised at this. However,
provided a high -ratio output transformer is employed,
sufficient volume with reasonable quality can be
obtained, particularly if a 15 -ohm loudspeaker is
used. This arrangement is satisfactory with VCR97
and other small -screen receivers. The writer uses this
sound section, in place of the one specified, in his
Argus receiver. If greater sound output is desired,
then a normal short grid -base L.F. pentode could be
substituted after suitable adjustment of the bias
resistor.

Note: All trimmers are 0-30pF.
In some units C42, C43 and
C44 may be _fixed condensers.

INPUT

8

o C

Lt

AN RF24 SOUND UNIT
USING AN EX -GOVERNMENT UNIT FOR A SOUND
The First Stage

The first stage of the conversion is to remove from
the top of the chassis the five -way switch, and all
coils and trimmers. Having cleared the top of all
wiring; remove the steel end panels and the longi-
tudinal screen. This will leave only an H-shaped
screen across the middle of the chassis. The coil
formers, valve top -cap connectors, and three of the
30 pF trimmers should be saved for re -use.

2.2

3(3°PF Screen

470

input 0 27
from C>

common C,,,_?:

17.stage `,....--4 ....
/ T1

L/

IC>
1

100pF

V/

101(0

300pF

/00
0

ONLY RECEIVER By J. Stebbings
The next stage is to re -wind the coils, leaving plenty

of spare wire at the ends. The original unit was used
on channel 2 with coils having the number of turns
shown below. Figures are given, however, for
other channels, and these should be used as a guide
in arriving at the required inductance. The ceramic
former is used for Ll and the two ebonite formers
for L2 and L3.

Li and TI are mounted vertically close to VI. It

2'2
1(0

0-41,-AAMMP-e-
470

2

300pF
Screen

/OOpF

N\V2

,c),8
;L38 773

6

Fig. 2.-The sound unit modification.

H.7:1-

Values of compo-
nents are not given
here, but the revised
circuit, above, does
show the required

values.

44

16

47
pF

003
lip

250
K0

V3

I300pr

TS,uF

6.3V24. LT*

will be found impossible to drill a hole in the required
position for fixing LI, so it should be mounted on a
piece of strip steel which is secured at a convenient
bolt hole. L2 and T2 are mounted horizontally on
the centre part of the H -screen on the opposite side
to the valve. L3 and T3 are mounted vertically next
to V3, but before doing this it will be necessary to
remove the tag strip underneath. This strip will not
be required in any case.

That completes the mechanical work on top of the
chassis. Unwanted components should now be
removed from the three compartments underneath.
In the middle V2 compartment remove the coil in the
anode circuit, C4, and the screened output lead. In V3
compartment remove all components except the
heater by-pass capacitor.

Re -wiring
Re -wiring may now be started with VI stage. LI,

T1, and the valve -top connector are all dealt with
above the chassis and, below, the anode load resistor
R3 should be changed to 6,800 ohms. L2 and T2
may now be wired connecting up with C3 below the
chassis. The bias resistor (R11) of V2 should be
changed to 100 ohms, a 10,000 -ohm resistor connected
in parallel with the screen feed R7, and a 6,800 -ohm
resistor wired as a new anode load. A 100 pF capaci-
tor should be connected to the anode of V2 and a
lead taken into the third compartment. L3 and T3
are wired above the chassis and a lead through to the
underside will be necessary. It remains only to
complete the detector and output wiring in the third
compartment as shown in Fig. 2. In the original
model the volume -control was mounted externally
and connected by two screen leads. The loudspeaker
was likewise external, and the primary of the output
transformer was connected with twisted flex.

The power required is 240 v. at 30 mA and 6.3 v.
at 2A. when the SP61 output valve is employed.

Results
The original is giving excellent results in an Argus

receiver fed from a dipole at 25 miles from Holme
Moss.

Channel
1

2
3
4
5

COIL TURNS
LI
43

31
- 3

3

LI tap
1

1

3

L2
44
4
31
3
.3

L3
54
5
4

3

VS

Oa
L3 7-3

..

Screen

T1
a

L 2'...---aT
I

Mg
17-2

5.1
L/

Screen

Fig. 1.-Circuit of the R.F. 24 unit. Fig. 3.-Layout showing coil positions.
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The Miller Timebase
BASIC THEORY AND PRACTICAL OPERATION

By "Engineer "

THE Miller Timebase is, perhaps, the type which
is most widely used in home -constructed
receivers-particularly those employing elec-

trostatic tubes. There is no doubt that it is capable
of a fine performance with practically perfect linearity
and these features, coupled with its simplicity and
cheapness, have given it a deserved popularity.

Unfortunately not all constructors are getting the
best out of this class of circuit and this is probably
due to a lack of a full understanding of the basic
principles, and of the effects of varying the values
of the components, not only in the timebase itself,
but also in the associated coupling -networks. It is
possible, for example, to have a Miller timebase which
is itself performing perfectly yet which is producing
a non-linear scan by reason of faulty choice of
coupling components.

WAIVAAN P
e

0
Fig. 1.-A charging condenser.

T
(a) (b)

Fig. 2.-Current and voltage curves.

Time Constant
Most television timebases rely for their operation

upon a condenser which is charging or discharging
via a resistance. The object of the valve in the circuit
in most cases is merely to trigger the circuit so that. it
operates at the correct time.

When a condenser is connected in series with a
resistor across a voltage source, then the condenser
will commence to charge up (Fig. 1). It will be
appreciated that when the circuit is first connected,
the full voltage " e " from the supply is directly
across the condenser and a heavy current will flow
from the supply to charge up the condenser.

However, as soon as the current starts to flow
through the resistance "R " it will cause a potential
difference across the resistance, the value of the
P.D. depending upon the value of the resistance.
The resistance therefore acts as a sort of limiter to
the current, and instead of a sudden surge of current
flowing to charge up the condenser, the current will
flow in a more or less steady manner.

At the commencement of the charging period the
current will be fairly heavy, but as the condenser

becomes charged the voltage across it becomes
higher, and gradually becomes more equal to the
voltage of the supply. The current flow will gradually
tail off ; the voltage drop across R decreases, the
voltage across C becomes more nearly that of the
supply, the current reduces and thereby reduces the
voltage drop across R, and so on.

If the current through the resistance is plotted against
time, it will be found to appear something like that
shown in Fig. 2a. Similarly, the voltage built up
across C will be as given in the curve in Fig. 2b.

In each case it will be
seen that the curve has -an
almost straight portion and
then dwindles off into a
very shallow bend in a

Fig. 3.-The basic Miller
circuit.

non-linear fashion.
This type of curve is

called an exponential curve.
Consider Fig. 2b. It

will be noted that after the
initial drive the curvature becomes less and less,
the condenser voltage rising more and more slowly.
In fact, it would take an infinite time for the con-
denser to become exactly the same as the potential
of the supply. Most of the work of charging is done
within the first few microseconds.

For practical purposes the circuit loses its usefulness -

when the voltage across the condenser reaches 0.632
of that of the supply.

The actual time taken for this to occur is termed
the Time Constant of the network. Its value is given
in seconds when the capacity of the condenser in
Farads is multiplied by the resistance in ohms
(this is also when microfarads are multiplied by
megohms).

Fig. 4.-The basic transitron circuit.

b
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signal strength. It is not proposed to give the details
here as that has been given elsewhere, but what we
are concerned with is the tuning.

Two methods can be employed. First, the vision
can be arranged to be at 7.5 Mc/s and the sound at
11 Mc/s, or the vision at 11 Mc/s and the sound at
7.5 Mc/s, according to whether the oscillator: fre-
quency is above or below the signal frequency.

(Proof is : Oscillator at 52.5 Isilc/s produces vision
at 52.5-45=7.5. Sound at 52.5-41.5=11, or
oscillator at 34 Mc/s gives vision at 45-34=11 and
sound at 41.5-34=7.5.)

Whichever is used is mostly one of personal choice.
All that is required to alter the existing 7.5 coils to
11 Mc/s is to insert brass cores in place of the iron -
dust cores.

Tuning
Whichever is chosen, the, difficulty remains of

arriving at the correct oscillator frequency, as it is
possible to make the oscillator tune to both 52.5 and
34 Mc/s.

Supposing vision is chosen to be 7.5 Mc/s and sound
at 11 Mc/s, then the tuning should proceed in the
following manner.

Tune in the RF26 for maximum vision " vglume "
and adjust all the ganging trimmers for maximum.
Now adjust the small oscillator trimmer underneath
the oscillator section until the vision strength is
reduced by half. Note the dial readings and also the
position of the oscillator. Tune in the sound on the
dial. It doesn't matter what the dial position is, but
make a note of it and go back to the vision. Once
again Off -tune the. dial from the vision towards the
channel used fOr sound (about 10 degrees) and turn
the oscillator until sound is heard in the sound
section.

This  should be somewhere near the optimum
oscillator position for the vision. All that is necessary
now is to turn the trimmer towards the optimum
vision position retuning the sound I.F. stages as the
trimmer is altered until eventually -lax imum sound
is obtained with the oscillator set at optimum vision
position and the vision is received as well.

A slight adjustment of the tuning dial may be
necessary, and the trimmer on the front panel should
be set at maximum quality of picture.

Where the optimum oscillator position and maxi-
mum sound oscillator position do not come fairly close
(as given in the paragraph before the last), then it is
possible that the oscillator is working at the in..
correct frequency and a second position where vision
can be received should be found.

I.F.s Other Than 7.5 Mc/s
A popular I.F. for vision is 13 Mc/s with 9.5 for

sound, and it should be possible to tune this in simply
by altering the oscillator trimmer or adding an iron -
dust core.

The unit should be trimmed, adopting the method
given in the previous paragraph.

There are quite a few I.F. strips which operate at
12 Mc/s, and the RF26 can be used with these by
modifying as for a 13 Mc/s strip.

It seems that with the advent of Band III an
intermediate frequency in the region of 35 Mc/s will
be used and to cater for this the oscillator can be
tuned to 80 Me/s.

To do this take one turn from the oscillator coil
and, if this is found insufficient, then a brass core can
be added, though this was not found necessary in
the prototype.

At an oscillator frequency of 80 Mc/s the vision is
35 Mc/s and the sound is 38.8 Mc/s.

Band III Test Transmissions
THE call sign allocated to the Band III experi-

mental transmitter operated by " Belling -Lee"
at Beulah Hill is G9AED. Through the helpful

co-operation of the Independent Television Authority
the transmitter and mast is located
on the same piece of ground as their
temporary mast and transmitter.

The test card is primarily
intended for the investigation of
ghost images and provides the
following features.

(a) A wavy line in black and
white, followed by white, grey
and black.  This line is wavy to
differentiate from the vertical range
marks. With ghost signals the
wavy line predominates, and posi-
tive or negative ghosts can be
identified.

(b) Vertical lines numbered 1, 2,
3 and 4 indicating the additional
path in miles that the ghost
has travelled, i.e., if the reflecting
object is situated directly behind
the receiving aerial, in line with
the transmitter, the distance of the
reflecting object is exactly half the
extra distance travelled by the
delayed image.

(c) A circle to enable approxi-

mate linearity adjustments to be made to the receiver.
(d) The black and white border to the card corre-

sponds to the similar design on test card C and
indicates the edge of the picture.

Sall MIMS MIN is

G9AEC)
I BEULAH HILL

LONDON
,S.E.I9
'CROYDON
SITE

EXPERIMENTAL
VISION 
SIGNAL

I

I FREQUENCY 194,75 Me
was saw famA me UMW mrrwo§

The Band III Test Card.
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In TV worlewe are more concerned with very short
periods of time of the order of millionths of a second
(microseconds), and to simplify calculations we
find the time constant in microseconds by multiplying
capacity in picofarads (pF) by resistance in megohms.

The same sort of process takes place when a
condenser is discharged through a.resistance ; there
is, at first, a rapid fall in voltage which then gradually
fades out more and more slowly.

Fig. 5 (left).-The basic Miller integrator circuit. Fig. 6
(right).-The Miller integrator and transition circuit.

Some television timebases use a charging condenser
while others (like the Miller) use a discharging
condenser. In the first case a condenser is steadily
charged to a certain point and then rapidly dis-
charged, while in the second case the fully charged
condenser is discharged to a certain point and then
rapidly recharged. The result is the production of the
well-known saw -tooth waveform necessary in the
scanning process.

The Miller Circuit
Fig. 3 shows the basic Miller circuit and the

condenser C with its resistance R is used in a dis-
charging circuit brought about by operation of the
valve.

The Miller circuit is actually a combination of two
circuits-the transition and the integrator. Its full
title is the Miller integrator and Transition Circuit.

In Fig. 4 will be found the:basic transition circuit ;
its operation follows.

Assume that C is charged and the suppressor
grid G3 is sufficiently negative to cut off the anode
current : the screened grid G2 is drawing full current
and is, therefore, at its most negative.

When a positive sync pulse is applied to the grid
anode current will commence to flow and the anode
will draw current away from G2. G2 will, there-
fore, start to move in the positive direction, and the
positive movement is communicated to G3 via Cl,
and still more anode current flows. The increased
current causes an increase in the voltage drop across
R and the anode will move in a negative direction ;
C -will therfore commence to discharge.

A point is soon reached where the anode potential
is too low to maintain anode current, and the current
from the cathode will therefore start to move more
and more to the screen. There will, therefore, be an
increasing voltage drop across RI and the screen will
move in the negative direction. The negative move-
ment is communicated to the suppressor which
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therefore cuts off more anode current. The effect is
cumulative and anode current is rapidly cut off.
Lack of anode current via R causes the potential
drop across this resistor to decrease and hence C will
charge from the increasing positive potential appear-
ing at the anode. C is therefore rapidly charged up
and the process recommenced.

The grid of the valve is used only for the application
of the sync pulse.

The output of the circuit is not strictly linear and
can be vastly improved by inclusion of the Miller
integrator.

The Miller Integrator
The basic circuit is shown in Fig. 5. Assume that

C is fully charged and the valve is drawing current.
Because or the voltage drop across RI the anode is
negative with respect to HT+. This negative voltage
is communicated to the grid via C.

C discharges via RI and R and, hence, as its
voltage falls the grid becomes less negative and the
anode draws more current. The falling voltage across
Cl is almost equalled by the steadily increasing
potential difference across RI. The change of voltage
at the anode is much greater than that across the grid
due to the voltage magnification of the valve. In
fact the voltage change at the anode is the integral
of the change of grid voltage and the miller effect
between grid:and anode gives rise to the term miller
integrator for this class of circuit.

The interaction between anode and grid means that
the discharge of C is very linear.

The Complete Circuit
The complete circuit is shown in Fig. 6.
Starting with C fully charged, G3 is at zero potential

and G2 at its most positive. RI and R2 are about
the same value but the voltage drop across RI is
greater than that across R2 as the anode current is
greater than the screen current.

C commences to discharge and the voltage across it

Fig. 7.-The coupling circuit.

will fall until a point is reached where the anode
voltage is too low to hold the main stream of electrons
from the cathode. They are therefore diverted to the
screen and the consequent increase of current through
R2 causes G2 to move in the negative direction ; the
negative movement is communicated to the suppressor
grid G3 via CI which reduces the current flow to the
anode still further and the anode is rapidly cut off.
At this point C is almost fully discharged.
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As no current is being drawn via RI the potential at

the anode will rise and the rise in the positive direction
is communicated to the grid. Another way of looking
at it is that as the anode moves more positive, the
negative on the grid communicated via the condenser
is reduced and the grid becomes very positive (it is
connected to the positive line via R). The result is
that C is very rapidly charged up and the current is
thereby drawn from the cathode and diverted away
from the screen ; G2 will therefore move in the
positive direction and the movement communicated
to G2 via Cl returns G3 to zero.

When C is fully charged the grid becomes negative,
anode current commences to flow, and the process is
repeated.

There are two important points to note. First,
although the grid is returned to H.T. positive, grid
current does not flow continually because of the charge
on C. If C were removed the grid would draw a
heavy current. The second point is that the discharge
of C takes place via R and Rl. The time taken for
the discharge to take place depends upon the value
of the condenser C and the value of R and R1 which
form the discharge path. R is usually made variable
so that the timing of the circuit can be accurately
adjusted.

The synchronising pulses are usually applied to the
suppressor grid so that the anode is cut off and the
charging of C initiated. C is charged, of course,
during the flyback period.

The negative charge accumulated on the suppressor
grid v;a Cl must be rapidly extinguished during the
flyback period or the flyback will be delayed. The
charge on CI leaks away via R2 and R3 ; the amount
of the charge will depend upon the capacity of, the
condenser, and the discharge period will depend upon
the total capacity of CI plus the resistance of the
discharge path.

The run-down of C takes place in an extremely
linear manner due to the inherent properties of the
circuit. The majority of the causes for non -linearity
lie in the 'associated coupling networks ; in this
particular circuit about the only real causes of non-
linearity are a faulty valve, leaky condenseri (a com-
mon cause in ex -Government equipment and par-
ticularly noticeable in the frame circuit), or bad
choice of components in the screen circuit.

In order to obtain the very best out of
the circuit R3 and R2 can be made variable.

R will, of course, Consist
of a fixed resistor plus
variable resistor to enable
the range of the sweep to
be varied, the fixed re-
sistor limiting the range
of the variation and there-

by avoiding making
the grid a direct con-
nection to H.T.+.

Fig. 8.-Expon-
ential curve for
the condenser

discharge.

T

Causes of Non -linearity
The most likely cause of non -linearity is in the

coupling network, provided the values of the Miller
circuit itself are as specified.

A typicaLexample of the coupling network is shown
in Fig. 7. The output from the oscillator is taken via
Cd to the deflector plate "D." The latter is biased
from the E.H.T. network and the associated resistor
arrangement is shown as Rd (the decoupler) and
Rb the bleeder.

It will be seen that Cd plus Rd, Rb form a con-
denser and resistance network and will, therefore,
have a certain time -constant. The time -constant 'of
this section must be rather larger than that of the

9.-The sync coupling circuit.

valve circuit. If the condenser Cd is too small, for
example, then the resultant waveform at the deflector
plate will be distorted.

'In Fig. 8 we show the exponential curve for the
condenser discharge. It will be observed that from
A to B the discharge is linear, but from B to C the
discharge beconies non-linear the degree of non-
linearity rapidly increasing.

Supposing C in Fig. 7 is too small, then the con-
denser will barely hold the charge, and the discharging
of it will take place right through to the curved
portion. On one side we could have a linear wave-
form but on the other the waveform would be
non-linear.

For optimum results the time constant of Cd,
Rd, Rb should be 50 times that of the duration of the
saw -tooth. This figure is generally the case in line
circuits but often is not attained in the frame circuit.
For the frame typical values are 0.5,uF and 2 M.Q.

Another possible cause of non -linearity closely
associated with the above is the method of feeding
the output of the oscillator into a low -impedance
circuit. Ideally, the output should be fed into a
circuit of infinite impedance. If the circuit is of low
impedance, a load will be placed upon the oscillator
which will materially affect the linearity of the scan.

When the oscillator output is fed directly to the
C.R.T. network, high -impedance circuits are usually
attained, but when fed into an amplifier it is possible,
by error, to have the input circuit at a rather lower
impedance than is desirable.

A point which is quite often overlooked is the
imput from the sync separator. The usual method is
to integrate the pulses in a standard integrating
network, and to inject the integrated wave -form into
the suppressor circuit. The circuit must be carefully
designed or the R2, R3, Cl characteristics may be
modified, with consequent non -linearity.

When investigating the cause of non -linearity the
coupling circuit from the sync must not be forgotten.
Fig. 9 shows a typical coupling network for a frame
oscillator, R. Ca and Cb forming part of the
differentiator. It will be seen that these components
are practically in parallel with R2, which is in the
flyback circuit. Incorrect values, leaky condensers
or high value resistances will obviously modify the
operation of the oscillator.

(To, be continued.)
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Used A.C. mains 5. valve,
3 wave -band superhet chas-
sis, size 118 x 81 x 3in., cdm-
plete with 3 wave -band
scale size 101 x 51in., pair of
465 Kc/s IF's, tuning con-
denser, mains transformer,volume control with
switch, tone control. 3
wave -band coil pack (this
is a completely detachable
coil -pack on separate small
chassis) various small con-
densers and resistors and
biasing condensers. 19/6.
Post & packing 3/6. As
above two -waveband, 15/-.
Post & packing, 3/6,

BOTH GENERATORS GUARANTEED FOR 12 MONTHS

COMPLETELY BUILT SIGNAL GENERATOR
Coverage 120 Kc/s-320 Kc/s, 300 Kc/5-900 Kcis, 900 Kcls-2.75 Mc/s,
2.75 Mc/s-8.5 Mc/s, 8.5 Mc/s-25 Me/s, 17 Mc, s-50 Mc/s, 25.5 Mc/s-75
Mc/s. Metal case 10 x 61 x in. Size of scale 6/ x 3: in., 2 valves
and rectifier. A.C. mains 230-250 v. Internal modulation of 400
c.p.s. to a depth of 30 per cent., modulated or unmodulated, R.F.
output continuously variable 100 milli volts. C.W. and mod.
switch, variable A.F. output and moving coil output meter.
Black crackle finished case and white panel. Accuracy plus or
minus 2%. 24/19/6, or 341- deposit and 3 monthly payments 25I-.
P. & P. 4/- extra.

PATTERN GENERATOR
40-70 Mc/s direct calibration, checks frame and line time base.
frequency and linearity, vision channel alignment, sound channel
and sound rejection circuits and vision channel band width.
Silver plated coils, black crackle finished case 10 x 61 x 41in. and
white front panel. A.C. mains 200/250 volts. This instrument will
align any T.V. receiver, accuracy plus or minus 1%. Cash price
5,311916 or 291- deposit and 3 monthly payments of £1. P. & P. 4/ -
extra.

USED MULLARD TUBES GUARANTEED 3 MONTHS
with heater cathode short.-

M.W. 31/74 121.m bent gun ... 23.17.6. P. & P. 7/6 extra
M.W. 31/16 12in. bent gun ... 23.17.6. P. & P. 7/6 extra
M.W. 22/16 9iia bent gun ... 61.17.6. P. & P. 7/6 extra
Any of the above complete with Line-E.H.T. trans. 9 KV.
Ferrocart core. Line and width control scan coils and frame
0/P trans. 35/- extra.

Used Mazda C.R.M. 123 Cathode heater short aluminised.
Complete with rubber mask, Elac P.M. focus unit, scan coils,
low line, low frame and frame 0/P trans., 25.10.0. P. & P. 716.
USED 9in. TUBE 22!14C with ion burn. 17/6. Post paid,
USED Mallard 121n. with ion burn, 501-. P. & P. 7/6.
Line and E.D.T. Transformer, 9KVA using Ferrocart core com-
plete with builtdn line and width control. Mounted on Ali -
chassis. Overall size 41in. x 1 EY51 Rec. winding. 27/6. P. &
P. 2/6.
SCHD COILS, low line, low frame, complete with frame 0/P trans. to
match above line and E.H.T., 27/6. P. & P. 2/6.
Rester Transformer, Pri. 230-250 v. 6v.11 amp., 6/- ; 2 v. 21 amp..
5/-. P. & P. each 1/..
T.V. Convertor for the neW commercial stations complete with
2 valves. Frequency : can be set to any channel within the 186-
196 Mc/a band. I.F. : will work into any existing* T.V, receiver
designed to work between 42-68 Mc/s. Sensitivity 10 Mu/v withany
normal T.V. set. Input : arranged for 300 ohm feeder. 80 ohm
feeder can be used with slight reduction in R.F. gain. Circuit
EF80 as local oscillator. ECC81 as R.F. amplifier and mixer. The
gain of the first stage, grounded grid R.F. amplifier 10 db. Re-
quired power supply of 200 v. D.C. at 25 mA.. 8.3 v. A.C. at 0.6 amp.
Input filter ensuring complete freedom from unwanted signals.
2 simple adjustments only. 52.10.0. P. & P. 2/6. -

Line and E.R.T. Transformer. 9kV, Ferrocart core. EY51 heater
winding, complete With scan coils and frame output transformer
and line and width control. 52.5.0. P. & P. 3/-.
As above but complete with line and frame blocking trans.
formers. 5 henry 250 mA. choke, 100 mfd. and 150 mfd. 350 wkg.,

.'380 mA. A.C. ripple.. £2.19.6. P. & P. 3/-.
Standard wave-ehange Switches, 4 -pole 3 -way. 1/9 5 -pole
3 -way, 1/9 ; 3 -Pole. 3 -way. 1/9 : 9 -pole 3 -way, 3/6 : Miniature
type; lbrt,g spindle 3 -pole 4 -way, 4 -pole 3 -way and 4 -pole 2 -way,
2/8eh. 2 -pole 11 -way twin wafer, 5/-; 1 -pole 12 -way single
wafer. 51-. P. & P. 3d.
T.V. Filter in lightly tinted perspex, size 131 x 11 x 3/16In., 416.
USED metal rectifier, 250 v. 150 inA., 6/6.
R. and A.T.V. energised 6 lin Speaker with 0/P Trans., field
coil 175 ohms. Requires minimum 150 mA. to energise maximum
current 250 mA. 9/6. P..& P. 2/6.
R. and A.M.E. 61in. with 0/P Trans., 940 ohms field. 10/6
plus 216 P. &-P.
Combined 12in. Mask and Escutcheon in lightly tinted Pers-
pex. New aspect, edged in brown. Fits on front of cabinet. 12/6.
As above for 151n. tube. 17/6.
Frame Oscillator Blocking Trans.. 4/8.
Line Oscillator Blocking Trans., 4/6.
Smoothing Choke, 250 mA., 5 henry, 8/6 ; 250 mA., 10 henry, 10/6 :
250 mA.. 8 henry, 8/6.
P.M. Foci's Unit for any 9 or 12in. tube except Mazda 12in., with
Vernier adjustment, 10/-. P.38. Focus Unit for Mazda 121n., with-
out Vernier adjustment, 15/-. Wide Angle P.M. Focus Unit,
Vernier adi., state tube, 25/-.

Energised Focus Coll, low resistance mounting bracket, 17/6.
Ion Traps for Mallard or English Electric tubes. 5/-. Post-paid.
T.V. Coils, moulded former, iron cored, wound for rewinding
Purposes only. Ali -can ilia. x lin., 1/- each ; 2 iron -cores Ali -
can, 21in. x tin., 1/6 each.
Dubilier .001 10kV. working, 3/8.
Cyldon 5 channel T.V. tuner. 12/6. Post paid.

Primary, 200-250 vi!IPA.Thi&
Sp. TRANSFORMERS

300-0-300,100 mA., 6 v. 3 amp., 5 v. 2 amp.. 22/6.
Drop thro' 350-0-350 v. 70 m.A.. 6 V. 2.5 amp., 5 V. 2 amp.. 14/6.
Drop thro' 250-0-250 v. 80 mA...6 v. 3 amp.. 5 v. 2 amP.. 14/6.
280-0-280. drop through. 80 mA.' 6 v. 3 amp., 5 V. 2 amp.. 14/6.
250-0-250 80 mA., 6 v. 4 amp.. 14/-.
Drop thro' 270-0-270, 80 mA., 6 v. 3 amp., 4 v. 1,5 amp., 13/6.
Drop thro' 270-0-270 60 mA., 6 v. 3 amp., 11/6.
250 v.350 mA., 6.3 v. 4 a., twice 2 v. 2 a.,19/6.
2Avat2oa'!:riagni..a6. Input 2,30/250. H.T. 500 v., 250 inA.. 6 v. 4 a., twice

250-0-250, 60 mA 6.3 v. 1.5 a., 0-5-6.3 v. 1.5 a., 10/8
Auto Trans. Input 200/250. H.T. 350 v. 350 mA. Separate L.T.
6.3 v. 7 a., 6.3 v. 11 amp...5 v. 3 amp., 25/-. P. & P. 3/-.
Heater Transfornier.Pri. 230/250v. 6v. 19 amp., 6/-; 2v.20 amp., 5/-.
Fri. 200/250. Secondary 9 v. 3.5 amp., 6.3 v. 3 amp., 12/6.
Pri. 230 v. Sec. 500-0-500 and 500-0-500 250 mA., both windings.
4 v. 3 amp.. 4 v. 3 amp, 39/8. P. & P. 5/-.
Mains Transformer, fully impregnated, input 210, 220, 230 and
240. Sec. 600-0-600, 275 mA., and 200 v. at 30 mA., complete with
separate heater transformer. Input 210, 220, 230, 290. Sec. 6.3 v.
2 amp. three times, 0, 4, 6.3 v. at 3 amp. and 5 v. 3 amp., 45/,
P. & P. 5/-.
Mains Transformer fully impregnated. Input 210, 220, 230, 240.
Sec. 350-0-350 100 mA, with separate heater transformer. Pri. 210,
220, 230, 240. Sec. 6.3 v. 2 amp., 6.3 v. 3 amp., 4 v. 6 amp., and 5 v.
2 amp., 30/-. P. & P. 5/-.
Mains Transformers chassis, mounting, feet and voltage
panel. Primaries 200/250.
350-0-350 75 mA., 6.3 v. 3 a. tap, 4 v. 6.3 v. 1 a.. 13/8.
500.0-500125 mA., 4 v. C.T. 4 a., 4 v. C.T. 4 a., 4 v. C.T. 2.5 a., 27/6.
500-0-500 250 mA., 4 v. C.T. 5 a., 4 v. C.T. 5 a., 4. v. C.T. 4 a., 39/6.

Valve Holders, moulded octal
Mazda and loctal, 7d. each.
Paxolin, octal Mazda and
Social. 4d. each. Moulded

8 mid., 500v. wkg., wire ends
8 mid., 350 v. wkg., tag ends
50 mid., 25 v. wkg. mire ends
100 mfd., 350 wkg.

2/6
1/6
1/9
41-

BIG, B8A and B9A, 7d. each. 100 mfd., 450 v. wkg., 280
B7G moulded with screening
can, 1/6 each.

A.C. ripple ... 3/11
150 mid., 350 v. wkg., 280

32 mfd., 350 wkg. 2I- mA., A.C. ripple ... ... 4/6
16 x24, 350 wIrg. 4/- 100+200 mfd., 350 wkg. ... 9/6
4 mfd., 200 wkg. 1/3 16+16 mfd., 350 wkg. 313
40 mfd., 400 wkg. 3/6 50 mfd., 180 wkg. 1/9
16x8 mid., 500 wkg. 4/6 65 mfd., 220 wkg. 1/6
16 x 16 mid.. 500 wkg. 5/9 8 mfd., 150 wkg. 1/6
16 x16 mfd., 450 wkg. ,.. 3/9 60+100 mid., 280 wkg. ... 7/6
32x32 mfd. 350 wkg. ... 4/- 50 mfd., 12 wkg.
32 x 32 mfd., 350 wkg., and 32+32 mfd. min. 275 wkg. 4/-

25 mid.. 25 wkg. ... 6/6 50 mfd., 50 wkg. ... 1/9
25 mfd., 25 wkg. 11.T. Miniature wire ends
250 tad.. 12 v. wkg. 11- moulded, 100 pf., 600 pf.,
16 mfd., 500 wkg., wire ends 3/3 and .001, ea. 7d.
Where cost and packing charge is not stated, please add 116 up to 10/-,
2/- up to £1 and 2/6 up to £2. All enquiries S.A.E. Lists 5d. each.

R. AND COMPONENTS (ACTON) RD
23 HIGHTeitTZET, ACTON, W.3

ACOrn 5901

(LATE D. COHEN) (Opposite Granada Cinema)
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RADIO SUPPLY CO. (LEEDS)
Post

LT
Post Terms C.W.O. or C.O.D. NO C.O.D. under21. Postage 11- extra under 10/- ; 1/6extra under £1 ; 2/- under £3. Open to callers .9 a.m. to 5.30 P.m. Sets. until 1 P.m.

S.A.E. wills enquiries, please. full list 6d.; Trade List 6d.
R.S.C. MAINS TRANSFORMERS (GUMMEED)

Interleaved and Impregnated. Primaries 200-230-250 v. 50 e/s Screened.
TOP SHROUDED, DROP THROUGH
250-0-250 v 70 ma, 6.3 v 2.5 a ... ... 13/9
260-0-260v 70 ma, 6.3v 2 a, 5 v 2 a ... 16/9
350-0350v 80 ma, 6.3v 2 a, 5v 2a ... 18/9
250-0-250 v 100 ma, 6.3 v 4 a, 5 v 3 a ... 23/9
350-0-350 v 100 ma, 6.3 v 4 a, 5 v 3 a ... 23/9
350-0-350 v 150 ma, 6.3 v 4 a, 5 v3 a ... 29/9
FULLY SHROUDED UPRIGHT
250-0-250 v 60 ma, 6.3 v 2 a, 5 v 2a

Midget type, 21-3-3in. 17/6
250-0-250 v 100 ma, 6.3 v 4 a, 5 v 3 a ... 26/9
250-0-250 v100 ma, 6.3 v 6 a, 5 v 3 a, for

R1335 Conversion ...
4

... 31/-
300-0-350 v 100 ma, 6.3 v a, 5 v 3 a ... 27/9
350-0-350 v70 ma, 6.3v2a, 5 v 2 a ... 19/9
356-0-350 v 100 ma, 6.3 v 4 a, 5 v 3 a ... 27/9
350-0-350 v 150 ma. 6.3 v 4 a, 0-4-5 v3 a 31/6
425-0-425 v 200 ma, 6.3 v 4 a. C.T. 6.3v

4 a.C.T.. 5 v3a ... 49/9
450-0-450 v 250 ma, 6.3 v 6 a, 6.3 v 6 a,

FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS
All with 200-250 v 50 c/s Primaries ; 6.3 v
1.5 a, 5/9 ; 6.3 v2 a, 7/6 : 0-4-6.3 v 2 a, 7/9 :
12 v I a, 7/11; 6.3 v 3 a, 9/11: 6.3 v 6 a, 17/9.
CHARGER TRANSFORMERS
200-250v 0-9-15 v 11 a, 11/9:0-0-15 v 3 5.16/9;
0-9-15 v 4 a, 19/9 : 0-9-15 v 6 a, 22/9.
OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
Standard Pentode 5,000 to 3 ohms ... 419
Standard Pentode 7/8,000 to 3.ohms 4/9
Battery Pentode 10,000 to 3 ohms 4/9
Small Pentode 5,000 to 3 ohms ... 3/9
E.H.T. TRANSFORMERS 200-230-250 v
2,500 v5 ma. 2-0-2 v 1.1 a, 2-0-2V 1.1 a

for VCR97. VCR517 ... 37/6
ELECTROLYTICS.-Tubular 8 mfd 450 v,
1/9 : 16 mfd 450 v, 2/11: Can 8-8 mid 450 v,
3/11 8-16 mfd 450 v. 3/11; 16-16 mfd 450 v.
4/11 32 mfd 350 v. 2/11: 32 mid 450 v,
4/11 32-32 mfd 350 v, 576; 32-32 mfd 450 v,
5/11 64 mfd 450 v, 3/9: 60-100 mid 350 v,
7/6. 100 mid 450 v, 4/9.

SMOOTHING CHOKES
250 ma 3h 100 ohms . 11/9
100 ma 10 h 200 ohms Potted- ... 8/9
80 ma 10 h 350 ohms ... 5/6
60 ma 10 h 400 ohms . 4/11
CO -AXIAL CABLE :fin.
75 ohms 14/36 7d yd
Twin -Screened Feeder ... ...10d yd
TV. PREAMPLIFIER. -For Fringe
Areas. Brand New. Complete with 6F13
valve. Only 22/6.

' SELENIUM METAL RECTIFIERS
RM4 250 v 250 ma, 11/9 G.E.C. 300 v
250 ma, 12/9 ; 120 v 40 ma 3/9 : 6/12 v
1 a F.W., 5/9 : 240 v 50 ma, 6/9 6/12 v
2 a F.W., 9/9 250 v 80 ma, 7/9 ; 250 v
150 ma, 11/9.
BATTERY SET CONVERTER. KIT
All parts for converting any type of Bat-
tery Receiver to' A.C. mains 200-250 v-50
c/s. Supplied 120 v 90 v or 60 v at 40 ma.
Fully smoothed and fully smoothed L.T.
of 2 vat 0.4 a to la. Price including circuit
48/9. Or ready for use 8/9 extra.
ALL" DRY RECEIVER BATTERY
SUPERSEDER KIT. -All parts for the
construction of a unit (metal case
5-4-40n.) to supply 4 -valve Battery re-
ceivers requiring 90 v 10 ma, and 1.5 v
250 ma. Fully smoothed. From 200-250 v
50 c/s mains. Price, inc. point-to-point
wiring diagrams. 35/9. Or assembled
and tested at 42/6.
SILVER MICA CONDENSERS. Most
values 6d.- ea.. 3/9 doz. one type.
VOL. CONTROLS (standard long spin-
dles). All values, less switch. 2/9 : with
S.P. switch, 3/9 with D.P. switch. 4/6.
SPECIAL OFFERS. -Midget Mains
Trans. Primary 220/240 v 50 c/s.. Secs. 220-
0-220 v 70 ma, 6.3 v 3 a. 11/9. Output Trans.
5,000 to 3 ohms, 2/9. Goodmans P.M.
speaker 31in. Ex-equipt. with matching
trans. for battery pentode, 1219.

Dept. N.,.
32, THE CALLS, LEEDS, 2.
EN -GOVT: SMOOTHING CHOKES. -
50 ma 5-10 h ... 2/9

.100 ma 1011 500 ohms Tropicalised ... 6/9
150 ma 10th 150 ohms 11/9
250 ma 10h 150 ohms ... ... 14/9
250 ma 10 h 50 ohms ... 14'9
EX -GOVT. MAINS TRANSFORMERS
Primaries 230/250 v 50 crs 4 v 2.5, 4/9
4 v 6 a (High Ins.). 7/9 : 48 v 1 a. 9/9 400 v
C.T. 150 ma 4 v 6 a, 6.3 v 6 a, 6.3 v 0.6 a, 4v
6a, 4 v3a,5 v 3 a,4v3 a.5 v 2 a, 22/9:300-0-
300 v 120 ma 4 v 1 a, 17/6 : 610-0-610 v 150 ma.
300-0-300 v 150 ma, 1220 v 350 ma, 29/6 : 460
v 200 ma, 6.3 v.5 a. 29/6 ; 460 v200 ma, 6.3 v
5 a, 29:6. Add 5/- carr. to types at 29/6.
EX -GOVT. E.II.T. SMOOTHERS
.02 mid 8,000 v, 1/11 : .25 mid 4,000 v
(Block). 4/9 .5 mid 3,500 v, 3/6.
R.F. UNIT TYPE 26. -Brand new. Car -
toned, 39/6, plus carr., 2/6.
BATTERY CHARGER KITS. -Consist-
ing of attractive Green Crackle Case,
Transformer. F.W. Rectifier, Fuse, Fuse -
holder. Tag strip, Grommets, and Circuit.
For mains input 200-230-250 sr 50 c/s 6 2 a.
259 :6,forl2v,2a. 31/6 ;6 vorl2v, 4a,
49 9 Any type assembled and tested for
6;9 extra.
R.S.C. 6v or 12v BATTERY
For normal A.C.
mains input 200-
230-250 v. 50 Wes.
Selector panel for
6 v or 12 v charging.
Variable charge
rate of up to 4
AMPS. Fused, and
with 5 amp meter.
Well ventilated
metal case with
attractive crackle
finish. Guaranteed for 12 months, 69/6.
Carr. 2/6.
BATTERY CHAR GERS.-For mains
200-250 v 50 c/s. Outputs for charging 6 v or
12 v at 1 amp. In strong metal case. Only
19/9. Above can also be used for electric
train power supply.

LEARN THE PRACTICAL WAY
Specially prepared sets of television parts (which you
receive upon enrolment) with which we teach you, in
your own home, the working of circuits and bring you
easily to the point when you can construct and service
a television set. Whether you are a student for an
examination; starting a new hobby; intent upon a
career in industry; or running your own business -
this Practical Course is intended for YOU - and
may be yours at very moderate cost.

EASY TERMS FROM 15/- A MONTH
A tutor is available to give individual help and guidance
throughout the Course.

POST THIS COUPON TODAY
Please send me your FREE book on Practical Courses:

To: E.M.I. INSTITUTES, Dept. 138X, Grove Park
Road, London, W.4.

NAME

ADDRESS

SUBIECT(S) MAY

EXPERIMENTAL
OUTFITS:
TELEVISION -Instruction and equipment for building a Television
Receiver.
BEGINNER'S RADIO OUTFITS - A course in basic principles.

ADVANCED RADIO OUTFITS - Instruction and equipment from
which you, build a Radio Receiver.
Also for Mechanics, Electricity, Chemistry, Photography, Carpentry,
Draughtsmanship. Commercial An, Amateur S. W. Radio, Languages.

E.M.I. INSTITUTES
The only Postal College which' is par'

of a world-wide Industrial OrganisatP.

IC
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PUBLIC DEMAND
NEWSPAPER critics are not

easy to please, whether they
specialise in plays, films, books or
television, and the growing im-
portance of television can be
measured by the steady increase of
space allocated to TV critics.

Some newspapers now devote
even more columns to television
critiques, news and gossip than
they do for films ; in fact, a
Sunday newspaper recently gave
28in. of space to TV matters and
only 10in. to films. This indicates
current public demand. There is,
of course, the support of the
publicity world which must also be
taken into account-large amounts
of advertising space are taken in
newspapers by radio, television
and film products. However, this
commercial consideration in no
way affects the opinions of the
professional critics concerned. It
merely ensures that there is
adequate space for their writings.

BLASE CRITICS
IT is only natural that the TV
-I- critics tend to become a trifle
blasé. They, like their colleagues
in the other fields of entertainment
and art, are apt to beCome a little
satiated with their own particular
medium. It must be somewhat
discouraging for the hard -worked
BBC producers to read a succession
of " panning " notices about their
efforts-but, all the same, they do
read them avidly and with benefit.
I have noted lately that the critics
are realising more fully the magni-
tude of the task of the BBC play -
producers whose greatest handicap
is the shortage of suitable material
and the time to put it into the best ,
possible shape.

SCRIPT PREPARATION
CONSIDER what happens before

a stage play or a film is put
into production. The subject is
selected from large, numbers of

UNDERNEATH THE DIPOLE

TELEVISION PICK-UPS AND REFLECTIONS

By !corms

so-called original scripts, from
books that have already been
published or seen in an alternative
medium. Quite a few good films
and plays have been adapted
from material first seen on TV,
" Ten Minute Alibi " being an
excellent example. Public appeal,
suitability of the material for
contract stars, topicality, breadth
(or lack of breadth) of background,
all influence the decision of the
producer as to whether he should
venture to the next step-the
preparation of a treatment or
master -scene script which sets out
the main highlights of the story and
characterisation in the manner
required. For a stage play, the
story must fall naturally into the
theatrical convention of time and
place which limits the number of
sets, for obvious reasons. For a
film, the canvas is much broader
and the emphasis is on various
settings, including exteriors, to-
gether with plenty of movement
rather than on dialogue. A tele-
vision play comes somewhere in
between these two extremes.

From the first " treatment " or
master scene scenario, there is
progress through various draft
scripts until the stage or shooting
script' has been finalised. This
takes time. Amendments are made
for various reasons, principally to
mould the characters in the story
to fit specific actors or actresses.
Then, at last, the preparations of
set design, wardrobe, special effects,
music and casting are put in hand.
This complex procedure some-
times takes weeks or months in
the case of plays and films but has
to be compressed into the shortest
possible time for TV. plays. All
the time the preparations are going
on, the production cost is mounting
and the BBC is strictly limited in
its budgets. The theatrical reper-
tory companies' ideal of a single
stage setting and five or six char-
acters would be convenient and
inexpensive but would be very
dreary as a staple diet on TV.
Altogether, considering these fac-

tors, I think that the boys at Lime
Grove are doing a first-class job.
Their chief difficulty lies in the
availability of suitable material in
large enough quantities.

" FANTASTIC SUMMER "
HAVING thus praised the back -

room drama boys of Lime
Grove as a whole, I will now refer
to one of them, Barry Learoyd, in
particular.

Mr. Learoyd has given us many
smooth and gripping TV plays in
his capacity of producer, but for
" Fantastic Summer " he was also
the TV playwright, founding his
script upon the novel of that name
by Dorothy Macardle. It was
the story of a widow who had
strange glimpses of the future and,
forewarned of disaster, tried to
prevent the betrothal of her
daughter to a man she imagines
will be her daughter's murderer.
Fay Compton gave a beautifully
sensitive performance and made
the most of dialogue and material
which was very ordinary indeed.
Nan Wilde was attractive and
convincing in the equally gloomy
part of the daughter, while that fine
old actor, Ian Fleming, brought a
little brightness and authority, to
the play as Dr. Franks, the
psychiatrist.

Maybe I am prejudiced against
plays which feature psychiatrists,
but their professional jargon which
figures in so many modern plays
has now become cliché. It seems
to me that very brilliant dialogue
is now required to put this kind
of story over and Mr. Learoyd is
less good as a dialogue writer
than he is as producer.

THE COMEDIANS
IT is the comedians who have

been registering the best with
viewers lately. " Before Your
Very Eyes " has become very
popular with the masses and once
more demonstrates the complete
mastery that fine little comedian
Arthur Askey has over the
technique of television. The dumb
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blonde of the show, Sabrina, was
an attractive gimmick and_stooge,
in spite of her extraordinary
Robey-ish eyebrow make-up, and
the sIetches were amusing and
well -written. Another comedian
who has scored with viewers is
Jimmy James, and the Benny Hill
shows-a little uneven at first-
have become some of. the slickest
and most hilarious productions
on the air. Peter Ustinov and
Peter Jones, whose specialised type
of humour has scored heavily with
some, but not all, sections of the
sound radio listeners, make a
much broader appeal on TV.

BRITISH KINEMATOGRAPH
SOCIETY'S RECOMMENDA-
TIONS

THE B.K.S. has once more been
doing good work in the

television field, especially since the
special Television Division has
been established under the chair-
manship of Mr. L. C. Jesty.

A special Television Standards
Committee has been considering
recommendations for producers
making films for television, with
particular references to standards
for the use of magnetic sound and
the density and contrast factor of
prints of the picture side : 35 mm.
film is still favoured on this side
of the Atlantic. In the U.S.A.
16 mm. film is widely used, but
not exclusively. A lecture on
making films for television was
given by Harold Huth, producer

at the Douglas Fairbanks Studio
at Elstree, where upwards of two
hundred features for American
TV have been made. Apart from
explaining various technical prob-
blems, Mr. Huth outlined the
many restrictions on types of
material acceptable to the American
viewer which also conformed to
the code laid down by the
authorities. Unlike the British
viewers, the Americans, especially
those living in the mid -West, were
allergic to dialects and strong
accents, especially to Cockney,
" Kensington " or " Oxford "
English and to certain Scottish
accents. Strangely enough.
Lancashire, Yorkshire, Irish or
Somerset accents, if moderate,
were accepted. The English
drawing -room type comedy did
not appeal at all, but stories set in
familiar London tourist spots,
such as Trafalgar Square, the
Tower of London or Limehouse,
and those about Scotland Yard,
scored heavily. As for characters-
the London " Bobby " is extremely
popular via TV in all parts of the
States.

" WHAT'S MY LINE ?"

"
WHAT'S MY LINE

had a long run, but the
fact that it is being " rested " for
a few months before its reappear-
ance in commercial TV, will not
be regretted. " Find The Link "
is an entertaining parlour game
which has now settled into fine

Viewers recently said goodbye to " What's My Line? " for a while. The
show is planned to return when the commercial programmes begin. Left to
right : pavid Nixon, Lady Barnett, Barbara Kelly and Gilbert Harding.

shape, though it suffered a severe
loss in the death of the brilliant
young chairman, Peter Martyn.
That veteran young man of TV
interviewers, Leslie Mitchell, has
taken over the chair with great
tact and skill, and it bids fair to -

eclipse the success of " What's
My Line? "

FOR BALLETOMANES
DANCING, figures increasingly

in BBC programmes. The
standard of dancing has always
been high, but it is not easy to put
over in an entertaining manner.
The comedy shows now regularly
feature ballet scenes as well as
the tap and soft-shoe routines, and
the dance arrangements are more
akin to the choreography of
American ballet as seen in American
musical films. " Dancers of
Tomorrow " was a charming
feature about the training of young
dancers at the Sadler's Wells
School and the Spanish Ballet
programme presented by Antonio
and soloists from his Palace
Theatre Company was excellent.
In the latter case, the entire
company were not seen on TV
and only -about eight were seen
on the screen- at the same time,
and then only for'the finale. This
is a sensible way of putting ballet
over on television. Massed lines
of dancers are rather wasted,
except when filling the ultra -
wide screen of a CinemaScope
picture. The Antonio presenta-
tion was extremely well done from
the technical point of view, with
novel camera angles and liyely
cutting from shot to shot which
made the most of the gifted dancers.

CONJURORS
RALPH READER has a good

reputation as a dance arranger
and producer of musical shows,
but 1 found him less good as a
compere and comedian's stooge
in " It's A Great Life." The
highlight of this show was the
smooth performance of David
Berglas, whose conjuring on a

drink " theme was highly enter-
taining. A magician has to be
good to get by the very close
close-ups captured by TV cameras
with long -focus lenses. Berglas
did it all right-better than some
of the magicians who competed
in the programme visit to the
Magic Circle. Of course, though
the tricks are important, it is the
patter that goes with them which
sells the act.
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This cabinet is offered below
cost. It is suitable for a tele-
visor using tube sizes varying
from 12in. to 17in., its overall
dimensions being 3ft. 5in.
high, lft. 4in. deep, lft. 10in.
wide. It is complete with
Plywood back and " Bowler
Hat." Originally made for a
very expensive televisor and
really good quality. Un-
repeatable. Offered at £6.19.6
carriage, packing, etc.. 1216.

Good reception on both medium
and long waves. All parts
including three valves, re-
sistors, tuning condensers, in
fact, everything except loud-
speaker. cabinet and chassis
(available if you haven't some-
thing suitable) costs only 19/6
data available sep, price 116.

COMPONENT BARGAINS
(all new and unused)

Elac focus magnet type
No. R25 -7D -price. 12/6.

.plus 9d. post. Output
transformers standard pen-
tode matching ordinary,
2/6: push-pull, centre
tapped. 3/6. Coils suitable
for F.M. and T.V. with dust
cores and fixing lugs.
12 assorted, 5/6. I.F.
transformers, medium.
small size, exceptional high
Q potted construction, tun-
ing over 450-470 kc/s, 5/6
per pair. 2 -gang tuning
condenser -midget, +0005.
5/6. § meg, pots. with
switch, 1/9 ; less switch,
1/3. double pole switch. 2/-.

SPEAKERS
5in. p.m. 19/6 8 in. p.m. 19/8
61in. n.m.17/6.11 10 in. p.m. 25/-

12 in. p.m. ... 35/ -

GENUINE HALF-PRICE OFFER
BEETHOVEN CHASSIS
Extremely well built
on chassis size approx.
91 x 71 x 81. using
only first-class com-
ponents, fully aligned
and , tested, 110-240-
volt A.C. mains opera-
tion. Three wave bands
covering medium and
two shorts. Complete

with five valves, frequency changer, double
diode triode. pentode output and full, wave
rectifier. Special cash -with -order price
this month, 65/19/6, carr. and insurance.7/6.

THE CLEVELAND OCTAVIAN
In this instrument is combined the exceptional
qualities of the G.E.C. metal cone loudspeaker
in its ideal cabinet and a most modern 3 -valve
amplifier. This combination will give a realism
of musical reproduction not easily obtained
even at twice or three times its price and is
definitely the reproducer for bringing out the
full frequency now available in long-playing
microgroove recordings. If you can, please
come to one of our branches and hear this
fine instrument -failing this, then take our
word that it is really good and send an order

to -day. Price 27
guineas or 64/10/0
deposit, balance by
12 monthly Pay-
ments of £2/5/9.
carriage and insur,
ance 10/-. Amplifier
available separately
at £10/10/-.

OCTAGONAL
SPEAKER CABINET
Conforming exactly
to the designer's
specification -s u i t-
able for G.E.C. metal
cone speaker -price
412/10/- or 37/6 de-
posit, balance by 12
monthly - payments
of £110/6. carriage
and insurance. 5/-
zxtra.

A NEW APPROACH TO AN ALMOST.
UNIVERSAL PROBLEM

An electronic computor to indicate football
results is described in our latest publication.
The computor uses 0 -valves and information is
fed into 12 ratio arms. The result " home,"
" draw," or " away " is indicated on a centre
zero -meter. suitably scaled.
The information fed into the ratio arms can be
derived from the operator's own pet methods.
or alternatively the data freely available In
newspapers and popular magazines can be used.
The circuit is quite an interesting one but it Is
not difficult to operate. When complete the unit
is entirely self-contained and mains operated.
The price of al/ components needed. excluding
metal front plate and chassis, is £31101-. Our
Publication " A New Approach " is provided
free with orders. alternatively will be supplied
separately at 2/6. post free.

THE BENDIX RA -1B COMMUNICATIONS
RECEIVER

Originally intended for the American Forces this
fine receiver, a small quantity of which has been
released by the Ministry of Supply, is available
to you if you act promptly. Designed to receive
C.W. or R.T. it uses probably the finest hand
spreading arrangement possible, and covers the
following bands :
Band 1 .15 to .315 me/s``
Band 2 .315 to .680 mc/s
Band a .680 to 1.5 mots i.e., 20 to 200
Band 4 1.8 to a7 mc/s metres
Band 5 3.7 to 7.5 mots
Band 6 7.5 to 15.0 mc's
The Sensitivity is 4 micro valves for full output.
It uses 8 valves and operates from batteries 112
or 24 volt) or from the mains through a power
pack. It has built-in output stage with a jack
socket for Controls, all of which are brought to
the front panel, include aerial switch compara-
tive condenser, main tuning condenser, band
selector, C.W. switch, power on/off switch, and
volume control.
Very compactly built in crackle finished case,
these sets are brand new, having never been
used and guaranteed in perfect working order -

special price this month is
£14/10/- each, or 45/- deposit.
balance by 12 monthly Pay-
ments of 61/3/6, carriage and
insurance 93/-. Order now to
avoid disappointment. Circuit
diagram and component data
given free with sets, or available
separately price 2/6. post free.

FRICTON DRIVE
MOTOR

Operates from stan-
dard 50 cycle mains
-a thoroughly good
job with dozens of
applications -limited
quantity only -17/6each, post and
packing. 1/6.

THIS MONTH'S SNIP
Mains transformer and choke by Haines
Radio, Ltd., Standard 50 cycle input with
10 volts tappings. Secondaries : 500-0-500
volt at 500 miliamp and 6.3 volt at 6 amps.,
also choke to match 10 henrys at 500 mill -
amps. Limited quantity only at 45/- the
pair. Carriage and packing 5/- extra.

COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER RI155
YOURS FOR 30/ -
The R1155 is con-
sidered to be one of
the. finest communi-cation receive rs
available to -day. Its
frequency range is
75 kc/s to 18 Mors.
It is complete with
10 valves and Is

fitted in a blac' metal case. Made for the
R.A.F. so obviously a robust receiver which will
give years of service. Completely overhauled
and guaranteed in perfect working order. Price
£9/19/6, or will be sent on receipt of deposit of
30/-. Balance by 12 monthly payments of 16/3.
Carriage and Transit Case 15/- extra.- Mains
Power Pack. £5/10/-.

CABINETS FOR ALL
We undoubtedly hold the
largest stock of cabinets
in the country. All are
made of the finest ply-
wood. veneered and pol-
lished. and all radio and
motor boards are left un-cut to suit your own
equipment. The top one

is The Bureau, walnut
finished and highly Pol-
ished, size approximately
301n. high, 32in. wide,
and 16in. deep. Price
16 guineas, carriage 12/6.
The centre one is The
Empress, our most popu-

lar cabinet, size 32in:
high, . 36in. wide. and
1611n.. deep. walnut fin-
ished. lined sycamore.
Price 15 guineas, car-
riage 12/6. The lower one
Is The Contemporary.
size 29in. high. 30in. wide
and 151in. deep. Oak fin-
ished with contrasting
mouldings, Price.£8115/-,
H.P. deposit 19/-. car-
riage 12/6. I -1.P: terms
available.

MULLARD AMPLIFIER "510"
A High Quality Amplifier designed by Milliard
engineers. Robust high fidelity, with a power
output exceeding 10 watts and a harmonic
distortion less than .4% at 10 Watts. Its fre-
quency response is extremely wide and level
being almost flat from 10 to 20,000 C.P.S.-three
controls are provided and the'whole unit is very
suitable for use with the Collaro Studio and
most other good pick-ups. The price of the unit
completely made up and ready. to work is
£12/10/- or 25,- deposit, plus 101- carriage and
insurance.

ELECTRONIC PRECISION' EQUIPMENT, LTD
Post orders should be addressed to Dept: 7, RUISLIP.

42-46, WindmillIIIII, 152-3, Fleet Street. 29. Stroud Green Rd., 249, Kilburn
Ruislip, Middx C 4Finsbury Park, N.4. I nigh Road,

H V
Phone: RUISLIP 5780 Phone: CENtral 2838 Phone: ARChway

MAIda
Kilburn.

.Half_ day, Wednesday. Half day, Saturday. Half day, Thursday.
4921

ale
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Especially in fringe areas, It is important to cut
losses to a minimum. We can older low loss semi-
airspaced coax. at only 9d. yd. ; standard coax.
stranded core, 6(d. yd. Both types 75 ohms, approx.
fin. 'dia.
COAX FITTINGS. -Uni rem,' plug. : solderless
plug, 1/2 ; socket, 1/3 ; outlet box, 4/6. Coupler
(double socket), 1/3.
BAND 3 CONVERTORS.-We are now booking
orders for forward delivery of these. .Self-contained
types involving no alteration to set are available.
Send for details now, and avoid disappointment,
there will be a big rush later.

BARGAIN BASEMENT!
VALVES.-A. Maker's cartons. B. Unused, boxed.
Type A B Type A B Type A B
61MG - 6K80 - 8/- 80 - 8/-
6J50T 3/9 - 6Q7GT 8/- 7/6 EB34 - 1/9
1127 - 6/6 68117 5/6 - EC31 - 3/8
6K6GT 6/- - 68K7 5/B - KT263 - 6/-
6K7 6/6 - 6V6G - 619  ItK34 2/3

4/93/9 12H6 - 2/9 5P41 -
CONDENSERS.-Micas 30, 50, 75. 200 pV, .001,
.002, .003, .003 mid., 2/8 do,. Metal blocks .5+ .5
(400 v.), 4d. 6 mid. 2,000 v. test, 319, post IF.
MIDGET TUBULARS (tested), .01, .1/4, 8/6 dor.
RESISTORS. -5 Sr. carton, 500, 700, 3 K, 4 K,
5.6 K, 12 K, 20 K, 30 K, 200 K. 85., 6 for 8/-,
WIRE WOUND RESISTORS, SILICONE COATED.
-25, 30, 68, 100, 150, 700, 250, 350, 500. 680, 1 K,
1.3 IC, 2 IC, 2.5 K, 3.5 X, 5 K, l.8 K, JO K. 5 w.,1,'-,
10 w,1/3, 15 w, 1/9 ; 15 K, 18 Is", 20 K. 25 X, 33 K,
5w, 1/5 10w, 2/3 ; 47 K, 50 K, 5 w. 2/3, 10 w,2'6.
POTENTIOMETERS (Carbon) 51111 K, i in. die.. lin.
spindle; 5 K, 100 K, 1(in. dia., lin. spindle;
Boxed 500 K, lOs. dia., tin. spindle ; all 1/6 (6 for
6/-).
BARGAIN ASSORTMENTS (all goods unused).-
Our choice, 50 micas, : 100 micas, tubttlars,
metal blocks, etc., 17/6 ; 50 resistors from i w. to
2 vs, 8,1.; 12 potentiometers, 15,-.
VALVEHOLDERS (Amphenol).-Octals (1(.5.A. or
British), B7G, 9d. ; B8A, BOB, BOA, 1/-.
PLUGS FOR VALVEHOLDEBS.-B7f and BOA
(very neat), 1/9. International octal, 21.

Orders over Joel free( 1,).

REED & FORD
2A BURNLEY ROAD, AINSDALE,

SOUTHPORT

CRYSTAL DIODES
Glass type, wire ends. 116 each.
Higher Grades. 12 Assorted for
30/, Post free.

CO -AXIAL CABLE
75-80 ohms impedance. Single
core, yd., 8d. Twin, 1'-. Twin -
Balanced Feeder, Bd.

THE HANDSOME

" ROTHESAY " CABINET
Absolutely rigid construction
throughout with the finest
laminated woods, veneered in
walnut, polished light, medium
or dark shade. Fitted with gold
anodised speaker grille. The
C.R.T. aperture frame is detach-
able, supplied to suit any size
tube to order.
NOTE THESE GENEROUS SIZES
Outside dim. 3411n. high, 211in.
wide, 211in. deep. Inside dim.
1.82 in. wide, 1941q. deep. Size of
top 22Hrn x 213 in. Thickness 4m.

Lasky's Price ... £9.19.6
Carriage 15/- extra.

Available on H.P. terms. Details
on request.

SPECIAL PURCHASE OF
16in. C.R. TUBES. Famous
make offered at nearly Half -
Price. Metal cone, .3 amp.
heater, e.h.t. required 10-14
Kv.- Limited quantity only.
LAKY'S PRI C .6.1 9 le
Carr.S & Ins. 22/6 ex-E. ea a. orV

ALL MAIL ORDERS TO HARROW ROAD, Please.
Please add reasonable amount for postage unless specified.

CONVERT YOUR " VIEW MASTER "
TO 14, 16 or 18in. SCREEN

Wide Angle Conversion Kit using
only W/B components as specified,
viz., line trans., filament trans.,
frame trans., scanning coils,
width and linearity controls.
focus magnet. ion trap. 1-K3/100,
1-K3/40 metal rectifiers. 1-6CD6.
1-6114GT valves, 3 resistors, 9

condensers. Complete parcel in-
cluding valves and data book.

£7.19.6 _

BOOKLET 3/6 Post free.

MAKERS' SURPLUS COMPONENT BARGAINS
WIDE ANGLE 38 mm.

Line E.H.T. trans., ferrox-
cube core, 9-16 kV ... 25/-

Scanning Coils, low imp.
line and frame 25/ -

Frame Output Trans-
former ... 10/6

Scanning Coils, low imp.
line and frame ... 17/8

Frame blocking osc..
transformer ... ... 4/6

Line Blocking osc. trans-
former, caslam cored... 4/6

Focus Magnets Ferrox-
25/-

P.M. Focus Magnets.
Iron Cored ... 1916

Duomag Focalisers 29/6
300 m/a. Smoothing

161
Electromagnetic focus

coil, with combined
scan coils... ... 25/ -

STANDARD 35 mm.
Line Output Transformers No.
E.H.T. 12/6 Line Output Trans-
formers 6-9 kV. E.H.T. and 6.3 v.
winding. Ferrox-cube 19/6
Scanning coils. Low

imp. line and frame ... 12/6Scanning Coils. Low
imp line and frame,

by Igranic 14/6
Line blocking oscillator

transformer ... 4/6
Frame blocking oscil-

lator transformer ... 4/6
Frame output trans-

former ... ... 7/6
Focus Magnets:

Without Vernier ... 12/8
With Vernier ... 17/6

Focus Coils. Electro-
magnetic ... ... 12/6

200 m/a. Smoothing
chokes ... 10/6

Open
all day

SAT.
Half day
Thurs.

- LASKY'S (HARROW ROAD) LTD.,
370, HARROW ROAD, PADDINGTON, W.9.

Telephone : CUNntngham 1979-7214.
42, TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, W.1.

Telephone : MUSeum 2605.

LOW LOSS COAX 9d. Yd.
OPPORTUNITIES IN

TELEVISION
144 pages

Television offers unlimited
scope to the technically
qualified. Details of the
easiest way to study for
A.M.Brit.I.R.E., R.T.E.B.
Cert., City and Guilds,
Television, Television
Servicing, Sound Film
Projection, Radio
Diploma Courses, etc.,
are given in our 144 -page
Handbook " ENGINEER-
ING OPPORTUNITIES"
which also explains the
benefits of our Appoint-
ments Dept.

We Guarantee
"NO PASS-NO FEE"
If you are earning less than
1,s5 a week you must read
this enlightening book.

Send fax your copy NOW-FREE and
without obligation.

WRITE TODAY!
British. Institute of Engineering Technology
237, College House.
29-3I, Wright's Lane.

Kensington, W.8. IET

Television, Radio,
Record CABINETS
MADE TO ORDER

ANY SIZE OR FINISH
CALL OR SEND DRAWINGS

FOR QUOTATION

B. KOSKIE
(DEPT. B)

72-76 Leather Lane,
Holborn, E.C.1

Phone: CHAncery 679112

NEW VALVES -S24 VOICEE
1115 7/6 6C4 5/- CV287 7/6. 8,5
153 7 /6113C82 8/8 CELL 10'- E1,91 7'8
1T4 6/6 6F7 7/6 EBC., 10 - 11.k I 11,0
1L4 4/6 6270 51- E 891 5,-
2021 9/- 626 5/- EC 1.811 11,6 1.1..c01
2X2 3/8 5K710 5/- ECC81 10/5 P1,.41 11/6
3A4 7/8 6K7GT 6/8 ECC82 10/8 P 1,N.: 15-
306 5/- 6K7M 6/6 ECH35 10/-'1. v41 9/-
5Y3AT 7/6 6K8C1 8/8 F.0442 10/-! '1142 10'-
5114G 8/6 68G7M EF37 7/8 V.(1111.0 4185Z4G 68E7GT EF30 6(-! V It I 02,306AC71I 6/- 65L7GT 7/6 1,F30 (53-11 7/26AG751 101- 6V6OT 7/6 7/0 \-1;1.10:306.1K5 8/66.016 6X5GT 7/8 EF54 716

5/- EFOO. W77 5/-68E0 `7/6 004
6BA6 7/6 1213E6 7/6 LF97 51-txp 3/6
65W0 7/6 CV280 7/6 EEO L 5;-[7.77 5/-

P ease add 6d. postage.

JOHN ANGLIN (Dept. p.T.)
160, Cleethorpe Road,Grimsby, Lincs.

Tel. 66315 -
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Fr me Flyback Suppression 2
SOME CIRCUITS FOR THE EXPERIMENTER

(Continued from page 488, April issue)

ATYPICAL method of applying the principles in
a practical ,way is shown in Fig. 4. This
shows the scheme applied to the Electronic

Engineering televisor which employs grid modulation
of the tube.

V16 is the thyratron frame oscillator and provides
an output which is positive -going on scan. The
output of ,the fraine output valve is therefore positive

HT+

8R75

.0IFF 75/(O

cF7'\AVAA"3

Tobleeder A

C/
.002

Frame NOMpF

I

C.R.T

8P87.
Brilliance
Control

Ba

HT-

Fig. 4.--E.E. circuit modified. Here 121, R2, R3, C and
Cl should be inserted.

on the flyback, and this can be applied directly to the
cathode of the C.R.T.

The first step is to modify the existing cathode
circuit by the insertion of the resistor RI as shown

Fig. 5.-" Simplex " M circuit modified. RI, R2, Cl
and C2 should be inserted.

By

in the diagram; the cathode is then connected to
the anode of the output valve via the resistor R3 and
the condenser C.

It should be noted that the performance of the
circuit depends upon the time constants of the
coupling components, and if difficulty with linearity
is experienced, then some variati9n of the condenser
C may be_ealledfor. This applies to all the circuits
mentipned.

The Simplex Magnetic Televisor
Another exarnPleSof a grid modulated televisor is

the Simplex. The position here is further complicated
by the fact that the input to the, frame output..valve
is .negative going' on scan, which means that the
output has a negative flyback and obviously cannot
be applied .to the cathode circuit.

The problem can be overcome by tapping the
pulse. front, the frame coils themselves, the correct
polarity being obtained by earthing one or other
side of the coil, the tap being taken from the other
side. Fig. 5 shows the scheme.

The cathode circuit of the C.R.T. must be modified
in the manner given previously.

The " Practical Television " Televisor'
This televisor uses cathode modulation of, the

C.R.T. and the output of the frame amplifier is
positive -going on scan. The flyback is therefore
negative and a suggested circuit for flyback suppression
applied to the grid of the tube is given in Fig. .6.

The Lynx
Like the previous model, this televisor also uses

cathode modulation of the C.R.T. The flyback at. the
frame output valve is negative -going and a method
of adapting the circuit is given in Fig. 7.

Fig. 6.-The "Practical Television " receiver modified.
C and R are inserted in the existing circuit.
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The Viewmaster
The Viewmaster is another circuit which uses

cathode modulation. A suggested circuit for
modifying the flyback is given in Fig. 8. In this case
the flyback is obtained from the fraMe coils them-
selves ; one side of the coils must be connected to
chassis and the other taken to the cathode of the
C.R.T. If correct polarity for suppression is not
obtained, simply change the earth and the 27K. con-
nections round on the frame coil.

Other Models
It has not been possible to mention the variations

required for all the television receivers designed
for the home constructor in a short article of this
nature, but the principles given should enable the
constructor to adapt the designs to his own particular
needs.

Miller Timebases
There are very many receivers built by the amateur

which employ the Miller transitron and integrator
type of timebase. It has not been favoured a great
deal by the manufacturer because, in spite of its
excellent properties in providing a linear scan, its
output is the reverse to the usual timebase oscillator-
i.e., it is -negative-going on scan.

The modern type of timebase amplifier precludes
the use of a negative input for the line circuit, not only
because of the difficult biasing arrangements for the
output valve, but also because of the extremely high
voltages produced during the flyback. If the amplifier
input is negative, then the flyback at the anode is
negative, and when it is realised that a peak voltage
in excess of 2,000 volts can be reached by the flyback
it is plain to see that severe damage may be done to
the output valve.

It is possible to employ the Miller circuit in a
magnetic televisor, but steps must be taken to reverse
the polarity of the output. This is not difficult and
circuits employing this principle have been published
in this journal.

H774

H.T-

The suppression of the flyback can be accomplished
in this class of circuit quite easily, provided the-

fact that the output is negative -going on scan and
poiitive-goirig on flyback is kept in mind. We have
already dealt with one case of this kind-the Simplex

H.T+

To
Frame
Osc.

56

t
P2121(0

IC

OlpF

VP
2

002,uF

Fig. 7.-The " Lynx " modification. RI, R2, C and Cl
should be inserted.

magnetic model which uses a Miller oscillator
followed by a phase reversal stage before the line
amplifier proper.

Simplex Electromagnetic Model '

This televisor is a recent example of a circuit
employing the Miller oscillator for the frame circuit,
and the' method of adapting it for suppression of
flyback is quite simple. Fig. 9 shows the adapted
circuit.

A resistance of 100 kl?, is inserted between the
(Continued on page 567)

To
Deflector

Bleeder

.01,uF

P39
RI
751<0

R2
IOOKO

Fig. 8.-The " Viewmaster " modification. RI, R2, CI Fig. 9.-The " Simplex Electromagnetic " modification.
and C2 should be inserted. C, RI and R2 should be inserted.
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Volume Controls
Midget Ediswari. type.
Long spindles Guaran-
feed 1 year. All values

'10,000 'ohms to 2 Meg -
ohms.
No Sw. S.P.Sw. D.P.Sw.

4/9
COAX PLUGS ... 1/2
SOCKETS 1/ -
LINE CONNECTOR 1/2
OUTLET BOXES ... 4/6

80 CABLE COAX
STANDARD tin. diem.

Polythene insulated.
GRADE " A " ONLY

8d. yd.
SPECIAL. - Semi -air
spaced polythene, 80
ohm Coax lit, di.".
Stranded core. Losers
Cut 50% cm. yd.
12 yds. 8/9. to.

BALANCED TWIN FEEDER per yd. 6d. 1 80
TWIN SCREENED FEEDER per yd. 1/- 5 ohms
50 OHM COAX CABLE 811., per yd. tin. dia.
TRIMMERS, Coramio, 30, 70 pf., 9d. 100 pf.,
150 pf., 1/3 ; 250 pf., 1/6 ; 600 pf., 1/9.
RESISTORS. -All values : 10 ohms to 10 meg..
I w., 3d. ; 1 W., 5d. ; 1 w.. 6d. ; 2 w., 96. ; High
Stability, 1 "W. 1 %, 2/-. 100 ohms to 10 Meg..
WIRE -WOUND RESISTORS. -Latest type Silicone
coated. 5 W. (lill. X. tin.) 20 ohms -10,001) ohms,
1/3 ea. ; 10 w. x tin.) 25 ohms -10,000 ohms,
1/6 ea. ; 15 w. x lio.l 25 ohms -10,000 ohms,
2/- ea. Also 13,0110 ohms -33,660 ohms 5 w., 119:
15,090 ohrias-33,000 ohms 10 w., 213.
WIRE -WOUND POTS. 3 WATT. FAMOUS MAKE.
Pre -Set MM. T.V, Type. Standard Size Polo, 211n
Knurled Slotted Knob. Spindle. High tirade.
All values 25 ohms to 30 All Values. 100 ohms to
K., 3/- ea. 50 K., 4/- 50 K., 5/6 100 K., 6/6.
Ditto Carbon Track W/W EXT. SPEAKER
30 K. to 2 Meg., 3/- CONTROL 10 0, 3/-.
0/P TRANSFORMERS. -Standard Pentode, 4/6
ditto tapped prim., 4/9 ; small pentode, 3/9.
L.F. CHOKES 10 h. 60 ma., 5/... 20/21 h. 100/150
ma.. 12/8. 5 h. 230 ma., 15/-. 15 h. 100 Ina., 10/6.
LYNX, 35. 230 ma., 13/6. SIMPLEX, 10 h. 110 ma.,
10/8. MAINS TKANS.-Made in our own workshops
to high grade specification. Fully inter -leaved and
impregnated. Tapped prim. 200 v./230 v., Heater
Trans., 0.3 v., 11 amp., 7/8 ; ditto 6.3 v., 3 0.P.
10/6 ; ditto, 12 v., .75 amp., 7/8 ; 350.0-350,
130 ma., 8.3 V. 4 a., 5 v., 2 a., ditto :300-0.300, ditto
210.0-250, Viewmaster Auto Type, 35/
Simplex 35/, P/W TAPE DECK, 2218. PIM'. Quality
Radiogram (Morley), Mains Trans., 35/-. L.F. Choke,
13/6. Output Trans., 35,'-. AMPLIFIER TRANS.
250 v. 50 ma. 1 wave, 6.3 v. 2 a. Fully shrouded,
17/8. Specials to requirements.
SOUNDMASTER SPECIALS. -Mains Trans.. 35'-.
L.F. Choke, 10/6. 0/P Trans., 6/6. Envelope, 6/6.
Specified \ Vater Switches, 22/8 per set of 3.
TYANA.-Midget Soldering Iron 000/210 v. or
030/130 v., 14/11. TYANA TRIPLE THREE.-
Complete with detachable bench stand, 19/6.
NEW SOLON MIDGET IRON. -25 w., 19/6.
C.R.T. HEATER ISOLATION TRANSFORMER. -
Low . leakage winding with or without 20% see.
boost. Ratio 1:1 or 1:1.25, 2 v., 10/6 ; 4 v., 10/6
0.3 v.,'10/6 ; 12 v.. 10/0 Ditto, with Mains POW.,
200/230 v., MEL Speeials to order.
CRYSTAL DIODE. -Very sensitive. 2/-.
V'HOLDERS.-Paz lot. Oct., 411. ; EF50,
EA50, 6d. ; BI2A CRT, 1/3. Moulded : Int. Oct.
7d. ; B7G, 9d. ; with seteening can, 1/8 ; BOA,
BOG, BOA, 1/- ; VCR07, 2/8. Ceramic : EF50,
B70, 1/-. ENG. and AMER. 3-.1- and 9-pin,ete., 1/-.
TAG STRIPS. -2- or 3 -way, 2d. ; 4. or 5 -way, 3d. ;

6 -way, 411. ; 0- or l0 -way, 6d., etc.
TOGGLE SWITCHES EX -GOVT.-;" 0»-M0." 9d.
Ersin Pecore solder 60,'40. 16 g., dil. yd. ; 19 g.,
3d. yd.; 3/- per I lb. T.C. -wire, 18 to 22 s.w.g.,
per yd., 2d. PVC. Connecting wire, 10 colours.
Single or Stranded, 2d. yd.
SLEEVING.-Various colours. 1 min. and 2 ittru.,
2(1. yd'. 3 bun. and 4 lam.. 3d. Yd. 6 van. 5d. yd.
4 B.A. or 6 B.A. Nil1,8, Bolts and Washer Kits, lie.,

or it,. 11- per doz.
FUSES. -1 lin. all rabies 60 ma. to 10 a., 44.
ALADDIN FORMERS and cores, tin., 8d.: gin., ltd.
SLOW MOTION DRIVES.-Epleyelie ratio 6 : 1, 2/3.
INT. OCTAL CABLE PLUG (8 -pin), with cover, 1/3,
200-250 Volt SELECTOR SOCKET (21n. x I In.) with
Plug, 1/-. PILOT LAMPS. -6.3 v..3 a., 8d.
SPEAKER FRET. -Expanded anodised metal.
Sin. x Sin., 2/3; 12in. x him., 3/-; 12in. x 12/n.,
4/3 ; 12in. x 18ind 8/- ; 24in. 3 12in., 8/6.
MAINS DROPPERS. -Silicone coated, with
slider clips. .15 amp, 1,100 ohms (22in. x JIM), 4/3
ea. ; 1 amp 1,000 ohms (24in. x 1 tin.), 4/3 ea. ;
.5 amp 1,000 ohms (2) in, x 1 tin.), 9/9 ea. ; .3 amp.
750 0111114 non -coated (31in. x I tin.), 4/6 ea.
LINE CORD. .3 amp, 60 ohms per foot, .2 arms.
100 ohms per foot; 2 way', 1/6 0 yard ; 3 -nay, 1/9
a yard.

T.R.S.

ALL WAVE RADIOGRAM CHASSIS
THREE WAVEBANDS FIVE VALVES
0.W. it in. --10 m. LATEST MIDGET
M.W. 200 im-550 in.
L.W. 800 in. -2,000 in. SERIES.

Brand New and Guaranteed. -A.C. 200r250 v. Four
position Wayeehauge Switch. Short -Medium -Long -
Gram. Slow Motion Tuning. Speaker and Pick-up
connections. High Q iron -dust cored coils, 401
ke/s I.F. Latest circuit technique, delayed A.V.C.
:end Negative feedback. Output approx. 4 watts.
3 ohms output transformer on chassis. Chassis size
131 x 51 x 21iii., Glass Dial-10in. x 41in. hori-
zontal or- vertical type available, lit by 2 Pilot
Lamps. Colour Black Station names, L.W. Green,
M.W. Red, S.W. White. Four Knobs supplied.

 Walnut or Ivory to choice, aligned mid calibrated.
Chassis isolated from mains. PRICE £9.15.0Carriage and Insuraece, 410.
Sin. or 10in. speakers to match available.

RADIO CHASSIS KIT
All components available for building up
eha.ssis as per illustrated photo above. Drilled
and punched chassis 131in. x 5tin. complete'
with fixing brackets, backplate and dial
loin. x Tuning Drum, Pulleys, Pointer
Spring, Drive Cord, etc., 22/6. P. 3: p. 2/6.
Mains Trans., 22/6 ; 1.F. Trans., 10/6 pr. ;
Twin Gang, 8/6 ; Coils, 2/8 ca., etc., etc.

RECOMMENDED FOR ABOVE CHASSIS
BARGAIN VALUE IN RECORD CHANGERS.
Brand New Plessey 3 -speed Autoehanger Mixer
Unit for 7, 10 and 12in. Records. Twin Hi -Fl
Mal Head with Duopoint sapphire stylus.
Plays 4,000 records. Sprung mounting. Superb
Quality. Bargain Price 91 gnu. Base board size
151in. x 121in. Height 54in. Depth tin.

NEW VALVESBOXED GUARANTEED
I IV, 7/6 '61{7 6/6 ECH42 10/8 B140 10/-
105 7/6'6K8 8/- ECLSO 12/6

11- UC 1844 128//66ITS 7/6 0147 8/5 EF39 7/6 P (1
p" 4 748- EF-11 10/6 PCF82 12/6

PL81 12/6
3V4 8/- 6v6 7/8 Mulled 10/- PL82 10/-

510 66Xx04 88//6_

Equip.E050 5/8
pPLy8:8,3) 12/611/

12A118 11/6 EFgo 10/6 PY82 10/-6"6 EA50 2- EFOI 8/5
SP41 5/6

6A -T6 EBC41 10/6 SP61 6/6
6C116 10/8 E1191. 7/6 151,41 11/6 1124 8/8
MUM 3/6 E'BC33 8/8 EY31 12/6 1125 12/6
Huge Stock B.V.A. Valves at 1051 lo v tax prices.
For further surplus Bargain Valves send for Lists 3d.
SPECIAL PRICE PER SET
1 Its, 1T4, 185 and 3S4 or 3V4 27/8
6K8, 61{7, 0/57, 6Vii, 114 or 6X3 35/ -

SUB MINIATURE VALVES
WIRE ENDS

*R.F. Pent. .625 v.  L.F. Pent. 1.25.
Ileond New. Ex Deaf Aid Apparatus, by
Mallard, Hivac and American. Types ,-
* XP1/V 10  XFYI 1
* \V 20  XY032 till at
* 507 AX  1)11.66 7/6 eache DL72* 1)066  503AX post free
* 1)070  305AX

3 VALVE AMPLIFIER
With variable Tone and Volume controls, 3

Midget B.V.A. valves. 4 watts output. Neg.
feedback. Chassis isolated from Mains. A.C.
200/250 v. A quality amplifier at MI econo-
mical price. PRICE 83.19.6. Carr. 2/6. IV peel
and tested, 7/6 extra. Circuit and Distr. free.

WAVECHANGE SWITCHES. -Midget type, single
water. 2 pole, 2 -way, 3 pole 2 -way, 2/6 ea. ; 1 pole
12 -way, 2 pole 6 -way, 3 pole 4 -way, 3/6 ea. ; 4

pole 2 -way, 4 pole 3 -way, 8/6 ea.
2 WAFER TYPE. -5 pole 4 -way, 6/9.
CONDENSERS. -Mica, S. Mica, Ceramics. All pref.
values. :3 pf. to 680 pf., 6d. ea., 5/- doz. Tnbulare,
450 v., Hunts and T.C.C. .0005, .001, .005, .01,
.42 and .1 350 v., 96. .00, .1 500 v. Hunts Moldseal,
1/-..25 Hunts, 1/6. .5 Hunts, 119..1 1,500 v. T.C.C.
(Simplex), 3/6..001, 6 kV., T.C.C., 5/6. .001 12.5 kV.
T.C.C., 9/6.
SILVER MICA CONDENSERS. -10%.
5 pf. to 100 III., 1/-, 600 pf. to 5,000 pf., 1/3.
DITTO 1% (ex stock)
1.5 pf. to 500 pf., 1/9. 515 pf. to 5,000 pf., 2/,

ELECTROLYTICS !ALL TYPES NEW STOCK
Tubular Wire ends
25/25 v.,50/12 v. 1/9
50/50 v., 4/100 v. 2/-
8000 v., Dub. 2/6
8 + 8 500 v. Dub. 4/6
8 + 16 450 v. Hunts 51--
16/450 v. B.E.C. 3/6
16 + 16/450 v. T:C.C. 5/6
32/350 v. B.E.C. 4/-
32/500 v. Dub., 51-
32+ 32/310 v. B.E.C. 5/6
32 + 32/500 v. Dub. 7/6
Can TYPes, Clips, 3d. ea.
'I 0;450 v. T.C.C., 4/6

8 + 16/450 v. Hunts 5/-
8 + 16)500 v. Dub. 5/6
16 + 161450 v. B.E.C. 5/6
16 + 16/000 v. Dub. 0/-
32/350 v. B.E.C. 4/-
32 + 52/410 v. BIM:. 8/6
60/350 v. B.E.C. 6/6
60 + 100/350 v. B.E.C.

11/8
100 + 200/275 v. B.E.C.

1216
1500/6 v.11.E.C. 4/6
1000 +1000/6 v. B.E.C.

6/8
500 add. 12 V. 3/-

SENTERCEL RECTIFIERS. E.H.T. TYPE FLY-
BACK VOLTAGES. -K36.5 2 kV.. 9/3 : K3/40 3.2
kV., 6/-; K3/43, 3.6 kV., 8/8 : 1(3/511 4 kV., 7/3';
K3/100 8 kV., 12/6 ; N13 160 14 kV., 18/, MAINS
TYPE.-ItMl, 125 v., 60 u M., 41- ; 11012, 100 111;1.,
4/9 ; ItM3, 120 mi., 5/9 ; 11114, 250 V. 271

ENGRAVED CONTROL KNOBS her sin. Spindle.
lain. dhem. Walnut or Ivory. Gold Filled. " Focus,"
" Contrast," " Brightness," '' " Of,
Off," " " Recuid-Play;

Vol. -On -Oft" " Volume," " Toning," " Tone,"
Wavechange," " Treble," " Bass," " 8.19 .1,.

Gram," " RadioGram." 1/8 ea. Plain knobs to
match above, lain., 10d, ea., 11in. dia., 8d. ea.
Superior Unmarked Knobs with Gold Ring. Walnut
or Ivory. 11 in., 1/ -ea. ; lin., 91. ea. Pointer Knobs,
Black with White Line, 98.
WEARITE " P " TYPE COILS. All ranges. I to 7..
2/8 ea. Osmof Q Series Coils. Slug tuned. All
ranges from 8/8. Allen Coils L., M., 8. Aerial and
Due. Dust core tuned. 2/8 ea.
REACTION COND. -.0001,0003, .0003. mfd., 313 ea.

I.F. TRANSFORMERS. 465 K/cs.
Pye Semi Midget, 6/9 pr. Allen Standard
Size, 10/8 pr. Wearite Standard Size 501, 12/8
Pr. Wearite Midget M800, 15/6 pr.

ALUMINIUM CHASSIS. -18 s.w.g. Plain,
undriRed, folded 4 sides and riveted corners
lattice Axing holes. Strong and soundly con-
structed with 21in. sides. 7in. x 4in., 4/6 ;
gin. z Sin., 5/9 ; llin. x 7in., 8/9 ; 13in. z
9in., 8/6 ; 14M. x llin., 10/8 ; and 18in. z
16in. z aid., 18/6.

CHARGER TRANS. -Prim. 200.250v., Sec.
0-9 v. -I5 v. (for charging 6 v. and 12 v.14.1 a., 13/6 :
2a., 16/- ; 3 a., 18/8 ; 4 a., 21)- ; 6 a., 26/-.
FULL WAVE BRIDGE SELENIUM RECTIFIERS. -
6 or 12 v. 15 amp., 8/9 ; 2 a., 11/3 , 21 a, 12/-;
4 a., 15/6 ; 6 a., 23/6. 11 v. 1 a., 0.W. only, 4/8.
H.F. MIDGET CHOKES. -14 NIl., 2/8 each.
BRIBISTORS.-CZI for .3a heater chains, 3/6.
CEO for .15 a., or .2 a., 2/6. C15 (Pilot Lamp), 1/8.
COPPER ENAMEL WIRE.-) lb. 14 to 20 aw.g.,
2/-; 22 to 26 s.w.g., 2/6 ; 20 to 40 s.w.g., aye.
SWITCH CLEANER Fluid, squirt spout, 3/9 tin.
TWIN GANG TUNING CONDENSERS. -375 pf.
Midget, 0/6 ; ditto, with dust cover and trimmers,
8/8 ; .0005 mfd. Statidanl size with feet, 8/8 ;
ditto, with trimmers, 9/6.
RECORDING TAPE. -Scotch Boy 1,200 ft. reels,
30/- each, Sparc spool, Sin., 3/8 ; 7in., 4/3.
LOUDSPEAKERS P.M., 3 OHM.
Richard Allen, 16/6 ; Oin. floodmans, with
trans., 21/6 ; thin. Goodmans, 17/6. 7in. Elliptical,
18/6 ; Sin. Goodmans, 18(6 ; 10in Plessey, 25/-.

RADIO COMPONENT SPECIALISTS (THO. 2188)
Now at 70 BRIGSTOCK ROAD, THORNTON HEATH, SURREY

PLEASE NOTE OUR NEW AND ONLY ADDRESS

BIGGER PREMISES BETTER BARGAINS
Buses 1-30A, 133, 159, 166

pass door.
Hours:II 9 a.m.-6 p.m. 1 p.m. Wednesday.

OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAY.
.N.13.-2'grtna C.W.O. or 0.0.D. Post1Packing up to ilb. 64.,118.1/-. 31b. 1/6, 5 ID. 2/-, 10 I/. 2/0.
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E.H.T. TESTER
Don't guess E.H.T.-test it. 3-16 kV.
A.C. and D.C. for line fly -back or trans-
former E.H.T. Boxed with full instruc-
tions. 52/6 post paid.

" A Practical TV Aerial Manual
for Bands I and III."

Describes almost every type of TV aerial
of practical use with full details for their

/ construction and erection. Deals with the
latest developments in Band III aerials

and the construct on of tested and tried types. This bookletis an essential fo every engineer and home constructor.
PRICE 4/9d. post paid

HOME RADIO OF MITCHAM
187, London Road, Mitcham, Surrey. MIT 3282

IT'S 60% CHEAPER
to construct your own aerial, whether

TELEVISION or YAGI
Write for our catalogue, illustrating all fittings, prices, etc.
Included in the range we offer Alloy Masts, Insulators, Reflector
and Director rod holders, Mast head fittings, together with
formula, useful construction hints for designing your own

aerial, etc.
Send 9d. in stamps to cover the cost of postage and catalogue to

?lava/ix:on Ltd.

MARLBOROUGH, WILTS. Phone 605.

SOLDERING - SAFE - SIMPLE - SPEEDY

with the sensational

701"
Pest free

PRIMAX-*
BALANCED GRIP SOLDERING GUN

* NOW IN A NEW UNBREAKABLE CASE
WITH HOOK ATTACHED FOR HANGING OVER WORKBENCH

The PRIMAX-SOLDERER is the ideal tool for any RADIO -TV -
TELEPHONE mechanic or amateur. Just the tool for service
calls and small jobs on the bench. For semi -continuous soldering.
Available for 110,100/220 and 220/250v. AC., 50/60 cycles (60w.).
One year guarantee. Specially designed for easy soldering on hard -
to -reach jobs.

* TRIGGER CONTROL for semi -continuous use.
. EXCLUSIVE ALLOY TIP-never needs re -tinning or filing,

^` lasts indefinitely under normal use and care.
* INSTANT HEATING-Ready for soldering in 6 seconds.

COMPACT LIGHTWEIGHT-slips into pocket or tool -kit,
weighs only 24 ounces.

Sole Divributors

S. KEMPN ER, Ltd. 29, Paddington Street, W.1
Tel. HUNTER 0755. Through wholesalers and retailers

NEWLEARN THE
PRACTICAL WAY.

COURSES WITH EQUIPMENT
With many of our courses we supply actual
equipment thus combining theory and
practice in the correct educational
sequence. Courses include: Radio, Tele-
vision, Electronics, Draughtsmanship,

I Carpentry, Photography, and Commer-
I vial Art, etc.

POST THE COUPON TODAY FOR OUR
BROCHURE ON THE LATEST METHODS
OF HOME TRAINING FOR OVER

150 CAREERS & HOBBIES
PRIVATE AND INDIVIDUAL TUITION IN YOUR OWN HOME

City and Guilds Grouped Certificates in Telecommunications : A.M.Brit.I.R.E.

Examination. Radio Amateur's Licence, Radio and Television Servicing Certificates,

General Radio and Television Courses, Radar, Sound Recording, etc, Also Courses in

all other branches of Engineering and Commerce.

TheadvantagesofE.M.I.training, * The teaching methods are
planned to meet modern industrial requirements. * We offer training in
all subjects which provide lucrative jobs or interesting hobbies. * A tutor is
personally allotted by name to ensure private and individual tuition.* Free
advice covering all aspects of training is given to students before and after
enrolling with us.
Equipment supplied
upon enrolment and r
remains your property.

Courses from
15/- per month

The only Postal College which is part of

POST .THIS 'COUPON TODAY,'';,

Send without obligation your FREE book.
E.M.I. INSTITUTES, Dept. 138K,
43 Grove Park Road, London, W.4.

NAME

ADDRESS

a world-wide Industrial Organisation.
SUBJECT(S) OF INTEREST

1

IC.38E.
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cathode and the brilliance control network, and the
cathode is fed t from the frame oscillator anode.

The frame ociIlator is negative -going on scan,and
hence positive -going on flyback, and the positive
pulse is applied to the cathode during the flyback
period.

The condenser C can be adjusted in value so as to
give efficient suppression without upset-
ting the linearity of the scan. HT*

The Argun
This televisor, which has been built

by, many constructors, can also he adap-
ted in a similar manner. The circuit is
given in Fig. 10.

The Argus employs a negative E.H.T.
system and; therefore, certain precautions
must be employed. The cathode and grid
of the C.R.T. are at E.H.T. potential
so far as the chassis is concerned. The
coupling condenser C must, therefore,
be rated at full E.H.T. voltage-
i.e;; 2.5 kV.

Other than this the circuit is quite
standard and it should be possible to
apply it to other circuits equally
successfully.

:lidding a Refinement
The discerning constructor will doubt-

less by now have realised one snag in
the simple arrangements described.

Let us consider for a- moment the
case of a cathode -modulated tube to
which the suppression scheme has been added. The
flyback pulse is applied to the cathode in a positive
form as the normal content of the picture signal and,
by the modification, we have applied it to the grid
in negative form, so that the beam is thoroughly
blanked. out by the additive bias.

What has not been mentioned is that if the frame
sawtooth waveform is applied to the grid Of the tube
it is positive on the forward scan. Therefore, the
normal bias of the- tube will be reduced on the
forward scan, and as the picture is displayed during
this period the picture will appear brighter.

So far so good ; we -seem to have gained something,
as now, not only is the general brightness of our

picture increased,
tir+ but we have also

reduced the possi-
bility of the flyback
lines appearing. In
fact, this is not the
case, nor is it
desirable to make it
so, as increasing the
brightness generally
does not increase
the contrast, but
tends to reduce it.
While the original
object 'was to in-
crease the general
brightness level we
wish to have the
amount of increase
entirely under
control.Fig. 11.-Basic diode gate circuit.

Further, if the whole of the frame oscillator wave-
form were applied to the grid or cathode circuit
the components in, that circuit would form part of the
oscillator circuit, and the waveform applied to the de-
flector coils would be modified. In other words the scan
is likely to become non-linear.

For this reason the components of the circuit have

Fig. 10.-The "Argus" modification. C, RI, R2 and R3 should be inserted.

been chosen so that the time constants are correct
for the flyback, but rather inadequate for the forward
scan, so that the scan does not have a great deal of
effect.

Although the circuits we have given are quite practi-
cable, they, can be improved by the use of a diode
gate which will allow the flyback pulse to pass through
to the C.R.T., .but would prevent the forward scan
affecting the tube brightness.

A Diode Gate
In Fig. 11 is shown a typicat diode gate type of

circuit. The diode is fed from potentiorneter networks
with H.T. at both anode and cathode. If VRI and
VR2 are adjusted so that the voltage appearing at the
anode is exactly the same as that appearing at
the cathode no current will flow between the
two.

Imagine such a circuit set up and balanced. Now
if the potentiometer VR1 is adjusted so that the
potential of the cathode is lower than that of the
anode, then current will flow through the valve. If
VR1 is adjusted so that the potential of the cathode is
higher than that of the anode no current will flow
through the valve.

(To be continued.)

A NEW HANDBOOK

" PRACTICAL TELEVISION CIRCUITS "
288 pages, 156 illustrations
15/- net or 15/6 by post from :

GEO. NEWNES LTD.
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2
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CORRESP
ADJACENT CHANNEL INTERFERENCE

SIR,-Re your answer to W.  A. Henderson
(Whitehaven), Your Problems Answered,"

" Adjacent Channel Interference," January, 1955.
The " venetian blind " effect mentioned is not only

suffered by Mr. Henderson, but is received on all
makes of receivers not only in this area but also by
residents of the Isle of Man.

This seems to point to the interference being
transmitted from the Isle of Man.

It might -be noted that on the original opening of
the Isle of Man station this interference was not
present.

It is possible that adjacent channel interference
may be in the radio link to the Isle of Man.

We of one of the forgotten TV areas would much
appreciate any reliable information about the
permanent  high -power transmitter which is supposed
to be installed on the Isle of Man.-J. COLEBROOK
(Whitehaven, Cumb).

THE P.T. " SUPERVISOR "
SIR,-I have yet seen no correspondence concerning

the above receiver and it was the February issue
with modifications article which has prompted me to
write this.

When I completed this receiver some four months
ago I encountered trouble with the vertical hold. In
fact it was through your query department I learned
about the error re R37. Although I changed this to a
100K with some improvement the picture still
rolled. After much " tearing of hair " I decided to
try a different value for,the frame hold control VR6.
This was increased to 1 meg. and now the picture
locks solid even with the contrast a quarter of the
way up.

A few further points which may be of interest.
In order to cut costs I took the risks of using all
" surplus market " valves except the 6CD6 and I
used an RM4 and a GEX35 in place of the, Westing-
house types.

The C.R.T. is a T901A with heater coupled to an
isolating transformer as suggested.

The st is used with a home-made " H " aerial
receiving Sutton Coldfield some 70 to 80 miles away.

I found it quite simple to align and the advantages
of refinements such as A.P.C. have gone towards
giving reception superior to a T.R.F. receiver which
had previously. Wishing your journal continued
success.-E. ANDREWS (Oxford).

FADING OUT PROGRAMMES

SIR,-I really cannot agree with the remarks made
by " Iconos " about the fading -out of some

television programmes as an indignity. The fact is
that both cases he mentions were followed during
the evening by a Continental exchange and we cannot
expect these other countries concerned to alter the
whole of their time -tables just because British TV
producers and comics cannot work to an allotted
time. They were over -running their time and there's
an end of the matter. Why should the pianist or
the author sacrifice their programmes because of the
long-winded efforts of some comics who don't know
when to stop ? Let those who like their comedy (and

The Editor does not necessarily agree with
the opinions expressed by his corresponl
dents. All letters must be accompanied by
the name and address of the sender
(not necessarily for publication).

I am one of them) have it by all means but don't
drop down like a sack of bricks on the " cultural "
items which happen to follow.

" Icons needn't appeal to Sir George Barnes
for examples of " culture " giving' way to comedy
or other programmes of similar vein-I can recall
dozens of occasions when this has happened, usually
during symphony concerts and classical recitals on
the Home Services, though I agree that the tendency
is much less on television. - S. A. KNIGHT
(Chelmsford).

BIG SCREEN CINEMA TV
SIR, I was interested to read in the February issue

of PRACTICAL TELEVISION ICOBOS'S note of the
London Coliseum and Television.

Actually it was in 1929 that the Coliseum first was
associated with television in conjunction with the
late J. L. Baird. In that year a large screen was placed
on the Coliseum stage and the picture of the late
Sir George Robey live, also from a film, was trans-
mitted from the Baird studios in Long Acre. The
presentation of the act was when Sir George Robey
first appeared on the Coliseum stage in person,.then
while he travelled up to Long Acre, a distance of
some 300 yards, a film of him was projected on to the
screen from Long Acre and then arriving in the
studio he did the same act again by live television.
I forget exactly for how long this was done-it was
certainly a week and may have been a fortnight.

It might interest a younger generation to know that
the screen used 2,100.bulbs of the " torch " variety,
the scanning being arranged by rotary commutator
of the same number of segments, and the actual screen
was (if my memory is correct) some 30in. x 70iri.,
the exact definition being 30-line.-D. R. CAMPBELL
(Weybridge).

SOUND QUALITY
SIR,-In last August's issue you published a letter

of mine in which I criticised the quality of film
sound tracks when shown on television.

Now, having seen the " Fabian of the. Yard "
series, I take back what I said. The quality that the
recording engineers have obtained for this series of
films is excellent, almost " live " broadcasts.-
J. BARWELL (Haywards Heath).

TELEVISION HEARING AID
SIR,-I read with interest your note in the March

edition of PRACTICAL TELEVISION under the
heading " News from the Trade."

I would like to point out that such an attachment
has been on the market to my knowledge for a con-
siderable time, and during the course of my business
I have run across dozens of them. I refer to the
product known as the " Adaphone," measuring only
2in. by lain., and manufactured by a firm well
known for its work in hearing aids and the needs of
the deaf.

The Adaphone is marketed in three distinct forms,
each fitted with a miniature earpiece, and, indeed,
includes a standard mould which fits into the ear.

For those desiring a tailored mould, one is supplied
at a slight extra cost, moulded to suit the individual

(Continued on page J71.)
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THE KILOVOLTER
for E.H.T. MEASUREMENT

RANGE 3-30KV.
Designed for use with Line -Flyback, R.F. and Pulse
E.H.T. systems.
The Kilovolter con si s t s essentially of a calibrated
spark gap and no load is presented at the correct
setting.
Safe, reliable and 'fully guaranteed. Order now from
your usual wholesaler or direct from :

RETAIL
PRICE

£3. 17. 6.

WAVEFORMS LTD., Radar Works, Truro Road, London, N.22. Telephone : Bowes Park 6641-2-3.

QUALITY TELEVISION COMPONENTS
SCANNING COILS

6/10 kV. R.F., E.H.T. UNITS
E.H.T. and OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS

LINE FLY -BACK E.H.T. UNITS
Write for illustrated list (Publication 75)

HAYNES RADIO Ltd.,
Queerilszlye,seExnfield,

BUILD ONE OF THESE SETS
CAN BE BUILT FOR ONLY

49/6
Build this exceptionally sensi-
tive twin -triode radio. Uses
unique assembly system and can
be built by anyone without any
radio knowledge whatever in 45
minutes. Handsome black -
crackle steel case with specially
made black and gold dial with
stations printed. Size of radio
only 6(in. x Sin. x 3in. Covers all

Imedium and long waves, uses one
only all -dry battery which lasts
many months as 1-1.T. Consump-

tion is .only 1 to 1.5 m.a. Ideal for bedroom. garden, holidays, etc.
Complete Kit only 49/6, Post Free (sent by return with full set of
clear, easy -to -follow plans). For headphone operation (speaker
and extra stage 34/..) All parts sold separately.
MAINS VERSION WITH SPEAKER 8916 Post Free
A.C. Mains only. Twin -triode mains version with speaker, com-
pletely hum -free, with exceptional tone. optional negative feed-
back. Very low consumption. Complete kit with speaker, etc.
89/6 Post Free (with full set of clear, easy -to -follow plans). All
parts sold separately.

CAN BE BUILT
FBOR ONLY 97/6

AMAZING VALUE l ... Complete
kit of 3 valves, . plus metal rectifier,
A.C. Mains set, Only 97/6. Terrific new
circuit, with Optional negative feed-
back circuit giving beautiful .tone.
Covers all Medium and Long Waves.
Beady to use chassis (Punched, etc.).
Every component tested before packing.
Cabinet size 12in. a Sin. x Sin. For A.C.
Mains'200/250 volts. Complete kit with
valves, speaker, cabinet, etc., only 97/6, plus 216 Post and Packing.
(Sent with full set of clear. easy -to -follow plans). All parts,
cabinet, .speaker,. etc., .sold 'separately.
READ THESE TESTIMONIALS.-
Mr. Carter, of Worcester, writes : " Just a few lines to let you
know how pleased I am with the midget, portable radio. I was surprised
at the number of stations I could get with a clear performance. The
price was a real bargain." Mr. Norton, of Oxted, writes ' " Yester-
day evening on the medium waveband, I counted 32 separate stations :
I am very pleased with the set, Which is well worth the money."
BRIGHTON RADIO & TELEVISION CO.,
Dept.ept. P.T.7) 69, PRESTON STREET, BRIGHTON. 1.

For study or daily reference -a work that
records achievement to date and anticipates
new developments: .. .

TELEVISION PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE
(2nd Edition). iby F. J. CAMM.

Some of the Contents : The B.B.C. Television System-The
Television Camera-From Transmitter to Receiver-Projection
Receivers-Stereoscopic and Colour Television, ---Time Bases-
D.C. Receivers-Aerials-London-Birmingham Con verter-
Servicing-Interference-A Pattern ;Gener-
ator-Choosing a Receiver-Dictionary of
Television Terms.

or 25/6 post free from
GEORGE NEWNES, Ltd., Tower House,

Southampton Street, W.C.2.
From all booksellers.

25/- NET

NEWNES.
fa.411119.41160416,41111,001,4111.41111W1h04116.4111.-4111041111.411611

SIMPLEX
12" MAGNETIC MODEL
COMPLETE (LESS TUBE & SPEAKER)

£23
STAGE I, £3 STAGE II, £3 STAGE III, 24/IS/-
STAGE IV, 62/7/- STAGE V, 26/10/- (Less Speaker & Tube)

STAGE VI 2.3151-.
6" MODEL

STAGE I, £3 STAGE II, £3 STAGE III, 24/18/ -
STAGE IV, 571- STAGE V, 33/- PRE -AMP STAGE, 7/6

(Less Speaker)

VALVES
EF50 4/- 8134
EF50(Syl) EF36

6/3 EF39
EF54 5/- EF91
1T4 7/- 11;65
3S4

657

89//6- 3V4

6V6
65516SN7

11/-81-

4/- 11E34 2/6 SP61 2/6
4/6 EA50 2/- SP41 2/6
7/6 5534 2/- Pen43
7/8 Dl 2/- 3A4 7/6

'7/6 6SL7 7/6

866

816 6SA7 7/6
4/..
8/6

6SJ7
8Q7

48//66

ECC31EBC33

8/-
8/-

8/6
7/-

531:185440

655
Pen220

8/6

31/--

6AT6
AR8

7/6
6/6

13/- 6N7 8/- 50L6 9/-
3/- 2X2

VijARV°12 46/6VU39 82/166 -

658 5Z4
EL50 9/- EL32
9BW7 9/- 5199545/-3/-

55

VU13,3 3/- VU111

CONDENSERS. DUBILIER. 500 volt wkg. 20 mid.,
3/-132 mfd.. 5 -. B.E.C. 450 volt wkg. 8 mfd., 2/-; 8+8mfd.,
3/9; 8+16 mfd., 4/-; 16+16 mfd., 4/6; 32+32 mfd., 6/-. Bias
25/25, 2/-: 50/50. 2/,
RECTIFIERS.-B,M3, 5/9; P.M4, 16/-; 53/40. 6/9: K3/45. 8/-.
POTENTIOMETERS.-All values to 2 Meg., less switch.
2/6 each. 100k 1. 1, 1, 2 Meg., with switch, 41- each.
RESISTORS (Carbon).- ,, 4, 1, 2 watt, 12/6 per 100. Our
Selection, CRACKED CARBON. 1%. 1i6; 2%, 1/-; 5%, 9d.
each. VITREOUS, 5 watt. 1/3 each.
COAX CABLE. -11n. 80 ohm, any length, 8d. per yd.
GERMANIUMzCRYSTAL.-1/8 each; 15/- per dozen.

VINER'S (Middlesbrough)
Radio Government Surplus Electrical

26, EAST STREET, NIIDDLESBROUGH
Telephone : 01D) 3418.

I tb.-"Sio--42,--Iihr.-Cle,"41YS..",60,'Illr,qhetta,911.1,4610,1111,4
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CONVERTOR TYPE 26.
For conversion from channel 3
to channel 1, complete with self
contained power supply unit and
totally enclosed in a handsome,
well finished steel case. Price
complete £11-17-0

Also available in chassis form
less H.T. supply but including
mains operated heater, supply
for inclusion in receivers Price
complete £8-0-0

CONVERTOR TYPE AC/4
For weak signal areas. Price
complete £15-15-0

(Leaflets on request)

SPENCER -WEST
QUAY WORKS,

Gt. YARMOUTH.
Tel. : 3009. 'Grams Spencer -West,

Gt. Yarmouth.

VALVES
SAME DAY SERVICE

All Guaranteed New and Boxed
1.4v. miniatures. 1R5, 165, 1T4, 354, DAF91
DF91, DK91, DL92, 7/3 ; any 4 for 27/6.
1A7GT 6LD20 9/6 50L6GT8/6 EY51 12/-

11/6 6P25 14/6 80 8/8 EZ40 8/61C5GT 6P28 18/6 B36 18/6 EZ41 9/-
11/6 6Q7GT 9/- CL33 12/6 FC2 9/61D5 111/- 6SN7GT D1 3/9 HVR2 15/--

1H5GT 8/6 D77 6/9 KT63 7/611/6 6UIGT DAC32 MU14 8/8SN5GT 171- 11/6 N78 14/611/6 6V6G 7/8 DF33 11/6 Pen45 15/-
1R5 7/3 6V6GT 7/6 DH77 8/6 PCF80165 7/3 6X4 7/6 DK32 11(6 10/61T4 7/3 6X5GT 6/9 DX92 7/6 PCC84
3Q5CIT11.18 7B7 - 7/6 DL33 11/6 11/63S4 713 7C5 8/6 DL35 11/6 PL81 11/6
3V4 8(6 7C6 8/6 EA50 1/9 PL82 9/65U4G 8/0 7H7 7/6 EB91 6/9 PL83 12/6
5Y3GT 7/9 7S7 7/6 EBC33 7/6 PY80 9/85840 9/- 7Y4 8/6 EBC41 10/- PY81 10/-
6AL5 6/9 1001 12/6 EBF80 PY82 7/96AM5. 61610F1 10/- 10/6 PZ30 171-6AM6 - 7/8 10P13 10/- 8009110/8 T41 13/-6AT6 8/610P14 13/6 EC91 7/6 0/14 8/66BA6 8/6 12AT7 91- ECC81 9/- 1722 7/66BE6 61612A176' 7/6 ECC83 U24 17/6GBH6 6/6 12AU7 10/6 11/8 U25 12/-08J6 616 12J7GT ECH35 U50 7/96BW6 7/6 10/6 11/9 1178 8/66BW7 9/6 12K7GT9/6 EC114210/- U404 9/-604 7/6 12K8GT ECL80 9/6 U801 14/6609 8/6 10/6 EF37A UBC41 9/-6F1 1916 12Q7GT 14/6 UBF806F6G 7/6 9/6 EF39 8/6 10/66F12 716 125K7 6/- EF41 9/- UCH42 9/96F13 19/6 20F2 11/6 EF50 UF41 8/66F14 13/6 20P1 151- (Sylvania) UF42 13/86J7GT 7/6 25Z4G 9/- 8/6 UL41 9/96K7G 61- 25Z5 8/8 EF80 10/- UU8 17/-6K7GT 61- 25860 8/6 EF91 7/6 UY41 9/-61(80 8/6 35L6GT8/6 EF92 5/6 W77 5/66K GT 9/- 35Z4GT8/6 EL41 11/6 Y83 7/66K25 11/9 35Z5GT8l8 EL91 6/6 7.77 716Postage 4d. per valve extra.

READERS RADIO
24, COLBERG PLACE, STAMFORD
HILL, LONDON, N.16. STA. 4587

NEW -MAX

ELECTRONICS LTD.
307, EDGWARE ROAD

(Just past the Met.)
Tel.; PAD 5607

London's -Best T.V. and Radio
Bargain Store

We have just completed a large purchase
of used and H.P. repossessed T.V. sets-
all types and all sizes-to be sold at knock-out prices. Special item : 1807 H.M.V.10in. chassis adapted to be used withMazda 12in. tube, £18/10/-, including tube.
Also large selection of used radios, gramchassis, instruments; amplifiers,

TAPE RECORDERS, ETC.
STOP PRESS !-Special Offer : T.V. Tubes-All Sizes : 9in., RA 12in.. from £41101- ;14in., £6 ; 15in., e7.

Every tube guaranteed.
Callers can see picture before purchase.

BENDIX RECEIVERS, TYPE RA18.-
Brand New, ultra sensitive, 15 metres to 166
metres, and 200 to 2,000 metres in 6 Bands.
Very neat and compact. DM's.: 9.41n. x6iin. x 141in. All controls on front panel.An excellent receiver for Ham Bands.20, 40, 80, 160 metres, for Trawler Band and
Long and Medium Waves. Size makes itsuitable for a superb Car Radio. Only £15,P.P. 10/-.
INDICATOR UNIT TYPE 233, withVCR97 and 8 valves. Ideal for Simplex,etc., only 42/6.
MICROAMPMETERS.-100 pA. 241n. Proj.
Min. -Max. scale, but a standard 100 uA.
movement, 27/6. 500 uA. llin. Rd., Fl.,
0-10 scale, 8/6 : 50 rnA., M/c., tin. sq., 6',
MALNS TRANSFORMERS. -350-0-350 v.,
80 mA., 6.3 v. 3.5

.-S
a.,5 v. 2' a., new, D.T.

covered. 17/8. P.P. li-
NEONStrike on 60 v. Supplied withseries res. for mains, lin. x tin. dia.. 2/-.
.1 at 7 kV., T.C.C., 7/- EA. .1. 500 v. in
Tropical Cartons, 1952. 3 for 1/-. AladdinCoils, lin. with Core, N. Polystrine I in.
with Core, 95. Bulgin Panel Lamps, Red or
Green, 2/-.
RESISTORS.-1 w., 35. ; 1. w., 45. :1 w., 65. VALVES.-ARP12, 4/- : : SP41.
113. EF50 Bases, Ex. Equip., Cer., 3 for 1/-.
Metal Recs.. 300 v.80 mA., 5/6. Pets., 100 K.,
3 K. Sp., 1/- ea. 1 Imeg., 1/6. 11/11 Headsets,
3,000 ohm, 7/6. 100 pF. Mica, 500 pr. Mica.
2,600 pF. and 5,600 pF. Silver Mica. 3 for 1%-.
PILOTS HELMET MIKES 2/- each.
Post extla. Ex. Equip only if statedS.A.E. for Lists.

Bates Surplus Store
49, IVY ST., BIRKENHEAD, (DES!' IRE

HIGH GRADE
TRANSFORMERS

FOR, ALL PURPOSES
SINGLY OR IN QUANTITIES
TO YOUR SPECIFICATION

VARNISH IMPREGNATED
BAKED WINDINGS

WITH OR WITHOUT TAG PANELS
GOOD DELIVERIES

Our rewind dept. will handle your
repairs promptly and efficiently.
S.A.E. with enquiries please.

P. HOWORTH
(Dept. P.T.)

51 POLLARD LANE  BRADFORD
lommo Tel : 37030Nows

LYONS RADIO Ltd,
3, GOLDHAWK ROAD, Dept. M.T.

SHEPHERDS BUSH, LONDON, W.12.
Telephone : SHEpherds Bush 1729

BRIDGE ALEGGERS.-An invaluable'testing set comprising a Meg. insulation
tester and a complete Wheatstone bridge for

the accurate measurement of resistance.
Incorporating a constant pressure hand
generator, a direct reading ohmmeter which
also serves as the galvanommeter for the
Wheatstone bridge, a direct reading adjust-
able resistance and the necessary ratio
and change -over switches. Testing volts250 v. Insulation range 0/100 megohms.
Resistance measuring range 0.01 ohms to
1 Megohes. In good condition and supplied
in leather case. PRICE £21.
AMPLIFIER UNITS, TYPE, A.1134.-These are two valve audio amplifiers and
can be used without any modification as amike pre amp or as a gramophone amplifier.
Also for intercom. purposes. Valves fitted
are VR21 and VR35. Operate from 2 v.
L.T. and 90 or 120 v. H.T. and 9 v. G.B. Housed
in neat metal cases, 7 x 5 x 4 ins. In goodcondition and with connection details
Provided. PRICE ONLY 12/6, post 2/6.
INDICATOR UNITS, TYPE 182.-Fitted
with cathode ray tube, type VCR517 (TVpicture tested), 3-VR91's, 4-VR65's, 1-5U4.
Mu metal screen, wire wound pots, and amass of other useful components. In good
condition. PRICE ONLY 651-, or less valves.PRICE ONLY 37/6. Carriage 6/-.
VALVE BARGAINS.-All as new andguaranteed. 1T4. 1R5, 165, EF91, 6AM6.
6L34, 6K7metal, .6B8metal, all at 7/6 each.6SH7metal, 5/-. 6116metal, 3/--
0/14 AMMETERS, A.C. or D.C.-First,
grade meters as new, in maker's cartons.
Moving iron type. 4tin. dia. SPECIALPRICE ONLY 12/6, post 1/3.

COVENTRY RADIO
189, DUNSTABLE ROAD,

LUTON, BEDS.
Phone : Luton 2677

The Quality Component
Specialists offer you Kits of

Parts for the following :-
Manual

Osram "912 " Amplifier 3/6
Mullard 10 -watt Amplifier ... 3/6
The Coventry

2 -watt Amplifier ...
4 -watt Amplifier ... 1/-
6 -watt Quality Amplifier

The Coventry A.M. Tuner Unit If-
Denco F.M. Tuner Unit .. 1/6

Complete Component Price Lists will
be supplied with each Manual.

Have you had a copy of our 1954/5
60 - page illustrated Component
Catalogue, price 1/- plus 3d.

postage ?
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..requirements. It is fitted with weighted straps for
holding the instrument securely to the arms of a
chair, and it is finished in an attractive grey colour.

One model 1 have seen, used by a friend of mine,
even incorporates A.V.C., and my friend has been
using it for some years.

So you see, sir, the article you mentioned in the
April edition is not a new item, for I saw them at
least two years ago. - C. R. JONES (Barry).

SIR,-We were very interested to read in your
April issue an article on the radio and television

attachment for use by the hard of hearing. We
would like to say how, as manufacturers of hearing
aids and attachments for the deaf for over 20 years,
Ave entirely agree with the opinions expressed in this
article, and we thought that it might be of interest
to your readers, or to yourself, to know that we
have been marketing a special device for television
and radio listening, since May, 1953, and that the
attachment in question, the Adaphone, was a
modernised version of an attachment, bearing the
same name, which we introduced in 1936. This was
written -up in Practical Wireless on October 3rd,
1936, some of these attachments still being in use.

I thought this bit of history might amuse you.
You will see, however, from our leaflet that the
modern version which still incorporates automatic
volume control is very similar and neater than the
original.-B. MONTAGU (Hearing Aid Department,
Multitone Electric Co., Ltd.).

PICTURE TUBE FAULT
SIR,-With reference to the problem published in

the April issue Of PRACTICAL TELEVISION Of Mr.
M. Gibson, of London.

It may be of considerable interest to him and
perhaps others to learn of my experience with a
picture tube fault which was almost identical with

`the failure he experienced. Like him, I had a C.R.T.
in my set which developed an inter -electrode short,
which on first sight appeared to be a cathode -heater
short. As in his case, I fitted an isolating trans-
former with no improvement. The emission of the
tube was quite good, however, and in order to reduce
to some extent the strain between electrodes I tried
reducing the- heater voltage on the tube. This did

TELEVISION 571

the trick, although the focus was slightly impaired.
It was necessary to move the focus magnets forward,'
There still remained, however, a severe disturbance
in the background on dark scenes. This I eventually,
cured by decoupling the accelerating anode to earth
via a 0.1 mF condenser.

The tube in my set is a Mullard MW31-16, and I
reduced the heaters to about 5 volts.

Trusting this will be of some value and interest.-
R. G. JAMES (Sloneycroft).

PRICE OF HOME -CONSTRUCTED TELEVISION
SETS

SIR,-I should like the opportunity of answering
0 the points raised by Mr. Simpkins and Mr. Sanders
in their letters to you which appeared in the March
issue Of PRACTICAL TELEVISION.

We have, in fact, taken much care to produce a
15in. high -quality television kit, specially for the
television student and constructor, which we feel is
offered at a reasonable price. All the parts are of
brand new manufacture and, to assist in one of the
main difficulties, we can supply the R.F. unit ready
assembled and aligned. The total price, without
tube, of approximately £40 represents the one-third
decrease on the equivalent retail figure, as mentioned
by Mr. Simpkins.

We also sell this kit on the instalment system which
should make it fully comparable to the purchase
methods employed by the retail trade.

Students who have constructed this receiver, under
our guidance, have all commented on its excellence
and suitability for home construction.-P. T. V. PAGE
(Director of Studies, E.M.I. Institutes, Ltd.).

BAND DI RECEPTION
SIR,-In your comments in the March issue you

state that the second aerial will cost £15 to £20.
Pye are supplying their agents with aerials that cost
£2. Also you state that you can only convert 25 sets
a week. I have fitted tuners to Pam sets 954, 952,
953 and Invicta 118, 120. These have been 13 channel
units and I have not hurried over them and they
took on average two hours, so on the assumption
that I worked on convertors all day the number will
be far above the one that you state.-DAVID D.
MALYON (Branch Manager, Anion Television).

CORONA DISCHARGE
(Continued from page 542)

These maybe cut from lin.-wide strips of brass, but
the edges should be rounded and the ends also
should be clipped and rounded. Similarly, if a glass
tube is used, and the lead is soldered on to a top -cap
connector, the lead should not be soldered flat to the
side of the connector but placed end on and sur-
rounded by a large round blob of solder. For a
similar reason the valveholder used for the line
output valve and the recovery diode should also be
chosen with care, as the discharge may take place
between adjacent pins, and cases have been known
where the actual material between certain pins has
been charred, giving rise to a conducting surface
(carbon) which has eventually resulted in ordinary
electrical flash -over and the ruin of a valve. It
should be emphasised that all the above precautions
are not essential, but to avoid any possibility of later
trouble it is worthwhile taking every precaution to
prevent corona in every part of the E.H.T. circuit.

A case of corona recently investigated arose from
a projecting ceramic pillar terminal on a commercial
transformer. This was situated near the line output
valve, and the lead had fractured just beyond the
connecting point. The corona discharge in this case
was in the form of a thin pencil about fin. long
aiming at the line output valve. A sheet of glass was
placed between the terminal and the valve, and the
pencil pierced the glass as though it were not the -re.
A sheet of a plastic material was then placed in the
way, and this melted after some time in the shape of
a jagged hole. A special wax material was then
placed round the joint and effectively stopped the
discharge. This material is commercially available,
but should not normally be.necessary if the precautions
mentioned above are taken. Ordinary petroleum
jelly will stop the discharge, but unfortunately will
melt and run from the point due to the normal
temperature rise inside the average set. Hard wax
removed from an ex -Government transformer, for
instance, will also keep it down, but in some cases it
may not prevent it entirely.
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Whilst we are always pleased to assist readers with
their technical difficulties, we regret that we are unable
to supply diagrams or provide instructions for modifyingsurplus equipment. We cannot supply alternative details
for constructional articles which appear in these pages.
WE CANNOT UNDERTAKE TO ANSWER QUERIESOVER THE TELEPHONE. The coupon from p. 575must be attached to all Queries, and if a postalreply is required a stamped and addressed envelope
Must be enclosed.

MURPHY V200
My Murphy V200 TV has developed a fault in

vision. Sound is in order, and tube heater is lighting
up as normal. E.H.T. whistle is normal, too.

The fault was preceded by black lines flashing
across the screen, and a crackle on sound that was
similar to interference from an electric motor. Then
it got very intense, and the screen went black. I can't
get the screen to light up at all, by means of the bright-
ness, contrast or sensitivity controls. Could the fault
be in the vision interference limiter circuit ? This has
not seemed too good for a while, the adjustment being
at position giving maximum interference. This had to
be adjusted like this or flattening of the highlights was
present. Even on this position the contrast couldn't
be turned up too much or the highlights would become
flattened.-A. Gwilym Davies (Flintshire).
' The effects which preceded the final black -out are
symptomatic of a collapse of insulation in the picture -
tube. .A,fault of this nature would cause the tube
beam current to rise- considerably and show as
intense illumination on the screen. Moreover, the
final fade out may have been caused by failure of a
weak component in the E.H.T. circuit, which could
not stand up to the strain of the heavy beam current.

We would, therefore, advise that you first of all
ensure that the picture -tube is up' to standard,, and
then go on to investigate the E.H.T. section.

We would point out that the progressive alteration
in, the characteristics of the vision interference limiter
might well have been aggravated by a gradual
reduction in tube emission.

MARCONI VT53A
I have a Marconi Model VT53A, London only, T.R .F

I would like to use a converter or modify to receive
Channel 3, i.e., Norwich transmitter.

Would the Cyldon 5 Channel tuner suit ? If not,
do you know of any that would, or details to modify ?
- C. R. Woodard (Norwich).

The Cyldon 5 Channel tuner is totally unsuitable
for the modification you have in mind. Channel
converter units for this purpose can be obtained from

Spencer West, of Quay Works, Great Yarmouth
Norfolk. )

BUSH. 24A
My Bush receiver has developed the following

faults, which no doubt can all be attributable to one.., -
cause.

(a) Kinks in the lines and fly -back lines on the left
of the picture.

(b) White vertical bars about half an inch wide, pro-
nounced in the top left-hand corner, gradually decreas-
ing in intensity towards the middle of the picture.

(c) A kind of halo effect on the right-hand side of
the picture subject, giving letters and figures the
appearance of depth.-E. E. Butcher (Leigh -on -Sea).

These symptoms are probably caused by a fault
in the damping ,;diode circuit PY81 (V10 Trader
Service -sheet). You should have the condition
of this valve checked, and replace it if necessary.
You should also check the condition of the associated
0.1 ktF reservoir capacitor in the anode circuit of the
PY81. Also ascertain that the line amplifier valve
PL81 (V8) is well up to standard.

PYE FV1
I shall be most grateful if you will advise me on a

fault with my Pye FV1. E.H.T. at the tube anode is
non-existent. I have had EY51 tested also PL38
(line output) and proved O.K. I have also discovered
that V14 (line oscillator) is overheating and also that a
blue glow is present on the PL38.

I suspect the line output transformer as being the
cause of the E.H.T. fault and, if this is so, could you
inform me as to where I can obtain a teplacement.-
J. Ward (Rotherham).

The symptoms mentioned are consistent with line
output transformer trouble. It will be necessary to
install a correct replacement component, which can
be obtained only through a Pye agent.

ULTRA T22
When I switch on all I get is a bright spot about

3in. in diameter.
I do not know a great deal about them but I am

willing to learn. I would also like to know i 1 it is
possible to change it to a larger tube. It non+ has a
CRM92 9in.-T. Dodkin (Edgware).

Your trouble is almost certainly due to the absence
of H.T. on the timebase H.T. rail (terminal N8). You
should check along this line from the H.T. point in
ann-endeavour to discover where the fault lies. Check
C6 for insulation.

You could use a CRMI2I 12in. tube in the
receiver, but this would probably give a slightly less
brilliant picture than a new CRM92.

BUSH TV22
My picture has developed a distinct slant from the

horizontal. Whilst the screen can be filled by stretching
the picture, any writing On the screen has a definite
slope down to the left of the screen. Can you please
tell me how to correct this fault ?-A. Cudmore
(Colchester).

The alignment of the picture on the screen is con-
trolled by the position of the scanning coils. These
are situated on the neck of the picture -tube, behind
the focus unit. The coils should be very carefully
twisted to correspond\ to alignment of the picture.
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BRAND NEW : R.F. Units, types 26
or 27 27/6, 24 12/6, postage 2/4
each; Receiver 161; Valves, 1/CV66,
1/VR137, 2/VR136; VHF Tuning
Unit, 17/6; Dipole Aerial Insulators
for , lin, rods, flat fixing, 5/6; Co-
axial c/o Relays, 12/24v, 8/6; Wire -
wound Pots., range lk to 100k, each
2/6; carbon.. 1/6; Condensers, bak.
tub., 0.25mfd, 1.5kVw, 2/-; Hunts
.001, .01, .1mfd, 500vw, 5/- doz.;
Metal Recs., HW, 600v 30ma, 350v
80ma, each 6/ -; cash with order; post
extra. S.A.E. for lists/enquiries.
W. A. BENSON, 308, Rathbone Rd.,
Liverpool, 13.

R.F. UNITS, Types 26 at 27/6, 25 at
12/6, -24 at 11/-; brand new with
valves; post 2/6. E.W.S. CO., 69,
Church Road, Moseley, Birmingham.
JIM'S RADIO COMPONENTS, 23,
Alexandra Rd., Sleaford, Lincs.
Send s.a.e. for free price lists and
order forms.
CONDENSERS, .1mf. 2,500v, d.c.
wkg., 4/in. x 2/in. x lin.. 5/6 ea.;
.1mf, 1,500vw, 2/6; 4mf, 2,000v.wkg.,
7/6 (Qin. x 3/in. x 3in.); tubular
metal -cased wire ends, .002mf, 350v,
66.; .005/500v, 86.' .05/500v, 1/-;
lmf, 150v, 1 /-;darkscreen, 141in.
x 11/in. x lin., 6/-; chimney mount-
ing Aerials with lashings, " H " 55/-;
" X " 55/-; Dublex 88/6; single
dipole,' 40/-; single dipole for facia
board or window mounting, 201-;
indoor roof type. 15/-; co -axial, 9d.
yard. GLADSTONE RADIO, Glad-
stone Place, Newton Abbot, Devon.
SERVICE SHEETS, T.V. and Radio,
over 2,000 models, sale or hire,
Valves and Components. S.A.E. with
enquiries. W. J. GILBERT, 24,
Frithville Gardens, London, W.12.
TV WITHOUT MAINS. -Absolutely
first-class picture, plus DC circuit for
lighting; as supplied to the B.B.C.
Special AC/DC " Chorehorse " Gener-
ators, self-starting, 'compact, and
complete, AC 220/250 volts, 50/60
cycles,. 250/350 watts AVC. Will run
radios, vacuum cleaners. small tools,
etc., L47/10/-, plus 10/- delivery.
Below: -
STORAGE BATTERIES, 12v, 75Al2
heavy duty, 19 plates, separate cells
in hardwood cases; finest possible
specification. £5/17/6, - 9/6 delivery;
12v, 22AH, almost similar specifica-
tion, surprisingly powerful. £21141-,
delivery 5/6. TEDDINGTON ENGIN-
EERING CO:, LTD., Dept. " C," High
St., Teddington, Middx. (KINgston
1193-4.)
VIEWMASTER TV, Soundmaster
Tape Recorder, Osram 912 amp. All
specified components in stock. Stamp
details. FRANKLIN & HALL. 371.
Havant -Rd., Farlington, Portsmouth.
TV SIMPLEX COILS, 21/-: TV ,in.
Canned Formers, 2/3 ea. BEL,
Marlborough Yard, Archway, N.19
(ARC 5078.)
THE CHEAPEST BLANK Ali. Chassis.
Made in bright 18g. Ali. with sides
and narrow end turned in and
down lin, for maximum strength
and rigidity. 7 x 4 x 2 3/4, 9 x 5 x
21 4/-, 10 x 6 x 21 4/6, 10 x 8 x 2/
5/-, 12 x 8 x 2/, 5/6, 12 x 9 x 2/ 6/-,
14 x 9 x 21 6/6, 15 x 9 x 2/ 6/9,
16 x 8 x 21 6/9, 16 x 10 x 24 7/3,
17 x 9 x 7/3, 17 x 12 x 21 8/6.
Other sizes made to specification.
Any length up to 17in.' any width
up to I2in., any depth up to 3in.
Price : 1d. per sq. in. of the- top
surface only, ignoring depth. Frac-
tional sizes should be taken to the
next whole No., e.g., 10 x 61 x 2=
10 x' 7=70 sq. in.. ----70d.-=5/10.
SERVIO RADIO, 156/8,- Merton ltd.,
Wimbledon, S.W.19. (LIBerty 6525.)

RATES 4/- per line or part
thereof, average live words to fine,
minimum 2 lines. Box No. 1/- extra.
Advertisements must be prepaid
and addressed to Advertisement
Manager, " Practical Television,"
Tower House, Southampton St.,
Strand, London, W.C.2.

RADIO UNLIMITED offer guaranteed
new Valves : 1L4, 3A4, DF92, EB91,
CV785, CV286, EF36, 6K7G, 1T4,
IS5, 6J5M, 6K7M, all at 51. each,
post free; U329. 6V6M, 6SL7. 6SN7,
EBC33, 5U4G, 6BE6, 7/- each; 1A7
and 807, 81- each; 9D2, 8D2, 376 each;
17,000 .Valves in stock. Lists free.
Iso/trans., 25% boost, 2v, 4v
or 6v types, 6/3 each; door -rod
Aerial, with co -ax lead, 17/6; Co -ax
Cable, '70/80 ohms, 8/6 doz. yds.;
3 wave Coilpacks, 1.. m. and s., 21/,
RADIO UNLIMITED, Elm Road,
London, E.17. (KEY 4813.)

LOUDSPEAKERS repaired promptly.
MODEL LOUDSPEAKER SERVICE,
Bullington Rd., Oxford.
VALVES, 6 months' guarantee, dis-
count on orders over £1. Well-
known maker. Send 5d. for list of
over 70 types, including operating
" gen," pin connections, prices, etc.
BLANCHARDS (PT1), 13, Gainford
Gardens. Manchester. 10.
2 -VCR 97 CRT-EHT Chassis, mag.
mask, glass, working order, £8,
offers. BURT, LAB 2377.

SITUATIONS VACANT
The engagement of persons answering these
advertisements must be made through a Local
Office of the Ministry of Labour ore Scheduled
Employment .4gency if the applicant is a mon
aged 18-64. inclusive, or a -woman aged 18-59,
inclusive, unless he or she, or the employment,
is- excepted of the Notifica-
tion of Vacancies Order, 1952.
TELEVISION TECHNICANS-all dis-
tricts. Big money for you in your
spare time. Opportunity to establish
your own business. Write, giving
fullest particulars of training, experi-
ence, whether owner of test equip-
ment, age. All replies treated in
strictest confidence. Apply to TELE-
PATROL LTD., Federation House
Epsom.

PULLI N
SERIES 1'00

TEST METER
AC/DC 10.000/1/9

21 RANGES
100pA to 1000 V

COSISSETE IN WS -FAST

CASE WITH TEST LENS

C LIES No .Foos
FULLY GUARANTEED

SENT POST FREE FOR £ 2. 10..
DEPOSIT AND TEN FURTHER MONTHLY
PAYMENTS OF 41. CASH PRICE IIGNS

7rE 144 9999 56927

RAD I OCRAF Tied
69-71 CHURCH GATE LEICESTER

RADIO AND TELEVISION
COMPONENTS
All parts in stock for 

VIEWMASTER, SOUNDMASTER,
TELEKING, ETC.

Easy Terms Available.
Stomp for list, NOT S.A.E.

JAMES H. MARTIN & CO.
Finsthwaite, Newby, Bridge,

Ulverston. Lancs.

MAKING YOUR OWN? Telescopes,
Enlargers,. Binoculars, Microscopes,
Projectors, or, in fact, anything
that needs lenses. Then get our
booklets " How to Use Ex -Gov.
Lenses & Prisms," Nos. 1 & 2, price
2/6 ea, Also our stereo book, 3-D
Without Viewers," price 7/6. Com-
prehensive lists of lenses, optical,
radio and scientific gear free for
s.a.e. H. W, ENGLISH, Rayleigh
Road, Hutton, Brentwood, Essex.
"VIEWMASTER " valves, exact to
specification, guaranteed new and
boxed, set of 12 £5/15/-; " Tele-
King," complete set of 17, £8/19/6;
1.4v miniatures : 1S5, DAF91, 1R5,
DK91, 1T4, DF91, 3S4, DL92, DK92,
any 4 for 27/6, post' 1/-: all new
and- boxed. For, individual prices and
other types see -displayed advert.,
page 570. READERS RADIO, 24,
Colberg Place, Stamford Hill, London,
N.16. (STA 4587.)
SIMPLEX T.V. 18 swg Chassis, with
screens and valve punched, 17/6, post
1/6; fully wound Coil Sets, 151-, post
1/-; Simplex Mains Transformer,
27/6, post 2/-; Magnetic Chassis and
Screens, 22/6; 0.1 pf 2.5 kV wkg.,
7/6; Rectifiers, RM3, 5/9; 3K/40, 6/-;
14 -way Tag Boards, 2/-. List for
other items. Lynx -wound Coil Sets,
35/-, post 1/-. C.O.P.Y. WINDINGS,
Healey Lane, Batley, Yorks.
DIRECT T/V REPLACEMENTS offer
the most complete Handbook of T/V
Components and Rewinds, price 1/-.
T/V Components for all kit sets in
stock. ' Nuray " heater booster
isolator for 2 -volt C.R.T.s, just plugs
in, 27/6, plus 2/- packing and
postage. 134-136. Lewisham Way,
S.E.14, iTIDeway 3696-2330.)
WINWOOD for Value. New Valves,
6V6, 6K7, 6K8, 6Q7, 5Z4, 31/- set;
1T4, 155. 1R5, 3S4, 29/ set; ECL80,
8/6; EF39, EBC33, 6SL7, 6SN7, 6V6M,
51/4, 1A7, 7/6 each. W.W., Cntrls.,
5K, 3 -watt, 3/-, Fresh stock 16 x
16mf-500v. 3/9; 32 x 32-450v. 416;
0.1-500v, 7/6 doz.; 0.05-500, 7/6 doz.
Lists. WINWOOD, 12, Carnarvon
Road, Leyton, E.10. (Mail only.)

VALVES
VALVES WANTED, all types, state
quantity, condition and prices asked.
R.H.S. LTD., 155, Swan Arcade, '
Bradford, 1,

WANTED VALVES. 5Z4. ECL80, EY51,
EF80, KT66, 617-4GT, KT61, and all
T.V. types, also P.M. Speaker Units.
3)/n., 5in., 61in., 8in., 10in.; prompt
cash, WM. CARVIS LTD., 103, North
Street, Leeds. 7.

ALL TYPES OF VALVES REQUIRED
for cash. State quantity and con-
dition. RADIO FACILITIES LTD.,
38, Chalcot Road, N.W.1. (PRImrose
9090.)

EDUCATIONAL
FREE l Brochure giving details of
Home Study Training in Radio, Tele-
vision, and all branches of Elec-
tronics. Courses for the hobby
enthusiast or for those aiming at
the A.M.Brit.I.R.E.. City and Guilds
Telecommunications, R.T.E.B., and
other professional examinations.
Train with the college operated by
Britain's largest electronic organisa-
tion: moderate fees. Write to Dept.
PT28, E.M.I. INSTITUTES, London,
W.4.
I.P.R.E. Data for constructing TV
Aerial -strength Meter, 7/6; 5,500
Alignment Peaks for superhets, 5/9;
samle copy " Practical Radio Engin-
eer." 2/-, Membership -examination
particulars, 1/-, Syllabus of seven
postal courses free and post free.
SECRETARY, I.P.R.E., 20. Fairfield
Road, London. N.8.
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THE MODERN BOOK CO.
BRITAIN'S LARGEST STOCKISTS

of British & American Technical Books

Television Engineers' Pocket Book,
edited by E. Molloy & J. P. Hawker.
10s. 6d., postage 9d.

Electronic Musical Instruments, by
R. H. Dorf. 55s. 0(1., postage Is. Od.

lhe Radio Amateur's Handbook :
1955, by "A.R.R.L." 305. 0(1., postage
Is. Od.

Basic Television : Principles &Servicing, by B. Grob. 45s. Od.,postage Is. Od.
Radar Pocket Book, by R. S. H.Boulding. 15s. 0(1., postage 4d.
The "Lodestar" Tape Reeorde r, by

A. S. Torrance. 3s. Od., postage 3d.
Practical TV Aerial Manual forBands I & III, by R. Laidlaw.46.6(1., postage 3d.
The A.R.R. L. Antenna Book. 14s. Od.,

postage 9d.
Transistors & Crystal Diodes, by

B. R. Bettridge. 5s. Od., postage 3d.
RCA Receiving Tube Manual. 8s. 6d.,

postage 4d.
Television Explained, by W. E. Miller.

5s. Od., postage 6d.
Radio Valve Data : 4th edn.. compiled

by "Wireless World." 3s. 6(1., postage
3d.

Please write or call for our catalogue.

19-23 PRAED STREET
(Dept. T.5) LONDON, W.2.

'Phone : PADcti ngton 4185
Open 6 days 9-6 p.m.

MAIL ORDER DEPT.

TELEKIT SUPPLY
Chantey Lane, Bromley, Kent.

Please mention P.T V. and enclose 6d.pOstage
VALVES. NEW & SURPLUS. GUARANTEED.
OZ4 41-
11.4 516
IL.N5(soiled)

3/-
IS5 6/-
1T4 6/6
IU5 6/-
3V4 6/8
5763 8/-
6A6 8/-
TT11 6/-
6AM5 81-
6AT6 7/6

6B8 7/-
6BE6 6/-
68E7 8/6
6BS7 '7/ -
SEWS 616
GCBS 6/6
6,15 5/-
6V6
6X4 6/66/6
6X5 71-
7D5 6/.

 7H78 6/-
9132 5/-

W77
1324
6
6AAK6Q5

605
12AT6
1301
5005

I1D3 6/.
12BE6 6/6
12A6 1299

(Soiled) 5/-
15132 41-
EF50 5/-

51-
351-
6/8
81-
6/-

718

8/-
BECKENHAM, KENT

THE SHOP FOR THE CONSTRUCTOR
NOW OPEN AT 104, HIGH STREET.

BECKENHAM 3720

-TELEVISION COMPONENTS-
always in stock for the

P.T. LYNX, TELE-KING
P.T. SUPER -VISOR

THE E.E. TELEVISOR
VIEWMASTER

AND WIDE ANGLE
MODIFICATIONS

Separate price lists available free on
request to

J. T. F'ILMER,
Maypole Estate, Bexley, Kent

Tel. : Bexleyheoth 7267

.

THE VALVE SPECIALISTS.

Bentley Acoustic Corp. Lid.
38, CHALCOT ROAD, N.W.1.

PRImrose 9090

BUDGET REDUCTIONS
024 6/- 68117 6/- 2IOLF 3/. KF35 9/-

ALC 61- 6837 8/- 21080 4/- KL35 9/-106 8/6 681(7 6/- 31180 9/- KT2 5/-1E7 6/6 6817 8/- 451. PT 9/6 14T44 7/6106 818 8287 8/8 717A 8/6 KT71 12/-174 6/- 6887 7/6 807 7/6 KT74 12/-1L4.4 916 6U5(11E) 7/- 813 70/- KT76 12/-1105 4/6 61.15(10) 7/6 932 25/- ET062 51-1LN5 4/6 61470 8/6 866A 12/6 icrz.41 6/61311 12/6 61160 7/- 885 7/8 LP`-' 4/61E5 7/. 6V6GT 7/6 956 3/6 51114 5/8185 71- 6X4 7/6 1203 7/6 UM 6/81T4 7/- 6x5 7/- 5783 13/- M1,0 6/620130 4/- 6Y6 8/- 7193 2/6 N77 7/621)21 8/6 6Y7 15/- 9001 5/6 N142 9/82X2 4/6 624/84 10/6 9002 5/6 N150 10/684.4 7/6 7A7 6/6 9003 5/6 003 9/-3B7 8/8 7147 7/8 9006 6/- 003 8/831)6 2/6 7C3 7/6 AC/111 6/6 0315 7/6

7//8- 781/6.

0315A. 10/8
33V844 77/t 7701318 AACC/IPP4 08059 10/641)1 3/- 7187 7/6 AP4 7/6 PCC84 10/8504 8/- 707 8/6 ARP3(A) 5/- PCF80 10/65X4 8/6 767 8/6 ATP4 3/- Pe. 25 6/65383 7/6 7V7 8/6 BL63 7/6 Pen 46 7/.523 8/6 7Y7 3102 9/- Pen 1340 6/.524 8/8 8A8 111- B300 9/. PL81 10/-623 10/6 802 2/6 B319 10/6 P182 9/66A7 8/6 803 8/8 0E11 17/6 PL83 11/664.57 6/- 1041 9/6 1)77 6/- P8812 4/-
6,3138 10/. 1001 4/8 DAF91 7/- P1111131 7/86807 6/6 10F9 8/8 DF91 7/- PY80 9/66805 6/6 I0LD3 9/- DF92 6/- PY81 10/-6AG7 10/- 10L1)11 10/- DH36 15/6 PY82 7/6OAKS 7/6 10P13 9/6 03877 $/- QP21 7/8CATS 6/. 1286 6/6 05142 9/- Q.89.3/10101
68515 6/8 114.117 12/6 00150 10/- Q875/2010/66A116 6/6
6 AQ5 9/-

11AT6 10/6
12AT7 7/-

08892 7/-
D172 9/8

Q8150/110/8

6AT6 8/-12A117 91- 0493 8/- QV04/7 9/6654 6/- 11AX7 7/- 0754 7/- 11E34 2/-6B7 7/8 12BA6 9/8 0L810 10/6 R137 9/66B8G 4/-128E6 8/6 E1148 2/- 11914 12/-
613851 4/8 1213E7 12/6 EA50 2/- 8130 5/8gBEO 6/8 12E1 301- EA76 9/6 8P4(7) 8/6111060 12/6 10186 3/- E4.(101 9/- 8P61. 2/6
61338 6/6 1235 6/- E1334 2/- 81161 11/.
611Q5 10/6 12K8 8/6 EB41. 11/- TP22, 846BR7 058C7 7/6 EB91 6/. 12a 12/..
6BW6 7/6 12807 5/6 EBC3 10/6 U31 8/86B07 9/6 10837 7/- EBC33 7/6 1500 . 7/80137(0 10/- 128E7 6/. EBC41 10/- UO2 8/-6C4 7/6 12807 8/8 ECM 7/- U78 7/66C6 6/8 108117 7/6 EC52 5/6 0142 9/-608 8/6 12050 7/- Ems 9/- 0130 8/660'10 10/- 14187 10/8 E0035 9/- U153 10/-6006 6/8 14E7 10/6 E0071115154 8/6606 6/8 16AS 9/6 ECC82. 10/6 U319 8/6GPO( 7/6 1723 10/- ECC91 7/6 U329 10/66F8 71- 18 8/- 1301142 10/-
6E11 9/- 111181 -10/- E0180 10/- 0AF42 12/66512 6/619Y3 7/6 EF22 9/-145041 9/-6F16 9/- 2516 8/6 11536 4/8 001842 9/6
6011 9/6 30 7/8 3537 10/6 33F41 8/66F32 8/6 35L6 8/- EF37A 10/8 UL41 9/66F33 9/6 353(4 10/6 EF39 8/6 UL44 20/-605(I1E) 7/- 3528 8/8 EF4I 9/- UL46 918606 6/6 3525 8/8 EF50(A) 8/- 11119 8/661160 2/6 40 8/- EF50(E) 5/- 1.7Y41 9/-
611631 8/6 4231P38 15/- E054 5/- VL8492A6350 5/- 0005 10/- E673 10/6 28/0/0
6,15M 8/- 30L6 8/- EF80 106- VP2(7) 8/6
063576 75//8. 5700116 8/6

8/8
EF9 I. 6/6
E505 7/6

VP4(7) 8/8
VY1.31( 7/861(6 7/- 58 8/6 ELI?. 6/6 VP23 6/661(70 5/- 61008 10/- EL4 I. 10/6 V1133 5/-61I73( 5/8 NTH 10/- 131.50 20/- VT501 81-81(8(0 8/- COOP 9/ EL84 10/6 VU111 3/-

6148038 8/6 8431E 10/8 E791 6/6 VU120A 3/-
055861 9/- 66E11 8/6 1115134 10/- V15133 4/-615 7/6 67PT 10/6 E031 11/- W148 8/68766 9/- 72 4/8 EY91 7/8 0145 8/6617 7/6 75 8/8 E240 8/6 WI50 9/-6703 3.01- 76 7/- E241. 91- X60 7/661715 7/6 77 0130 7/6 X142 9/80N118 8/. is 8/8 1177 3/- 38156 10/.5Q7 863 8:: 8/- 7871:11' 7/6 X11(1.5) 4/-657 8/- 85 t2 10/6 11122:,,DD 6/8 Y63 7/868,87 13/- 121VF 8,8 111,41 78 877 6/668F7 10/- 141 1) 6/- 2719 10/-68417 6/6 141TII 911 KBC:12 8/6

. Shop hours 8.30 to 3.30. Oats. 1 p.m.

Phone or wire that urgent order for immediate'
despatch

FIRST-CLASS
TELEVISION and
RADIO COURSES . .

GET A CERTIFICATE!
After brief, intensely interesting study
-undertaken at home in your spare
time -YOU cart secure your pro-
fessional qualification or learn Servicing
and Theory. Let us show you how !

FREE GUIDE. --
The New Free Guide contains 132
pages of information of the greatest
importance to those seeking such
success compelling qualifications as
A.M.Brit.I.R.E., City and Guilds
Final Radio, P.M.G. Radio
Amateurs' Exams., Gen. Cert.
of Educ., London B.Sc. (Eng.),
A . M .1 P E , A.M.I.Mech.E.,
Draughtsmanship (all branches),
etc., together with particulars of
our remarkable Guarantee of
SUCCESS OR NO FEE
Write now for your copy of this
invaluable publication. ft may well
prove to be the turning point in your

career.
FOUNDED 1885 -OVER

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF
ENGINEERING

(Dept.
LONDON

148,
, ECLBORN,.I.

'UNITA!.

CASCODE TYPE
T/V PRE -AMPS

NOW PROVING VERY POPULAR.
Manufactured specially to suit fringe andultra -fringe conditions. In use 140 milesnorth of Kirk O'Shotts (check our position)
and in many other distant locations and
difficult reception- areas. Complete incrackled steel case with built-in power-pack 200-260 A.C., 85151-. Also available,
less powerpack, for inclusion in .15 or .3amp heater chains,

E2.11.6
State heater current and channel used, or
send 6(1. stamp for illustrated details and
some interesting fringe data.

ELECTRO-A COUSTIC LABS.,'
TAM -ROSS -SHIRE -SCOTLAND

ALUMINIUM, LIGHT ALLOYS,
BRASS, COPPER, BRONZE,

IN ROD, BAR, SHEET, TUBE; STRIP,
WIRE, ANGLE, CHANNEL, TEE

3009 STANDARD STOCK SIZES

H. ROLLET & CO., LTD.
6, CHESHAM PLACE,LONDON,S.W.I.

SLOane 3463

Works:
36, ROSEBERY AVE., LONDON, E.C.1.
Branches at Liverpool, Manchester,

Birmingham, Leeds.
"No Quantity too Small",
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-It is best to- perform this adjustment directly after
the receiver is switched off, while the inside is still
warm.

PYE VT4
I have a -Pyi VT4 and have noticed the following

faults.
(1) When the vernier fine tuner is adjusted to give

maximum definition it introduces severe ringing and
sound on vision. Is this due to misalignment of the
tuned circuits, or is this an inherent fault with this
receiver ?

(2) After being in operation for approximately 30

- minutes a convex gap is noticeable at bottom of frame.
Your help and advice in these matters will be greatly

appreciated.-N. D. Healey (Bristol).
(I) This is quite a normal occurrence ; the fine

tuning should be adjusted for maximum sound,
consistent with minimum sound interference on vision
and optimum definition. A compromise between
definition and ringing " is generally necessary. If
this condition cannot be achieved the vision I.F.
stages may -be in need, of re -alignment.

(2) This effect is,probably caused by an alteration
in the characteristics of. the frame timebase valve as
it increases in temperature. It is sometimes aggravated
by the receiver's Mains adjustment not corresponding
closely to the local mains voltage. You should check
these points.

G.E.C. BT4542
Could you please help me with a fault which has

,developed in my G.E.C. BT4542 television receiver,
Hohne Moss frequency ?

The set was switched off after working normally,
and on switching on the following evening there was a
complete loss of picture.

The raster is quite normal and I have had all the
valves in the video strip tested, and they are O.K. The
vision detector and noise -limiter in the above section
are crystal diodes. What effect, would either of these
diodes have if faulty ? And is there any test which I
could apply to them ? At times it is possible to see a
very faint picture on the raster.-F. Bowman
(Knutsford).

We presume that the sound channel is unaffected
by the fault on vision. If this is the case then the
trouble lies somewhere in the vision I.F. detector
stages. It is unlikely that the video amplifier is at
fault, as you are able to obtain a raster. Your best
plan of action would be first to check the potential on
the electrodes of the vision I.F. valves, making sure
that the voltages are more or less normal. Assuming
that they are, and that the valves are up to standard,
the vision detector stage should come under suspicion.

The crystal diode becoming defective would give
rise to the Symptom, and this does sometimes happen
on your receiver. There is no really satisfactory test
for this component ; by far the best is by substituting
with a component of known goodness.

SIMPLE TV 'SCOPE

Fig. 1, except that I have reversed the polarity of
MR4 and MR5, which surely are drawn wrongly.

I could not get the tube to emit, although I used the
brilliance and focus controls throughout their range,
so I replaced R7, R17 and R16 with variables of 1 m.,

m. and 2 m. respectively. The tube did then emit,
but only when R17 was zero (then R7 had no control).
I obtained better results when I interchanged pin 1
and pin 2 connections on the tube, but even then the
best " picture " I got was about fin. diameter. Can
you please give me the C.R.T. circuit for my tube, and
can I expect to get a pin -point ?-E. Jones (Gosport).

You should be able to get a pin -sharp trace with

the VCR5I 7. it is possible that you have a fault in
the E.H.T. network, or a resistor has changed its
value in this network. Try varying the values and
check very carefully for possible leakage, especially
via spindles of the shift controls.

FERGUSON 983T
Could you please tell me how to reduce picture width

on my Ferguson Model 983T ?

I have the plug in minimum position, but the picture
overfills the screen-by how much I cannot say-and
this has only been so since a service engineer replaced
the line -output transforiner with a new one which,
incidentally, was obtained from Ferguson, and to
outward appearances at least looks to be the same as
the old one.-E. Walker (York).

This symptom almost certainly means that the
replacement transformer's toleiance is outside that
stipulated by the manufacturers for optimum per-
formance. Ifyou that the E.H.T. rectifier
valve is up to standard and that the Width adjustment
is correctly positioned, then we feel that it would be
to your advantage to have your dealer rectify the
trouble for you.

A " K " AERIAL
I wish to construct a type of aerial which I have

sometimes seen made in the form of a capital K. Can
you please tell me whether the reflector should be
insulated from the mounting bracket, or is it permissible
for the lower arm of reflector to be longer than the
upper and be made part of the mounting bracket? Can
you also suggest the best angle between dipole and
reflector arms and suitable lengths of both for
Channel 5.-W. Prewett (Salisbury).

Theoretically, it is desirable to insulate the reflector
from the chimney bracket. In practice 'this is not
very often done, however, and the performance would
appear to be little affected.

There is no critical angle between dipole and
reflector, though a satisfactory figure is something
like 45 deg.

The. dipole should have an overall length of
7ft. lin. and the reflector 7ft. 7in.

I am starting.to build the 'scope shown in the August,
QUERIES COUPON

but using a different C.R.T.-a 17CR51711 (10E/818).
must accompany all Queries.

I have completed the E.H.T. exactly as shown in
PRACTICAL TELEVISION, MAY, 1955.

I This coupon is available until MAY 21st, 1955, and
1954, issue of "Practical Television " (page 119), I

Published on the -22nd of each month by GEORGE NEWNES, LIMITED. Tower House, Southampton Street. Strand. London. W.C.2.
and printed in England by W. SPEAIGHT & SONS, Exmoor Street, London. W.I0. Sole Agents for Australia and New Zealand :

GORDON & GOTCH (Asia), LTD. South' Attlee : CENTRAL NEWS AGENCY, LTD. Subscription rate including postage, for
one year : Inland and Abroad 13s. 6d. (Canada 23s.) Registered at the General Post Office for the Canadian Magazine Post.
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forra4 COMBINED
BOOSTER

AND ISOLATING TRANSFORMERS

Cheap and easy to fit(to any Receiver,
they enable Tubes with low emission
or with 'Cathode -Heater short to be
used again. Supplied in any voltage
from 2v. -13.3v.
OPTIONAL BOOST (12 and 25%).

Price 21/- (Retail)

H. W. FORREST
349 HASLUCKS GREEN ROAD

SHIRLEY, BIRMINGHAM. SHI. 2483

WE SPECIALISE ONLY
IN

RADIO COMPONENTS-
LET US QUOTE YOU BY
RETURN FOR ANY RADIO
VALVES OR PARTS YOU

REQUIRE

HIRE PURCHASE TERMS ON KITS,
INSTRUMENTS, ETC.

Osram " 912 " and Mullard "510 "
Amplifier Parts in Stock.

NEW CATALOGUE WITH H.P. TERMS 6d.
QUOTES S.A.E.

RADIO SERVICING COMPANY
82 SOUTH EALING ROAD
LONDON W.5 EAL. 5737
NEXTDOOE SOUTH EALING TUBE STATION (TURN LEFT)

I i MONEY BACK

G GUARANTEE DUKE ..o
7eter GRA 6677

CW011

CO D

[(41 RONFORD RD. LONDON. En.

RADIO -GRAM CHASSIS
2919. Including Speaker.

5 valve sfhet., 3 w/band; A.C. mains, complete, but less valves
and dial. All used, tested guaranteed, P. & P, 4/6. Drawings
2/6 or free with order. Knobs, 1/6 set extra. Complete with
valves. 97/6.
RADIO CHASSIS, 7/9. A.C. or universal, s/het. receivers.
Less valves, dial and eleotrolytics. Otherwise believed to be
in working order. Note :-our 8in. M.E. speaker fits some of
these sets: We match on request with order. P. & P. 3/6.
RADIO CHASSIS, 14/9. As above, with 3 -band coil packs.
465 I.F.s. All used bargains. P. & P. 3/6.
SPEAKERS. 12/9. 8in.. Still.. 5in. or 31in. std. ; P.M. 3-5ohms. or with O.P. trans, 14,9. Used. tested guaranteed.Post
SPEAKERS. 2/9. 8in. M.E. field 1k. 25. 5k ohms. With O.P.trans., 4 9. Post 119. Used, tested guaranteed.
V.H.F. RECEIVER. 1124. 17/6, with 6 valves. X.W.D! Newcondition. 6 channel switching. Receives T.V. sound, police.
fire and amateurs. 30.5 to 40 mc's. I.F. 7 mc's. Post 2/6. Draw-
ings and conversion data free With each set.
V.H.F. 1125 SET. 7/9. New and boxed. This little set is a
V.H.F. receiver. Requires modification to put it into service.
Complete with valves. Post 2/-.
R.F. UNIT 24. 12/6. New and packed, tuning 20-30 MC,'.3.Including 3 valves. Post 21,
T.V. TUBES AND T.V. CHASSIS. We hope to accept your
further orders this month, after we have completed your over-
whelming response to previous ads. We are sorry for the pastdelay in despatch.
(0.P.) TRANSFORMERS. 1/9. Used, tested, guaranteed.Std. size. Post 9d.
2 GANG CONDENSERS. 2/9. Std. size .0005, used, testedguaranteed. Also 3 gang, 2/9 ; post 9d.
T.V. CONDENSERS. 12/6. Electrolytic. 123 rafd.+64 mfd.350 volt. Post V-.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS. 5/9. 350-0-350 v., 12 v.+4 v.
Primary, 100. 120, 200 250. Make ideal auto trans. Post 2/,
AMPLIFIERS. 57/6. 3 valve, 4 watt output, A.C. or universal.Post 2/6.
AMPLIFIERS. 77/6. 4 valve. 7 watt output, A.C. or universal.Post 3/6.
AMPLIFIERS. 97/6. 5 valve, 10 watt output, A.C. only,
extra pre -amp. stage, 3 controls. Post 3/6.

21d. stamp only for complete catalogue.

HANNEY of BATH offers :-
VIEWMASTER.--ConstruCtor's Envelope, 7/6. Stage 1, 82/3:two, 43/3 three. 25/1/8 : four, 9/10 : five.. 210/41- ; six, 27/7/3 ;seven, 64,'-. Complete pre -amp kit (less valve). 32/2.
WB100 (sound and vision chassis), 18/6 ; WB101, 81- ; WB102, 18/6;WB103. 42/- WB103A. 52/6 ; WB104, 1516: WB105, 47/2: WB106,25/6 : WB107, 32/6 ; WB108, 33/3: WB109/1, 2 or 3 (state tube type),22/6 ; WB110, 7/6 ; WB112, 21/6: WB Console conversion kit, 35/- ;WB303 pre -amp chassis, 17/8: Westinghouse Rectifiers, 14A86,20/4 ; 14D36, 11/7 : WX3 and WX.6. 3)9 each ; 36EHT100. 29/5 :36EHT50, 26/1: 36EHT45, 23/8 E3/100, 1418 ; E3/50, 13,19 ; E3/45:8/2. T.C:C. Condensers, £7/10/ -(any condenser supplied separately).
Morganite pots, 51- each ; Morganite resistors. 35/3. Colvernpots, 22/8 ; or CLR901, 3/3 each and CLR4089122, 6/4. Belling -Lee1.707, 8/9. Fuses 13d. each. Wearite Coilsets (with L9). L'don andBelfast. 22/- Wenvoe and Pontop Pike, 28,'- : H. Moss. E.o.S..B'ham and Brighton, 30/-. Pre -amp coils, <II- pr. (any channel).
TELEKING.-Constructor's Envelope, 6/-; Coilsets, 44/6; ChaSsiskit, 50/- T.C.C. kit, £7/413: RM4 rectifier, 21!- . Allen Compo-nents, Lent 40/- : F0305, 21/- ; DC300C, 39/6; FC302, 31/-

'
 GL16

.

and GL18. 7/6 each ; BT314, 15/- SC312. 21/- ; AT310. 30/- ; OP117,9'- ; Dubilier Resistor/Pot, kit, 81/6.
P.T. SUPER VISOR.-T.C.C. Condenser kit, £8/814: Erie resistorkit, 54/4: 4 w/w pots, 26/- : 7 Erie carbon pots, 35/- : Allen °on-sets, 44/6 ; Allen DC/300C, -39/6 GL.16 and GL.18, 7/6 eachSC.312, 21/- : FC.302, 31!- OP.117 output trans., 9/- DencoWA/FMAS. 21/- : V/A/LOT1. 42/- : Denco chassis kit. 51/8-: West-inghouseWX.6. 3/10 . WG4A. 7/6 ; LW.7, 26/8 ; English Electricpolystyrene mask, 45i8 : perspex filter, 32/8 anti -corona ring,6/8 ; Tube sheath, 8/2 ; T.901 tube, inc. carriage and insurance,
222/14110 ; Elan ITS ion trap. 5/-.
OSRAM 912 Erie resistor -pot. kit with ceramic tube resistors.
very highly recommended, 29/6 : Lab, resistor kit, 32/4 , T.C.C.condensers, 55/-. PARTRIDGE Components, with loose lead
terminations, Mains trans.. 441- , Smoothing Choke. 29/6 : Outputtrans., 76/9. Price includes Partridge carriage/packing charge.Printed panel. 14/6. W.E. chassis, 28/6. Send for complete list.
MULLARD 5 VALVE 10 WATT AMPLIFIER. T.C.C. Con-
densers. 45/- : . Erie resistor -pot. kit. 37/6 Elstone Mains trans..38/- ; Eistone Output trans., 45'- (both types) ; Denco chassis.1416. Small parts as per our list. Matched pairs of valves areavailable for both the above designs.

Send 6,1. in siarn)s for our ccm)lete list

L. F. HANNEY, 77 Lower Bristol Road, Bath.
Tel: 3811
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 illustrated on fine art paper
 58 pages, with up-to-date list
ai Orders dealt with day received
ie A square deal

Post Free. U.K., Forces and Eire only
OVER 2,000 ITEMS LISTED WITH OVER 100 PHOTOGRAPHIC

ILLUSTRATIONS

VIEWMASTER.-Constructional Envelope, 7/6. Big Picture
Conversion Envelope, 3/6. Pre -amplifier Folder, If-. Complete
Pre -amp kit, less valve, 32/2. WB200 Sound/Vision Chassis, 18/6.
WB101 Chassis Support, 6/-. W8102 Timebase Chassis, 18/6.

W8103, 32/6. W13103A, 52/6. W8104, 15/6. WB105, -47/2.
WB106, 25/6. WBI 07, 32/6. WBI 08, 33/3. WBI 09/1, 2 or 3
(state which tube), 22/6. WB110, 716. W8112, 21/6. WB Console
Conversion Kit, 35/-. W13300 Pre -amp Chassis, 17/6. Westing-
house Rectifiers : 14A86, 20/4 I4D36, 11/7 ; WX3 or WX6,
3/9 ; 36EHT100, 29/5 ; 36EHT45, 23/8 ; 36EHT50, 26/I.
Morganite Type T resistors : 20%, 6d. ; 10%, 9d. ; Type R,
20%, 8d. ; 10%, If.. All T.C.C. Condensers sold separately.
CLR901 pots., 3/3 ; CLR4089/22, 6/4. Wearite Coil Sets : London
and Belfast, 20/- ; Wenvoe & Pontop Pike, 26/- ; Holme Moss,
Rowridge, Kirk-o'Shotts, Sutton Coldfield, Brighton, 28/.. Pre -

amp. Coils, 4/- pair. All ocher items available, including Wide-angle
ype.

Please include Postage on orders under £2. Minimum 6d.

Established 21 Years -Our Technical Help at Your Disposal.

SOUTHERN RADIO & ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
SORAD WORKS

REDLYNCH : SALISBURY : WILTSHIRE
Telephone : Downton 207

VIEWMASTER
AND

SIMPLEX KITS
ON EXTENDED PAYMENTS

Only 3/- in the £ Deposit
* SIMPLEX

Six-inch kit, less tube. Deposit £2.11.0 and 12
monthly payments of L13.9.

Conversion to Twelve -inch kit, less tube. De-
posit £2.6.0 and 12 monthly payments of L1.4.1.
Twelve -inch kit, less tube. Deposit £4.10.0 and

.12 monthly payments of £2.5.I0.

* VIEWMASTER *
Nine- or Twelve -inch kit, less tube. Deposit

L5.8.6 and 12 monthly payments of £2.15.10.
Wide Angle Model, less tube. Deposit L6.6.0

and 12 monthly payments of £3.5.6.
Full details of these Kits are given in our
lists which will be sent free upon request.

WATTS RADIO
8, Apple Market, Kingston -on -Thames, Surrey.

Telephone : KINgston 4099.

LAFC0'" E. PAYMENT" CORNER

THE " METRIX
-MULTIMETER 460
with 28 ranges. Internal
resistance 10.000 ohms per
volt A.C: and D.C. Volts :
3-7.5A0-75-150-300-750 v. A.C.
and D.C. Resistance from
0: to 2 megohms in two
ranges. Dimensions : fiVin-
k 4in. x llin. Weight : 1

lb. 5 ozs. Cash Price 214.6.4
or 35/- deposit and 8 monthly
payment, of 35r-.

THE " METRIX"
MODEL 410

-19 ranges with a sensitivity
of 100 ohms per volt from
75-750 volts. A.C. and D.C.
Volts 15-75-150-300-750. Re-
sistance 0-100 ohms. Weight
1 lb. 2 ozs. Cashiprice £9.2.11
or 22/5 deposit and 8 monthly
payments of 2215.

There is a .111eirix" Meter for TOUR needs
MODE(. 400 TRANSCL1P.--Curren ts can be measured
without any volts drop. All voltages (A.C.) up to 500 v. may
be measured. A.C. currents 0-10. 30, 100, 300A. Accuracy .L
F.S.D.. £17.8.0 cash or 42/7 deposit and 8 by 42'7.
MODEL 422E. -Sensitivity 5.000 ohms per volt. A.C. and U.C.
volts 1.5-5-15-50-150-500-1.500. A.C. and D.C. run eats 1.3 7 15
50-150-500 mA., 1.5-5 amps. resistance, 0-2 meg. in 2 l'anacy.
Accuracy 1.5% on D.C., 2.5-a on A.C. Weighs 2i lbs., 122.14.10
cash or 55/7 deposit and 8 by 55)7.
Send stamp for leaflets of the Metric range, all of which are available
on easy terms.

L.IFCO COMPOUTDS. LTD. (Desk. 151)
3, Corbetts Passage, Itotherhitbe New Road.; Lonlon.
8.E.16. Telephony : BEIhnotalsey 4341. lint.

ARTHURS HAVE IT!
LARGE STOCKS OF VALVES AND G.R.T.s.
AVO METERS IN STOCK
Avo Model 7 £19 1

Avo Model 8 23 I

Electronic Test Unit - - 27 I

Electronic Test Meter - - 40
Valve Characterictics Meter - - - 60
* Cossor Oscilloscopes Model 1052- - 104

1049 - - 132
Full range Taylors Meters. List on request.

Leak-TL/I0 Amplifier and " Point One "
Pre -Amplifier - - - Complete 28 7 0

F.M. Kit of parts £5 less valves. Ref. Radio Constructor
July, 1954.

Jayson F.M. Tuner Unit - - - IS 17 0

Chapman Tuning Units - - from 16 0 0

LATEST VALVE MAN UALS
MULLARD, OSRAM, & BRIMAR No. 5, 5/- each,

MAZDA 21- each.
SCOPE SOLDERING IRON A.C./D.C. HEATING

TIME : 4 v. 6 sec. 6 v. 4 sec. 39/6.
Postage 6d. each extra.

Terms C.O.D. OR CASH with order and subject to price
alterations and being unsold.

Est.
1919

PROPS.' ARTHUR GRAY. LTD.
OUR ONLY ADDRESS : Gray House,

150-152 Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2
TEMple Bar 5833/4 and 4765.

TELEGRAMS-" TELEGRAY, WESTCENT, LONDON."
.. CABLES -I' TELEGRAY; LONDON."
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CATHODE

RAY TUBES

These G.E.C. Television tubes combine all the requirements for perfect
viewing. ALUMINISED SCREENS for brighter and more contrasty pictures
with long, life and freedom from screen burn. GREY FILTER GASS face -
plates with high light transmission efficiency permitting, vievving, under
normal lighting conditions without loss of contrast and without need
of separate viewing filters.

BRIEF DATA
7203A 7401A

Vh 61V Vh 61V
Ih 03A lh 0-3A
Va (Tin) 10'8kV Va.(min) 11kV
Va (max) 140kV Va(tnx). 16kV

Both tubes are provided with an
external graphite coating, and
have a scanning angle of 700.

The heaters are suitable for both
series or parallel operation.

1.

Forjurther infirrnation tyrite to the Ooann Valve and. Electronics Dept.,
THE GENERAL ELECTRIC CO. LTD.. MAGNET HOUSE, KINGSWAY, LONDON, W.C.2




